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Reuse of existing carefully designed and tested software improves the quality of 
new software systems and reduces their development costs. Object-oriented 
frameworks provide an established means for software reuse on the levels of both 
architectural design and concrete implementation. Unfortunately, due to frame-
works’ complexity that typically results from their flexibility and overall abstract 
nature, there are severe problems in using frameworks. 
Patterns are generally accepted as a convenient way of documenting frameworks 
and their reuse interfaces. In this thesis it is argued, however, that mere static 
documentation is not enough to solve the problems related to framework usage. 
Instead, proper interactive assistance tools are needed in order to enable system-
atic framework-based software production. This thesis shows how patterns that 
document a framework’s reuse interface can be represented as dependency 
graphs, and how dynamic lists of programming tasks can be generated from 
those graphs to assist the process of using a framework to build an application. 
This approach to framework specialization combines the ideas of framework 
cookbooks and task-oriented user interfaces. Tasks provide assistance in (1) cre-
ating new code that complies with the framework reuse interface specification, 
(2) assuring the consistency between existing code and the specification, and (3) 
adjusting existing code to meet the terms of the specification. 
Besides illustrating how task-orientation can be applied in the context of using 
frameworks, this thesis describes a systematic methodology for modeling any 
framework reuse interface in terms of software patterns based on dependency 
graphs. The methodology shows how framework-specific reuse interface specifi-
cations can be derived from a library of existing reusable pattern hierarchies. 
Since the methodology focuses on reusing patterns, it also alleviates the recog-
nized problem of framework reuse interface specification becoming complicated 
and unmanageable for frameworks of realistic size. 
The ideas and methods proposed in this thesis have been tested through imple-
menting a framework specialization tool called JavaFrames. JavaFrames uses 
role-based patterns that specify a reuse interface of a framework to guide frame-
work specialization in a task-oriented manner. This thesis reports the results of 
cases studies in which JavaFrames and the hierarchical framework reuse inter-
face modeling methodology were applied to the Struts web application frame-
work and the JHotDraw drawing editor framework. 
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Chapter 1  
 
Introduction 
We are living today in a world of information societies, where all the services 
one can imagine are about to be realized as large computer-based assemblages. 
Technically this is possible because of the enormous evolution of computers and 
computer networks. Increased computing power and efficient data transfer, to-
gether with reduced costs, have enabled the development of systems that were 
previously considered impossible. Unfortunately, in spite of the achievements 
within the hardware industry, we are still facing tough problems in building large 
computing systems. This is mostly due to our inability to produce comprehensive 
yet usable, reliable and affordable computer software. 
1.1 Object-Oriented Frameworks and Software Reuse 
Typically software core concepts and components are repeatedly reinvented and 
implemented in every new software project. This is one of the central reasons 
why software development continues to be expensive and error-prone. Therefore, 
reuse of software code and design expertise has been widely accepted as the pri-
mary means for reducing software development costs and improving the quality 
and maintainability of software systems [Mili et al. 1995; Basili et al. 1996; 
Rine-Nada 2000]. 
During the 1970s, the basics of modular programming were defined and software 
engineers understood that modules could be the key for reuse [Parnas 1972]. 
Modules, however, only provided as-is reuse, and the adaptation and tailoring of 
modules was difficult because it usually had to be done by editing the modules’ 
source code. 
The object-oriented (OO) paradigm increased in popularity during the 1980s and 
1990s as the software engineering community began to realize the importance of 
flexibility in reuse: in order to maximize the benefits of reuse, the reusable parts 
of a system must be adaptable for new situations without changing the parts di-
rectly. In order to achieve this flexibility, the OO techniques use mechanisms 
such as inheritance, polymorphism, and dynamic binding.  
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The OO mechanisms by themselves do not, however, address the problem of re-
using larger interrelated components that make up whole systems. For that pur-
pose, the notion of object-oriented frameworks has been introduced [Johnson-
Foote 1988; Deutsch 1989; Lewis et al. 1995; Fayad et al. 1999]. A framework 
implements the architecture of a family of OO systems: the common central con-
cepts together with structural relationships and dynamic interaction. A frame-
work consists of software code that is left partially abstract. The abstract parts 
can be specialized using OO techniques to produce custom applications or sub-
systems. This process of (re)using frameworks to build applications is called 
framework specialization. 
OO frameworks represent the state of the art for reusing both code and design. 
Unfortunately, frameworks are often large and complex and thus difficult to 
manage. Also, because of the partially abstract nature of frameworks, the con-
cepts they introduce are typically hard to understand. Both framework developers 
and framework specializers have to face these difficulties. 
In practice, framework specialization involves, for example, creating concrete 
subclasses for abstract classes, implementing and overriding methods, calling the 
right methods with the right parameters in the right places, instantiating and ini-
tializing correct classes, and creating additional resources such as images and 
configuration files. All this must be done according to the usage protocols that 
the framework developers had in mind when creating the framework. The prob-
lem is that the current framework implementation languages do not provide suf-
ficient means for imposing or even expressing such protocols that involve rela-
tionships among multiple program elements and other resources. It is very diffi-
cult to specialize a framework according to protocols that are left implicit, and 
thus specializers are likely to come up with solutions that conflict with the as-
sumptions made by the framework developers. 
1.2 Research Questions
The foundation of the research described in this thesis rests on OO frameworks. 
OO frameworks appear to provide the desired mechanisms for software reuse and 
thus the means for promoting efficiency and quality in software development. 
Unfortunately, as noted above, there are still significant problems in designing 
and using OO frameworks. This thesis focuses on the challenge of providing as-
sistance for framework usage — a topic that, despite its significance, has been 
overshadowed by the interest in framework design and construction. 
How could we ease the problems of using OO frameworks? There are several 
documentation approaches that have been proposed for guiding the use of 
frameworks. These include, for instance, framework cookbooks [Krasner-Pope 
1988] and pattern-based documentation [Johnson 1992]. To us it seems, how-
ever, that plain static documentation is not enough to assist framework speciali-
zation where sometimes complicated framework usage protocols have to be 
obeyed. We believe that, in addition to traditional documentation methods, there 
should also be proper tool support for framework specialization. Tool support 
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and systematic methods for using the tools would provide a solid ground for 
maximizing the benefits of reuse with OO frameworks. So far, tool support for 
frameworks has just begun to evolve, and clearly the available tools are still im-
mature. 
What kind of tool support should there be for specializing OO frameworks? As 
noted earlier, framework specialization in practice means concrete programming 
work. Our vision is that this programming work could be facilitated with an as-
sistance tool that would allow software professionals to specialize arbitrary 
frameworks into applications in a task-oriented manner. Our idea combines 
framework cookbooks with the innovations of task-oriented user interfaces that 
are popular especially in computer-guided help systems [Priestley 1998]. A task-
oriented user interface provides the user with a list of possible goals that can be 
reached through the interface. When a goal is selected, a list of activities (tasks) 
for accomplishing that goal is displayed. 
Providing tool support for framework specialization requires a method for speci-
fying the reuse interface of a framework. A framework reuse interface consists of 
variation points (i.e. hot spots [Pree 1995]) that are related to specializing the 
framework’s abstract classes and calling or combining the framework’s concrete 
default components. What kind of a method should we use for specifying frame-
work reuse interfaces? On one hand, the method should be precise enough to al-
low adequate tool support for framework specialization. On the other hand, using 
the method for specifying framework reuse interfaces should not be too compli-
cated or require too much work; the method should be applicable in practice. The 
latter requirement leads us to the last central research question addressed in this 
thesis: How can we ease the burden of writing framework reuse interface specifi-
cations? 
1.3 Thesis Contributions 
This thesis is based on the research ideas and results developed within the Fred 
and JavaFrames projects [practise.cs.tut.fi/fred] carried out at the University of 
Helsinki, University of Tampere, and Tampere University of Technology. I was 
working as a researcher in those projects from 1997 to 2003. 
In order to alleviate the problems of using OO frameworks, our research group 
implemented the ideas of task-oriented framework specialization as a framework 
engineering tool called JavaFrames. JavaFrames generates tasks for assisting 
framework specialization. The tasks are generated from a pattern-based specifi-
cation of the reuse interface of the framework at hand. In practice, tasks are dy-
namic user interface notifications that support the following framework speciali-
zation activities at application write-time: (1) producing new code according to 
the framework usage protocols made explicit in the framework reuse interface 
specification, (2) checking whether existing code matches the specification, and 
(3) changing existing code so that it conforms to the specification. 
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The core of JavaFrames contains a generic task automaton framework that im-
plements task generation. From now on we shall refer to this generic task 
automaton framework as the core task automaton. The core task automaton gen-
erates tasks from role-based pattern descriptions. The mechanics of this task 
generation have not been explained in detail before. With the intention of de-
scribing task generation in a precise manner, this thesis represents the role-based 
patterns as dependency graphs annotated with cardinalities. Dependency graphs 
are directed acyclic graphs whose nodes stand for pattern roles and arcs denote 
dependencies between roles. Based on the notion of dependency graphs we pro-
vide an abstract model that describes how one can generate tasks that guide the 
process of binding pattern roles to target domain entities, for example, to Java 
code elements. Making new bindings is the key mechanism in the task automaton 
since it drives the whole framework specialization process. Making new bindings 
involves associating pattern roles with existing code elements and with newly 
generated code elements. 
The formal representation of the role-based patterns has three important benefits: 
(1) It allows us to examine the properties of the patterns more precisely than be-
fore. For example, it is now possible to give an exact specification of how task 
generation is done. (2) It shows that the concepts developed in the Fred and 
JavaFrames projects are generally applicable and not tied to any particular tool 
environment. (3) In the future, it will allow a more detailed comparison between 
this work and other concepts and methods yet to be developed. 
The actual semantics of the patterns used for generating tasks is outside the scope 
of the core task automaton framework: it does not know the domain or the mean-
ing of the entities modeled with patterns. Instead, the semantics must be declared 
by specializing the framework. This thesis shows how the core task automaton, 
and the task-oriented paradigm in general, has been adapted to the context of OO 
programming and OO frameworks. We call this adaptation, which is a central 
part of JavaFrames, the framework task automaton. 
Before JavaFrames can be used to provide help in specializing a framework, we 
must develop the patterns that specify the reuse interface of the framework. Writ-
ing these reuse interface descriptions typically becomes a tedious and time-
consuming task. To confront this problem, this thesis introduces two solutions. 
Firstly, we have implemented mechanisms for developing patterns hierarchi-
cally. In this way a pattern can reuse the features of several other patterns. Thus, 
more complicated and more context-sensitive patterns can be developed based on 
other more generic patterns. Secondly, this thesis proposes a systematic method-
ology for developing patterns for framework reuse interface specification by util-
izing a library of generally usable patterns. From this library we can derive pat-
terns for a framework-dependent reuse interface specification. The general pat-
terns describe generic OO mechanisms such as inheritance, class instantiation, 
method overriding, method calls, and field references, as well as general mini 
architectures such as Pree’s metapatterns [Pree 1995], implementation-oriented 
design patterns [Gamma et al. 1994], and JavaBean component architecture con-
ventions [java.sun.com/beans]. 
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Employing the library of reusable patterns makes specifying framework reuse 
interfaces faster, easier, and generally more manageable. Furthermore, the library 
itself demonstrates that a considerable portion of the reuse mechanisms used in 
OO frameworks can actually be represented as a generally applicable “specializa-
tion pattern library”. This kind of library allows software reuse “on a meta-
level”: instead of reusing software directly, we reuse the rules for reusing soft-
ware. 
In order to validate the ideas presented in this thesis, two case studies were car-
ried out with JavaFrames. These case studies involved the Struts [jakarta.apac-
he.org/struts/] and JHotDraw [www.jhotdraw.org] frameworks. The Struts 
framework can be used for developing server-side web applications as Java serv-
lets. JHotDraw is a graphics framework for object-based drawing editor ap-
plications. In the case studies the reuse interfaces of the frameworks were first 
specified with JavaFrames. After that, JavaFrames was used to specialize work-
ing applications from both frameworks. 
The case studies had two purposes. Firstly, they were testing the basic idea of 
JavaFrames: can it provide significant aid for framework specialization? Sec-
ondly, we evaluated the methodology for writing patterns hierarchically using the 
predefined generic pattern library. The results of using the hierarchical method-
ology for developing patterns were compared to two alternative approaches: (1) 
developing patterns manually from scratch and (2) using the Pattern Extractor 
tool [Viljamaa J. 2004] that can semi-automatically deduce skeletons of Java-
Frames patterns from framework source code. 
On the whole, this thesis contains both theoretical and constructive contributions 
that provide answers to the research questions discussed earlier. The theoretical 
contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows: 
(1) an analysis of the challenges of framework specialization tools, 
(2) a definition of role-based patterns and a description of how these patterns 
can be developed based on other more generic patterns in a hierarchical 
manner, 
(3) a formal description of how tasks can be generated from role-based pat-
terns, 
(4) a definition of JavaFrames patterns that extend the generic role-based 
patterns and can be used for specifying framework reuse interfaces, and 
(5) a methodology for using a library of generic JavaFrames patterns that 
can be used as a basis for developing patterns for any framework reuse 
interface specification. 
Contributions 2 and 4 (above) are joint work with other members of the Java-
Frames development team (mainly Markku Hakala, Juha Hautamäki, and Jukka 
Viljamaa). This work has been published in [Hakala et al. 2001a; Hakala et al. 
2001b; Hakala et al. 2001c; Viljamaa A. 2001; Viljamaa-Viljamaa 2002]. Earlier 
versions of the ideas have also been published in [Hakala et al. 1997; Hakala et 
al. 1998; Hakala et al. 1999a; Hakala et al. 1999b]. This thesis extends and im-
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proves the earlier ideas that involve pattern hierarchies (contribution 2) and 
JavaFrames patterns (contribution 4). Contributions 1, 3 and 5 are original work 
done by the author. They have not yet been published. 
The research done for this thesis has also involved a considerable amount of con-
structive work. The following list summarizes the constructive contributions re-
lated to this thesis: 
(1) design and implementation of the Fred and JavaFrames environments (in 
particular, the core task automaton with role-based patterns and task gen-
eration as well as the framework task automaton with support for OO 
Java frameworks), 
(2) design and implementation of additional JavaFrames tools for facilitating 
the creation of hierarchical patterns, 
(3) design and implementation of a generic JavaFrames pattern library to be 
used in creating new patterns for framework reuse interface specifica-
tions, and 
(4) case studies in which JavaFrames was applied to the JHotDraw and 
Struts frameworks. 
The first constructive contribution is a joint work with the other members of the 
JavaFrames team. The main designer and implementer of the core task automa-
ton is Markku Hakala. I have designed and implemented the framework task 
automaton for describing the reuse interfaces of Java frameworks and I have also 
made adjustments to Hakala’s core task automaton. All the researchers in the 
JavaFrames development team have contributed to the design and implementa-
tion of the prototypes and previous versions of the framework task automaton. 
The first parts of the case studies (contribution 4 above) I have planned and put 
into practice together with Jukka Viljamaa. We annotated the reuse interfaces of 
the frameworks with “flat” patterns that were made from scratch. The results 
concerning the JHotDraw case have been reported in my licentiate thesis [Vilja-
maa A. 2001]. Jukka Viljamaa then used the Struts case results and compared 
them with another Struts reuse interface annotation made with his Pattern Extrac-
tor [Viljamaa J. 2004]. For this thesis I continued the case studies in another di-
rection: I utilized my library of reusable patterns to create framework-specific 
patterns for JHotDraw and Struts. In this thesis the results are compared with the 
ones represented in [Viljamaa J. 2004] and [Viljamaa A. 2001]. (For yet another 
case study carried out with JavaFrames, refer to Juha Hautamäki’s licentiate the-
sis [Hautamäki 2002]. His thesis discusses a case study in which a previous ver-
sion of JavaFrames was applied to Nokia’s network management system’s GUI 
framework.) 
1.4 Thesis Contents 
The contents of this thesis are as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the concept of OO 
patterns. The focus is on design patterns, i.e. “the building blocks of frame-
works”, and metapatterns that capture the structural essence of design patterns. 
1.4 Thesis Contents 7 
Chapter 3 is devoted to OO frameworks. The chapter goes through a short history 
of frameworks, describes the typical structure and evolution of frameworks, dis-
cusses framework specialization, compares frameworks with other reuse tech-
niques, and finally, lists the benefits and problems with applying the framework 
technology in general. 
Chapter 4 discusses tool support for frameworks and how tools can help over-
coming the problems related to employing frameworks. The chapter begins with 
an illustration of some of the proposed modeling techniques for frameworks and 
continues with a description of desired functionality for different kinds of 
framework tools. Also, several existing framework tools are presented. Finally, 
the chapter identifies several challenges that we have found critical when study-
ing and developing tool support for framework specialization in particular. 
In Chapter 5 we bring in a general theory that characterizes the role-based pat-
terns and describes how programming tasks are generated based on these pat-
terns. The chapter also shows how role-based patterns can be developed in a hi-
erarchical manner. On the whole, Chapter 5 lays a ground for our own frame-
work engineering tool, JavaFrames. 
In Chapter 6 we first introduce the JavaFrames tool and the general ideas behind 
it. Then we take a closer look at JavaFrames and how it is intended to be used in 
the framework specialization process. We also present the library of generic re-
usable patterns and the methodology for utilizing the library for systematic speci-
fication of a framework’s reuse interface. 
Chapter 7 reports the case studies carried out in order to test the framework reuse 
interface specification methodology. The chapter presents the JavaFrames pat-
terns developed for describing the reuse interfaces of the Struts and JHotDraw 
frameworks and shows how the patterns can be used for building applications. 
The case study patterns (made by using the library of generic patterns) are com-
pared with patterns made from scratch and with patterns developed by using the 
Pattern Extractor tool [Viljamaa J. 2004]. The case studies show that JavaFrames 
can offer considerable help in framework specialization and that the library of 
generic patterns significantly alleviates the burden of developing framework re-
use interface specifications. 
Finally, Chapter 8 concludes the thesis with an evaluation of the capabilities of 
JavaFrames and the framework reuse interface modeling methodology. The 
chapter also contains a comparison to related work and a discussion on the short-
comings of this work as well as future plans for improving on them. Chapter 8 
finishes off with a summary of the contributions of this thesis and a vision of 
some possible further research directions based on JavaFrames and this thesis. 
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Patterns of Object-Oriented Programming 
Object-oriented patterns [Beck 1988; Gamma et al. 1994; Coplien-Schmidt 
1995; Buschmann et al. 1996] describe general and reusable solutions to recur-
ring problems in different aspects of OO software development. Patterns typi-
cally stem from real-world experiences and their purpose is to condense the 
knowledge and expertise of experienced software developers. 
More often than not, patterns describe ways of implementing flexible, maintain-
able, and reusable designs. Therefore patterns are heavily utilized in OO frame-
works, especially when implementing framework reuse interfaces. Consequently, 
it is not surprising that most of the current tools supporting frameworks are based 
on some form of the pattern concept. 
In this chapter we first look at the origin and history of patterns and discuss the 
types of patterns introduced so far (Chapters 2.1 and 2.2). The patterns that have 
influenced this thesis the most are the implementation-oriented design patterns 
and metapatterns. These are typically based on the fundamental OO reuse 
mechanisms. The OO reuse mechanisms are discussed in Chapter 2.3. Chapters 
2.4 and 2.5 concentrate on design patterns and metapatterns, respectively. While 
discussing design patterns, Chapters 2.4 introduces two important concepts that 
will be used frequently in this thesis: pattern role and pattern instance. After 
that, Chapter 2.6 discusses the problems related to patterns and Chapter 2.7 the 
relevance of patterns when developing tool support for frameworks. 
The general problems of handling patterns with automated tool support are dis-
cussed later in Chapters 4.2 and 4.3. These problems include, for example, pat-
tern instantiation and the validation of the consistency between patterns and 
source code. 
2.1 The Origin of Patterns: The Timeless Way of Building 
The idea of a pattern and a pattern language originates from the work of a well-
known building architect and urban planner Christopher Alexander. His ambi-
tious aim was to condense the knowledge of experienced architects, as well as 
common sense rules and traditions of builders in various cultures into a struc-
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tured set of patterns, i.e. into “rules which establish a relationship between a 
context, a system of forces which arises in that context, and a configuration 
which allows these forces to resolve themselves in that context”. Alexander be-
lieved that patterns could guide designers to achieve the combination of elegance 
and practicality, “the quality without a name”, that he thought was common in all 
great designs. According to Alexander, by following the pattern rules it should be 
possible even for ordinary inexperienced people to design their own houses, 
streets, and communities. 
Alexander and his colleagues published their work in a series of three books. The 
Oregon Experiment [Alexander et al. 1975] described a pattern-based architec-
tural design process for the campus of the University of Oregon. The patterns 
were tailored especially for the university environment. The second book, A Pat-
tern Language — Towns, Buildings, Construction [Alexander et al. 1977], pre-
sented 253 generally applicable architectural patterns tied together into a lan-
guage-like framework that was supposed to guide people through the process of 
architectural design. Each pattern in the language first discusses and illustrates a 
specific design problem in a specific context and then describes a working solu-
tion for the problem. Alexander hoped that his pattern language could be an in-
spiration and skeleton for people around the world for their own culture-
dependent pattern languages. The last book in the series, The Timeless Way of 
Building [Alexander 1979] explains the rationale behind patterns and pattern-
based architectural design. It sums up the concept of patterns and serves as a kind 
of an introduction for the previous books. 
Most Alexander’s patterns offer practical design guidelines. For example, Light 
on Two Sides of Every Room [Alexander et al. 1977] says that a room should 
have at least two outdoor walls with windows to enable proper lighting. Building 
Edge [Alexander et al. 1977] suggests that in order to make the surroundings of a 
building livelier, the outer edges of the building should be crenellated with places 
that invite people to stop, sit, lean, walk, etc. 
These down-to-earth patterns were not enough, however. Instead, Alexander took 
his pattern language and its consistency to an extreme, as he described how the 
world should be broken into nations and nations into smaller regions, and how 
roads, parking, shopping, etc., should be arranged. 
After 27 years from the publication of The Timeless Way of Building, it has be-
come clear that turning the creative process of architectural design into controlled 
steps of applying a pattern after pattern has not succeeded in the way Alexander 
planned it. Alexander’s ideas appear to be too extravagant and alienating from 
the practice; it seems that it is not possible to systemize the artistic process of 
architecting to such extent. 
2.2 History and Types of Object-Oriented Patterns 
Despite the difficulties in introducing patterns into real building architecture, pat-
terns have since become a hot topic within the OO software community. Are 
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there rational reasons for considering software development to be a more fertile 
ground for patterns? Clearly, the quality attributes for software architecture and 
building architecture are quite different. Software must above all be robust and 
extensible, and — from the perspectives of both end-users and maintainers — the 
structure of software should be as standard and simple as possible. Buildings on 
the other hand, must of course meet the functional requirements, but in addition, 
they should also provide a comfortable and personal environment for people. 
Thus, a number of rather subjective quality attributes have to be taken into ac-
count when designing buildings. It seems that the properties of software artifacts 
could be more objectively measurable and therefore software development might 
be more suitable for systemization. Of course in software development, too, 
some software engineers would rather consider themselves as artists. They prefer 
making things in their “own” unique way and stubbornly neglect standards. 
An analysis and discussion of Alexander’s work and its relevance to software 
engineering is presented in [Lea 1994]. One of the main differences between 
building architecture patterns and OO software patterns stems from the fact that, 
unlike building architecture, OO software can contain abstract components that 
hold the behavior common to all concrete components. 
The software pattern movement was set in motion at OOPSLA’87 when Beck 
and Cunningham presented their experiences in applying the concept of patterns 
to software development [Beck 1988]. Being influenced by the work of Alexan-
der, they had developed a language of five patterns for designing graphical 
Smalltalk [Goldberg 1984] user interfaces. 
Johnson was the first to emphasize the close relationship between design patterns 
and application frameworks. In [Johnson 1992] he proposed using design pat-
terns for documenting frameworks and introduced a set of patterns for the Hot-
Draw framework as an example. HotDraw is a graphics framework for object-
based editor applications. 
A true break-through of design patterns was seen in 1994 when the “gang of 
four” (Gamma, Helm, Johnson, and Vlissides) published their book Design Pat-
terns — Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented Software [Gamma et al. 1994]. 
The book described the ideas behind design patterns and presented 23 reusable 
design patterns in a compact catalog format. (Design patterns will be discussed in 
more detail in Chapter 2.4.) 
Pree soon discovered that there is a limited set of archetypal design patterns or 
ways to use the basic mechanisms of OO programming to compose different 
kinds of object structures with different properties. Pree calls such basic struc-
tures metapatterns [Pree 1995]. According to Pree, metapatterns can be used to 
analyze and explain why certain patterns have been chosen, why they work, and 
which things are common or different in certain patterns. (Metapatterns will be 
discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.5.) 
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Buschmann and his colleagues distinguished three different levels of granularity 
for patterns [Buschmann et al. 1996]: architectural patterns1, intermediate level 
design patterns, and low-level idioms. The architectural patterns introduced in 
[Buschmann et al. 1996] are strongly related to architectural styles [Shaw-Garlan 
1996]. They instruct on how to arrange the general structure of a software sys-
tem. Many of the architectural patterns can also be seen as large-scale variations 
of design patterns. Examples of architectural patterns include Model-View-
Controller and Layer. The former describes the separation of a functional or con-
ceptual model from its visualization and manipulation. The latter is often used, 
for instance, in network protocols where more abstract upper layers request ser-
vices implemented in lower concrete layers. 
Idioms are small patterns dealing with implementation and coding style aspects 
typically tied to a particular programming language. An idiom for one language 
can be a built-in mechanism in another language. Idioms for C++ [Stroustrup 
1986] are described in [Coplien 1992]. For instance, the Pointer Counting idiom 
shows how to keep track of object references. A set of idiom-like patterns for 
Smalltalk is available in [Beck 1997]. These patterns instruct, for example, on 
removing duplicates from a collection. Also, diverse examples of idioms dealing 
with things like memory management problems in C++ as well as efficiency and 
source code control in Smalltalk can be found in [Vlissides et al. 1996]. 
Coad’s modeling patterns [Coad 1992; Coad et al. 1995] have many characteris-
tics in common with design patterns. For example, the Observer design pattern 
[Gamma et al. 1994] and the Publisher-Subscriber modeling pattern [Coad et al. 
1995] practically address the same problem. However, modeling patterns have 
also broadened the scope of patterns: Coad’s patterns include, for instance, Top 
10 that suggests building a list of the ten most important features of a system in 
order to avoid being overwhelmed by low-level details. 
According to [Fayad et al. 1999], Coad’s modeling patterns are best suited for the 
transition from domain analysis to application design. Fowler’s analysis patterns 
[Fowler 1997] are more purely related to domain analysis. They are intended for 
modeling specific business domains, for instance, accounting, trading, measure-
ment, and organizational associations. Fowler’s patterns include, for example, 
Measurement that describes a model for capturing measurements about a patient 
in a health care system. 
In addition to different constructive phases of software development, there are 
also “administrative” patterns for the process of developing software. These in-
clude organizational and process management patterns [Coplien 1995; Foote-
Opdyke 1995; Kerth 1995]. 
Patterns do not necessarily describe useful or successful solutions. The notion of 
antipatterns was introduced in [Akroyd 1996] as it was considered also necessary 
to document recurring failures in software analysis, design, and implementation. 
An antipattern describes a recurring bad design or process and suggests a better 
                                                 
1 Buschmann originally used the term architectural framework, but the term architectural pattern was later adopted to 
avoid confusing Buschmann’s concept with OO application frameworks. 
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solution for the problem at hand. Similar work on providing software guidance 
based on identifying dysfunctional behavior and refactoring a solution for it has 
been documented, for example, in [Brooks 1979], [Webster 1995], and [Coplien 
1996]. In [Brown et al. 1998], a set of antipatterns (for example Spaghetti Code) 
was described using the form of representation introduced in [Gamma et al. 
1994]. 
For the last fifteen years or so the idea of patterns has been a central topic in the 
field of OO research and software engineering. Since the release of Design Pat-
terns [Gamma et al. 1994], many other catalogs of general patterns have been 
published, for example [Buschmann et al. 1996] and [Coplien 1996]. Also pat-
tern catalogs for more specific fields of software development have been written; 
these are called domain-oriented patterns (see, for instance, [Cunningham 1995] 
and [Lea 1996]). 
By now, patterns have established their status in the OO community. There is a 
devoted conference on patterns — Pattern Languages of Program Design 
(PLoP) [Coplien-Schmidt 1995; Vlissides et al. 1996; Martin et al. 1998; Foote et 
al. 1999]. Also numerous pattern-related sites and mailing lists exist on the Inter-
net: see, for example, [hillside.net/patterns]. A range of implementation varia-
tions of the original design patterns [Gamma et al. 1994] have been introduced 
for different programming languages (for Java versions, see [Metsker 2002]; for 
Smalltalk, see [Alpert-Woolf 1998]). Alexander, the godfather of the pattern 
movement, has also continued his research. He has recently published a four-
volume work, The Nature of Order [Alexander 2003], that investigates the inter-
action between science and architecture. 
2.3 Object-Oriented Reuse Mechanisms 
As noted earlier, the patterns that are most relevant to describing the reuse inter-
faces of OO frameworks, i.e. metapatterns and different forms of design patterns, 
mainly aim at describing flexible, maintainable, and thus reusable designs. In 
order to accomplish this, the patterns utilize the general mechanisms of OO pro-
gramming. 
Reuse in OO programming is based on abstract classes [Deutsch 1989, Gamma 
et al. 1994]. The main purpose of an abstract class is to define a common inter-
face for the objects that are created at run-time based on the concrete subclasses 
of the abstract class. 
By separating an object’s interface and its concrete implementations we achieve 
two things. Firstly, the object becomes encapsulated: a client using the object can 
access it only through its interface and the object’s concrete state remains safely 
hidden. Secondly, since the client is not dependent of the concrete implementa-
tion of the object, the implementation can be replaced — even at run-time — 
with another implementation. This is called polymorphism: a single variable or 
procedure parameter can take the values of several types or classes. The actual 
concrete implementation that carries out a request sent by the client is determined 
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dynamically just before its execution. This is known as dynamic binding. Encap-
sulation, polymorphism, and dynamic binding allow us to develop flexible OO 
programs where parts of programs can be redefined or replaced without having to 
change other parts that use them. This is an essential benefit and it allows care-
fully designed OO software to be truly reusable. 
In OO languages, subclass–superclass relationships are specified using inheri-
tance. Many patterns suggest using inheritance just to specify type relationships 
(interface inheritance), not to directly reuse code (implementation inheritance). 
Instead of inheritance of data attributes and operation implementations, most pat-
terns emphasize the use of object composition and delegation [Raj-Levy 1989; 
Palepu 1996; Yelland 1996]. Implementation inheritance should be avoided be-
cause (1) it is determined at compile-time and thus the implementations inherited 
from the parent classes cannot be changed at run-time and (2) since the parent 
classes define at least part of the behavior used in the subclass, possible changes 
in the parent classes usually force changes in the subclasses too [Gamma et al. 
1994]. Because of the latter reason, implementation inheritance is often said to 
break encapsulation [Snyder 1986]: the subclass implementations become bound 
to the parent class implementations. On the whole, it is generally argued that us-
ing object composition and delegation leads to more reusable OO designs. 
2.4 Design Patterns, Roles, and Pattern Instances
It is difficult to design reusable software — especially application frameworks. 
This is because in order to achieve reusability, it is not enough just to directly 
map the real world objects in the application domain into concrete implementa-
tion objects. Instead, a reusable design always introduces additional objects that 
are necessary, for example, when implementing indirection that flexibility typi-
cally requires. Discovering these organizational objects [Wolf-Liu 1995, Zimmer 
1995] can be laborious for an inexperienced developer. For instance, it is often 
convenient to represent the state of an entity or an algorithm as a separate object. 
However, less obvious designs like these are hard to develop, since they are not 
directly present in the application domain. Without a strong design expertise the 
organizational objects are not found until the later phases of design after many 
trials and errors. 
According to [Deutsch 1989], two aspects of OO software architecture — inter-
face design and functional factoring — constitute the key intellectual content of a 
software design. Interface design of classes is concerned with the external prop-
erties of a component as opposed to its implementation. Functional factoring is 
concerned with the distribution of functionality between the various components. 
This distribution expresses the logical structure of software. 
Design patterns assist in discovering organizational objects and managing both 
interface design and functional factoring in a way that promotes reusability. Re-
usability is achieved by adding layers of indirection that enable more flexible 
designs. 
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A design pattern is an informal description that systematically names, motivates, 
and explains a general design that addresses a recurring design problem in OO 
systems. It identifies a set of forces and constraints that are resolved in its solu-
tion. A design pattern describes the problem, the solution, criteria for choosing 
the pattern, and the consequences of the solution. It also gives implementation 
hints and examples. The solution is a general arrangement of objects and classes 
that solve the problem in a particular context. 
The pattern form has evolved from its origin since its adoption to software engi-
neering. The major change is that the software community has loosened the strict 
hierarchical ordering of Alexander’s original pattern language form. Also, Alex-
ander’s patterns focus more on illustrating the addressed problems, whereas de-
sign patterns describe the solution parts in more detail. 
The solution part of a design pattern is specified in terms of roles [Gamma et al. 
1994; Beck et al. 1996]. Roles describe specific responsibilities that a set of 
classes and objects must take in order to provide the solution for the problem at 
hand. 
As an example, let us examine the Abstract Factory design pattern (see Figure 
2.1). The pattern will be used in various cases later in this thesis; for instance in 
Chapter 5 where we describe the pattern model of the JavaFrames framework 
tool. 
 
Figure 2.1: The Abstract Factory design pattern [Gamma et al. 1994] as a UML class 
diagram 
The intent of Abstract Factory is to “provide an interface for creating families of 
related or dependent objects without specifying their concrete classes” [Gamma 
et al. 1994]. The pattern is useful when (1) the system under construction should 
be independent of how its products are created, composed, and represented, (2) 
the system should be configured with one of multiple families of products, (3) a 
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enforce this constraint, and/or (4) you want to provide a class library of products, 
and you want to reveal just their interfaces, not their implementations. 
There are four roles in the Abstract Factory pattern. AbstractFactory declares an 
interface for operations that create abstract product objects (e.g. different user 
interface items). There is a creation operation for each product type (e.g. window 
and button). Factories give these operations implementations that produce con-
crete product objects (e.g. MacOS windows and MacOS buttons). Each Ab-
stractProduct represents a certain product type (e.g. window) and declares an 
interface for product objects of that type. Each Product defines a concrete prod-
uct object (e.g. MacOS window) to be created by the corresponding concrete fac-
tory. A Product implements an AbstractProduct interface. 
The Abstract Factory pattern promotes consistency among products: a concrete 
factory produces products for one family only (e.g. MacOS or Linux user inter-
face elements). In addition, since the concrete classes are isolated from their ab-
stract declarations and Client only deals with the abstractions, it is easy to change 
the concrete implementations for individual products or whole product families. 
However, adding new kinds of abstract products to the system requires more ad-
aptations: the interface of AbstractFactory must be changed and, as a result, all 
the concrete factories must be modified, too. 
In many cases, it is important to distinguish a pattern from a pattern instance. A 
pattern consists of roles. It is a model that describes certain requirements for ac-
tual classes and objects that may exist in an OO system. A set of classes or ob-
jects that fulfill the requirements of a pattern is said to be an instance of that pat-
tern [Gamma et al. 1994]. Later in this thesis we will discuss tool support for pat-
terns and pattern-based tool support for OO frameworks. In that context, separat-
ing patterns and pattern instances is crucial, since they both have to be repre-
sented explicitly. 
Note that an actual class or an object in an OO system may play several roles of 
several different patterns and thus participate in many different pattern instances. 
Also, a pattern role may be played by several classes or objects that exist in dif-
ferent pattern instances. 
2.5 Metapatterns 
There seems to be a limited number of archetypal design patterns or ways to use 
the basic mechanisms of OO programming to compose different kinds of object 
structures with different properties. Pree identifies seven such basic structures 
and calls them metapatterns [Pree 1995]. He argues that the concepts of an OO 
system should be presented in the form of design patterns. Metapatterns can then 
be used to further explain why certain patterns have been chosen, why they work, 
and what things are common or different in certain patterns. Metapatterns can 
also be applied generatively to obtain abstract coupling in a design. 
Metapatterns differ from design patterns in that design patterns relate problems to 
solutions through contexts whereas metapatterns simply name certain aspects of 
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design structures. Metapatterns focus purely on the technical OO mechanisms of 
design patterns’ implementations. 
The central concepts in metapatterns are defined by categorizing methods of 
classes into template methods and hook methods [Pree 1995]. A specific method 
can be a hook method, a template method, or both. Template methods are high-
level function bodies invoking lower-level operations (hook methods) that are 
defined somewhere else. Hook methods can be abstract (defined in subclasses), 
delegated (defined in other objects), regular (the lowest level of action with no 
calls to other methods), or they can recursively be new template methods for 
other hooks. 
A class that holds a template method is called template class, and a class that in-
cludes a hook method is called hook class. A class can also be both a template 
class and a hook class. A hook class parameterizes its template class; in the con-
text of OO frameworks, hook classes and the hook methods in them are points 
that must be defined or modified when deriving a new application from the 
framework. Pree calls these points hot spots or variation points. Correspond-
ingly, templates classes and template methods are called frozen spots. 
There are seven metapatterns that result from the combination of three aspects: 
(1) the separation of hook and template classes, (2) the cardinality of the refer-
ence relationship between template and hook classes, and (3) the possible inheri-
tance relationship between hook and template classes. Figure 2.2 depicts four of 
these metapatterns. The remaining three metapatterns result when the cardinality 
of the reference from template class to hook class is 1:1 (instead of 1:N). Tem-
plate classes and hook classes are denoted with letters T and H, respectively.  
Note that the template class defines a template method which contains an invoca-
tion of a hook method defined in the hook class. Note also that a reference be-
tween the template class and the hook class indicates that the object holding the 
template method (i.e. the template object) is different from the object whose 
hook method is called (i.e. the hook object), even if the class of these objects is 
the same. As a result, for example, the Unification pattern is not equivalent to the 
1:1 Recursive Unification pattern. 
Figure 2.2: Four of the metapatterns [Pree 1995] 
Each metapattern variation has certain advantages and disadvantages. The varia-
tions have different effects on the flexibility and simplicity of the system they are 
incorporated in. When choosing between the alternatives that metapatterns indi-
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cate, we must carefully consider how flexible a design should actually be. Do we 
have to change the behavior of our system at run-time? Should the end-user be 
able to make the adjustments? Is it enough that the application programmer 
specifies the possible alternatives at compile-time? When developing an OO 
framework, for example, a balance can be attained by iterating through design 
drafts and trying to derive applications from the framework [Koskimies-
Mössenböck 1995]. 
In the Unification metapatterns both the template method and its hook method 
are combined in the same class. Many of the design patterns introduced in 
[Gamma et al. 1994] rely on this approach, for example Template Method and 
Factory Method. In those patterns adaptations can only be done by overriding the 
hook method in subclasses. This means that different adaptations require an ap-
plication restart, at least when using languages such as Java [Arnold-Gosling 
1998] or C++ [Stroustrup 1986] that rely heavily on static typing. 
A more flexible approach is to use Connection and to make a separate class for 
the hook method. For example Abstract Factory, Builder, Command, Interpreter, 
Observer, Prototype, State, and Strategy [Gamma et al. 1994] are based on this 
approach. In this way the behavior of a template method can be modified at run-
time by composition, i.e. by plugging in specific instances of the available sub-
classes of the hook class. 
In the Recursive metapatterns the template methods and the hook methods have 
the same signatures, and they are defined in the same class hierarchy. In the Re-
cursive Unification pattern the template method and the hook method are de-
clared as being the same method, and in Recursive Connection the template 
method is in a subclass of the hook class. The Chain of Responsibility design pat-
tern [Gamma et al. 1994] corresponds to the 1:1 Recursive Unification metapat-
tern. The Composite design pattern [Gamma et al. 1994] uses the 1:N Recursive 
Connection metapattern, and the Decorator design pattern [Gamma et al. 1994] 
is based on the 1:1 Recursive Connection metapattern. The idea of Recursive 
metapatterns is that the original service request from a client is always recur-
sively forwarded to the next template/hook method. In this way the client can 
handle groups of objects in the same way as a single object. 
Metapatterns offer means for categorizing and analyzing existing design struc-
tures, such as design patterns. Metapatterns can be used for documenting design 
decisions and thus for facilitating software maintenance. From the perspective of 
utilizing frameworks, the metapatterns’ main contribution is their ability to 
clearly specify the different design alternatives for framework hot spots. 
Metapatterns thus offer significant aid for constructing and documenting frame-
works, and thanks to their mechanical nature, they are also well-suited for auto-
mated tool support. 
2.6 Problems with Patterns 
Although patterns have been widely accepted in software development, using 
patterns is not entirely unproblematic. Menzies points out that the pattern move-
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ment resembles the knowledge-level modeling era in artificial intelligence during 
the mid 1980s [Menzies 1996]: it raised high hopes on reusable knowledge rep-
resentation models, but these hopes were never fulfilled. Considering these nega-
tive experiences, he calls for empirical evidence showing that design is faster, 
cheaper, and more effective with patterns than without patterns. These are un-
doubtedly factors that have to be considered when using patterns. However, our 
experiences show that design patterns are a helpful aid at least when constructing 
application frameworks [Viljamaa A. 1997a]. 
In [Brown et al. 1998], the exponential growth in the publication of design pat-
tern literature is criticized, and it is also argued that despite the variety of pattern 
publications, many of the people who use design patterns fail to properly evalu-
ate how applicable a particular design pattern or pattern language is to their spe-
cific set of design concerns. In addition, some developers too eagerly rush into 
classifying everything as a design pattern or as being solvable by a specific set of 
design patterns, before attempting to perform and complete their domain and fea-
sibility analysis.  
It can be argued as well that design patterns agitate people to make their systems 
too flexible. Adding flexibility just for flexibility’s sake typically causes prob-
lems since flexible solutions increase complexity and thereby raise the costs of 
implementation. Complexity, caused by flexible designs in places where flexibil-
ity is not in fact needed, also unnecessarily complicates the management of the 
software. Furthermore, since flexibility is typically achieved by adding layers of 
indirection into the implementation, unnecessary flexibility causes unnecessary 
performance decrements in a system, too. Note, however, that this is not a major 
factor in modern language implementations where the OO mechanisms of design 
patterns (recall Chapter 2.3) are efficiently implemented. 
As the number of available patterns and pattern catalogs increases, it might get 
harder to find the right solution for the problem at hand. There are no systematic 
guides on how to select a design pattern from a pattern catalog. Usually the selec-
tion is based on “manual pattern matching” where a problem description is 
matched against the intent sections of patterns. Clearly, more precise and expres-
sive methods for categorizing patterns are needed in order to facilitate pattern 
search, evaluation, and selection. 
Zimmer identifies the following important questions related to pattern categoriza-
tion [Zimmer 1995]: (1) Which patterns address similar problems? (2) What is 
the exact nature of relationships between patterns? (3) Which patterns can be 
combined and how? According to [Riehle-Züllighoven 1996] and [Palepu 1996], 
an ideal tool for answering these questions could be an easy-to-use pattern hand-
book that contains descriptions of application domains together with selected de-
velopment strategies that can be applied in those domains. A development strat-
egy could employ a structured set of patterns or a pattern language. 
In [Gamma et al. 1994], design patterns are categorized according to their pur-
pose and scope. Purpose divides patterns into creational, behavioral, and struc-
tural patterns. The scope of a pattern determines whether it is based on static in-
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heritance (class patterns) or on collaborating objects (object patterns). The latter 
classification has been criticized for not being intuitive and precise enough [Pree 
1995; Buschmann et al. 1996]. 
In addition to purpose and scope, [Gamma et al. 1994] also offers other categori-
zations for its patterns. An interesting classification is “common causes of redes-
ign” which has eight subgroups: (1) creating an object by specifying a class ex-
plicitly, (2) dependence on specific operations, (3) dependence on hardware and 
software platform, (4) dependence on object representations or implementations, 
(5) algorithmic dependencies, (6) tight coupling, (7) extending functionality by 
subclassing, and (8) inability to alter classes conveniently. This classification is 
related to the approach of antipatterns [Brown et al. 1998]: the categories are 
types of recurring bad designs. 
Combining instances of small patterns into larger wholes was the central idea of 
Alexander’s pattern language. In theory, also combining OO patterns is straight-
forward: we simply allow the same source code entity to play different roles in 
different patterns. The problem is, however, making sure that patterns do not 
pose conflicting requirements for a source entity that plays several pattern roles. 
In order to be able to combine patterns, the relationships between them should be 
clearly documented. 
The relationships between patterns in [Gamma et al. 1994] are described with a 
graph where design patterns are nodes and their relationships are arcs connecting 
the nodes. The relationships are named. For example, from the Abstract Factory 
pattern there is an arc labeled “configure factory dynamically” towards the Proto-
type pattern, meaning that Prototype should be applied with Abstract Factory, if 
the set of concrete products of the factories need to be decidable at run-time. 
At the moment the pattern classification schemes are still in their infancy. We 
argue that there cannot be any single superior method for categorizing design 
patterns. Instead, there should be different categories, like the ones described 
above, emphasizing different properties of patterns. These categories may over-
lap, so a pattern can belong to several categories. In order to be able to use the 
categories, automated tools are needed for viewing the patterns. Pattern catego-
ries could be used as a basis for dynamically constructing different perspectives 
on patterns. In [Hakala et al. 1997], we have suggested a simple Pattern Selec-
tion Wizard based on these ideas. The wizard will be described in more detail in 
Chapter 4.2.1. 
2.7 Discussion 
In addition to the wide adoption within the research community, also industry 
reactions towards OO patterns have been positive. The vocabulary and design 
focus have been elevated from the level of data structures and programming idi-
oms into the level of architectural decisions, and thus abstract factories, visitors, 
unifications, and connections have become standard terms in the area of software 
design. 
2.7 Discussion 21 
Since the release of Design Patterns [Gamma et al. 1994], the scope of patterns 
has greatly widened and there are lots of patterns that are not directly related to 
software implementation and actual coding. In this thesis we are, however, 
mainly interested in the patterns that are close to the implementation level: i.e. 
design patterns (especially their structural and implementation-oriented aspects), 
metapatterns, and idioms. This is because the actual process of specializing an 
OO framework, in the end, is done by coding. When supporting the use of 
frameworks, more abstract patterns can naturally be associated as documentation 
with the lower-level patterns. Otherwise, however, they have very little to do 
with the actual mechanics of framework specialization. 
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Object-Oriented Frameworks 
Object-oriented application frameworks [Johnson-Foote 1988; Deutsch 1989; 
Lewis et al. 1995; Fayad et al. 1999] offer a technology for expressing and reus-
ing proven software designs and implementations. A framework is a set of ob-
jects — an application core — that captures the special expertise in some appli-
cation domain to a reusable form. A whole working application or a significant 
part of it can be specialized from this skeleton by adding missing functionality 
and new features. 
Frameworks are often erroneously understood as merely being large-scale pat-
terns. Although this is not true, the relationship between patterns and frameworks 
is nevertheless very important: patterns typically address the flexibility aspects of 
software and flexibility is exactly what is needed in frameworks to enable their 
specialization into working applications. Metapatterns, in particular, capture the 
possible variations for implementing flexibility in the parts of the framework 
where it is necessary. 
In this chapter we first go through a short history of frameworks (Chapter 3.1). In 
Chapter 3.2 we describe the typical layered structure of frameworks and how this 
layering evolves while frameworks become more mature. As examples of 
frameworks, we look at the structures of two well-known and widely used 
frameworks, JHotDraw and Struts. In Chapter 3.3 we discuss framework hot 
spots, how an application is derived from a framework, and how the control 
flows between a framework and the application-specific parts added to it. Chap-
ter 3.4 compares frameworks with other reuse techniques, for example compo-
nents and class libraries, and finally, Chapter 3.5 summarizes the benefits and 
shortcomings of frameworks and serves as a motivation for tool support for them. 
3.1 History of Object-Oriented Frameworks 
The roots of OO application frameworks date back to the origin of OO program-
ming. In 1967, a programming language called Simula67 [Dahl et al. 1970; Ny-
gaard-Dahl 1981] was invented for the purpose of writing simulation software. 
Simula first introduced the central concepts of OO programming: classes, ob-
jects, data encapsulation, subclassing, virtual methods, and dynamic binding. 
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However, perhaps because of its simulation orientation or its exotic origin (Nor-
way), Simula remained somewhat obscure until the researchers at Xerox PARC 
rediscovered the same ideas during 1970s. Their work on OO programming was 
summarized by the release of Smalltalk-80 [Goldberg-Robson 1983] that incor-
porated the fundamentals of OO programming.  
Despite its innovative ideas, object-orientation did not catch fire until software 
developers began to see it as a possible solution for realizing software reuse — a 
commonly accepted vision for reducing the costs of software development and 
improving the quality of software. 
Included with the Simula language, already, there were sets of cooperating 
classes that can be considered as frameworks, for example the Simulation class 
collection [Dahl et al. 1970]. The first widely used framework was the user inter-
face (UI) framework of Smalltalk-80 called Model-View-Controller (MVC) 
[Goldberg 1984, Krasner-Pope 1988, LaLonde-Pugh 1991]. Many UI frame-
works have followed MVC, including MacApp [Schmucker 1986], Andrew Tool-
kit [Palay et al. 1988], InterViews [Linton et al. 1989], ET++ [Weinand et al. 
1988], and Java Foundation Classes [java.sun.com/products/jfc/]. There are also 
many commercial UI frameworks, for example zApp, OpenStep, and Microsoft 
Foundation Classes (MFC). 
The success and relatively great number of UI frameworks caused the persistent 
misgiving of frameworks being only limited to user interfaces. Nevertheless, 
there are lots of frameworks for other kinds of application domains as well. 
There are frameworks, for instance, for hypermedia systems [Meyrowitz 1986], 
psychophysiological experiments [Foote 1988], structured drawing editors [Vlis-
sides-Linton 1989; Beck-Johnson 1994], very large scale integration (VLSI) 
routing algorithms [Gossain 1990], operating systems [Russo 1990; Campbell et 
al. 1993], compilers [Järnvall et al. 1995], network protocol software [Hueni et 
al. 1995], chemical plant process operation [Betlem et al. 1995], manufacturing 
control [Schmid 1995], gateway billing systems for telecommunication manage-
ment networks [Lundberg 1996], time calendars [Hautamäki et al. 1997], fire 
alarm systems [Molin 1996; Molin-Ohlsson 1996], and measurement systems for 
hardware production lines [Bosch 1999]. These frameworks are, however, much 
more domain dependent than UI frameworks. 
In the modern era of open source development and WWW, various kinds of open 
source web development frameworks have become a hot topic. Some of the latest 
web-related frameworks from the leading open source framework developer, 
Apache, include: Struts [struts.apache.org], Cocoon [cocoon.apache.org], Veloc-
ity [jakarta.apache.org/velocity], and Tapestry [jakarta.apache.org/tapestry]. 
Despite the success and variety of the frameworks available, many of the new 
framework projects are still failures in commercial sense [Fayad et al. 1999]. 
This is mainly because the techniques for developing and using frameworks are 
still incomplete and immature. Framework development is a somewhat obscure 
iterative process and there is no systematic approach for framework usage either. 
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3.2 Structure and Evolution of Object-Oriented Frameworks 
Frameworks are typically implemented using OO languages like Smalltalk 
[Goldberg 1984], Java [Arnold-Gosling 1998], Eiffel [Meyer 1992a, Meyer 
1992b] or C++ [Stroustrup 1986], and they take advantage of the OO techniques 
these languages provide: abstract classes, polymorphism, dynamic binding, and 
object composition. (Recall the discussion on these mechanisms in Chapter 2.3.) 
3.2.1 Framework Layers 
Objects in frameworks are mostly described with abstract classes. An abstract 
class in a framework can, for instance, define a skeleton for an algorithm, like in 
the Template Method pattern [Gamma et al. 1994]. Each step in the algorithm is 
defined as a call to an abstract method. A framework can specify default imple-
mentations for these methods or leave them unimplemented. An application de-
rived from the framework can either directly use the existing default implementa-
tions or specify new concrete classes that inherit the abstract class and implement 
its abstract methods. 
Some languages, like Java, separate classes and interfaces. Interfaces, however, 
specify only static aspects, so — because a framework is also the collaborative 
model of object interaction — frameworks written in such languages usually de-
fine a component by using both an interface and an abstract class. We argue that 
it is good practice to separate the framework interfaces and the abstract imple-
mentations. This results in a framework with a clear layered structure. The higher 
more abstract layers are independent of the lower more concrete ones, and thus 
lower layers can be replaced without reflecting changes to the higher layers. Here 
we categorize the framework layers as the interface layer, the framework core 
implementation layer, and the default component layer (see Figure 3.1). Note that 
the layers are seldom flat, as the figure might indicate. Instead, the framework 
core implementation layer, for instance, can contain abstract classes that extend 
other abstract classes. 
The interface layer consists of the fully abstract interfaces that define the frame-
work’s basic objects, their services, and their relationships in terms of method 
signatures. The interface layer is fully independent of the lower layers, i.e. the 
interface implementations. The framework core implementation layer is the flesh 
around the bone structure declared by the interface layer. The framework core 
implementation layer provides the default behavior of the framework by partially 
implementing the interface layer with abstract classes. The abstract implementa-
tion is intended to be used in most application development cases. Usually, if the 
application developer must, for some reason, directly implement framework in-
terfaces, her workload increases dramatically. Finally, the default component 
layer contains full default implementations (concrete classes) for commonly re-
curring circumstances. Frameworks usually contain this kind of component li-
braries that are crucial companions to frameworks but not their essence. The es-
sence is the model of interaction and the control flow among the framework ob-
jects. 
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3.2.2 Framework Evolution 
In a mature framework the layers are quite stable. However, before a framework 
reaches its maturity, changes necessarily occur in its structure. “Developing 
frameworks is an iterative process”, as noted in [Johnson-Foote 1988; Koski-
mies-Mössenböck 1995; Roberts-Johnson 1997]. The arrows on the right in 
Figure 3.1 represent the evolution of frameworks. When a framework is used 
multiple times, the number of concrete classes on the default component layer 
increases. After several similar concrete classes have been developed, some of 
their behavior can probably be generalized into classes in the default component 
layer without affecting the core of the framework. The dashed arrows indicate 
more crucial changes that result from new functional requirements discovered in 
the default component layer during framework specialization. As a result, the 
interfaces and abstract classes on the higher layers must be extended and 
changed. 
 
Figure 3.1: The structure and evolution of a typical framework  
As a framework becomes more established, the top layers of the framework typi-
cally become thicker and more stable. This is because the mechanisms that recur 
in many concrete implementations are generalized and moved towards the higher 
layers, and also the requirements discovered during framework specialization are 
realized. Furthermore, in a mature framework the number of generally usable 
concrete classes increases and therefore the need for subclassing during frame-
work specialization decreases. Thus, a mature framework typically becomes 
more and more black-box-like, as will be described in more detail in Chapter 
3.3.1.  
There are, of course, also problems with this kind of framework evolution. If the 
top-level interfaces need to be changed, the existing applications derived from 
the framework are no longer compatible with the changes. This implies a need 
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example, the old applications cannot benefit from bug fixes made in the frame-
work core implementation or default component layers. Another problem is that 
when functionality is moved from the lower layers towards the higher layers the 
framework may become too restricted and too much biased to just certain kinds 
of applications. On the whole, an immature framework should only be used in 
pilot projects in order to avoid the problems caused by framework evolution. 
3.2.3 Examples of Frameworks: JHotDraw and Struts 
As concrete examples of OO frameworks, we look in this chapter at the structure 
and characteristics of JHotDraw [www.jhotdraw.org] and Struts [struts.apac-
he.org]. These are both well-known open source frameworks that have a large 
number of users around the world. The case studies introduced later in this thesis 
concern the same frameworks. 
The JHotDraw Drawing Editor Framework 
JHotDraw is a Java GUI framework for technical and structured graphics. It can 
be used to build editors for specialized two-dimensional drawings such as organ-
izational diagrams or program designs, for example UML diagrams. JHotDraw is 
written by Erich Gamma and it is available for downloading at [www.jhot-
draw.org]. Kent Beck and Ward Cunningham wrote the original version of the 
framework (HotDraw) at Tektronix. Since then, there have been several im-
proved versions of the framework, implemented mainly in Smalltalk. A good in-
troduction to the concepts and mechanisms of HotDraw can be found in [Johnson 
1992]. 
The distribution package of JHotDraw 5.3 contains about 200 classes. Circa 60 
% of those classes belong to the core framework and 40 % to various sample ap-
plications, utilities, and reusable standard implementations of the core framework 
concepts. About 25 % of the core framework classes are fully abstract (the inter-
face layer), 15 % partially abstract (the framework core implementation layer), 
and 60 % concrete (the default component layer). 
An application derived from JHotDraw is shown in Figure 3.2. The figure illus-
trates the basic concepts of the framework and their relation to the user interface 
objects. The application is a simple graphics editor that can be used for drawing 
figures such as lines, rectangles, and ellipses, as well as arrows connecting other 
figures. All the graphical elements can be freely moved and resized. 
Any application or an applet derived from the framework is a DrawingEditor; 
i.e. a class implementing that interface. By default, the framework provides the 
application with a basic window frame, a Menubar with some default menus, a 
palette for different Tools, and a canvas (DrawingView) where the graphical 
items are placed to. 
Tools are used for manipulating JHotDraw drawings. The basic elements of a 
drawing are Figures. A figure, in turn, may contain a number of Handles that 
serve as visual access points for manipulating the attributes of the figure. Figures 
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can be connected to each other via Connectors. A connector remains attached to 
its figures even if the figures are moved. 
In Figure 3.2, the rounded rectangle on the lower left corner of the drawing is 
currently selected, and eight handles (the small white rectangles) are shown for 
resizing the rectangle and one handle (the light gray circle) is shown for adjusting 
the radius of the rounded corners. 
 
Figure 3.2: An application demonstrating the core concepts of JHotDraw 
Figure 3.3 shows the central JHotDraw interfaces and their associations. The fol-
lowing interfaces in Figure 3.3 have no direct visual counterpart in Figure 3.2: 
(1) DrawingChangeListener and FigureChangeListener that define methods for 
listening changes in the whole drawing and in separate figures, respectively, (2) 
DrawingView that contains all the figures in a drawing, (3) PointConstrainer that 
forces a grid for figures, (4) Storable that defines methods for figure persistency, 
and (5) ConnectionFigure that represents a figure for a connection (such as an 
arrow) between other types of figures. 
JHotDraw, like most established frameworks, has a layered structure (recall 
Chapter 3.2.1). The structure of JHotDraw is shown in Figure 3.4. As an exam-
ple, the layering of two central JHotDraw concepts — figure and handle — is 
illustrated. For simplicity, most of the methods have been left out. 
On the interface layer, the Figure interface, for instance, declares a method for 
fetching its handles and, correspondingly, Handle declares a method for access-
ing the figure owning the particular handle. (As recommended in UML, these 
access methods are not explicitly written but rather visualized as associations be-
tween the interfaces.) Both interfaces also have methods for drawing the ele-
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AbstractFigure and AbstractHandle represent classes on the framework core im-
plementation layer. These abstract classes are the ones mainly intended for the 
application developer to extend. Usually implementing the interfaces directly re-
quires significantly more work. For instance, AbstractFigure leaves only 5 unim-
plemented methods for the application developer, whereas the Figure interface 
has as many as 32 unimplemented methods. 
 
Figure 3.3: Simplified UML class diagram of JHotDraw’s interface layer 
RectangleFigure and RadiusHandle represent examples of classes on the default 
component layer. These are fully concrete implementations that are useful for a 
number of different graphics editor applications. 
 
Figure 3.4: JHotDraw layers 
The Struts Servlet Framework 
Struts [struts.apache.org] is an open source framework that can be used to create 
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tal, the Struts distribution consists of about 300 classes of which around 50 be-
long to the core framework. The rest are utility classes, extensions, and samples. 
The Struts framework is based on an adaptation of the Model-View-Controller 
(MVC) framework [Krasner-Pope 1988]. In a Struts application, the Controller 
delegates HTTP requests to appropriate handlers (i.e. actions) that serve as 
adapters between the requests and the Model that encapsulates the business logic 
and state of the application. After invoking an action, application control is usu-
ally forwarded back through the Controller to the appropriate View. The forward-
ing can be determined by consulting a set of mappings, usually loaded from a 
database or a configuration file. This provides a loose coupling between the View 
and Model, and makes applications significantly easier to create and maintain. 
Figure 3.5 shows the main parts of the Struts framework. Reusing the framework 
relies not only on subclassing and method overriding, but also on providing the 
View components as JSP files [java.sun.com/products/jsp], writing proper con-
figuration specifications using XML, and using certain naming conventions in 
Java code for providing the Model components. 
 
Figure 3.5: The main parts of the Struts framework 
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In order to build an application based on the Struts framework, the application 
developer has to provide suitable extensions to the View, Controller, Model, and 
Configuration parts of the framework. In the View part, the user interface of the 
application is specified as JSP files. In practice, JSP files combine HTML with 
Java, so that the parts of the application written in Java can be accessed from the 
View. JSP files contain special JSP tags that typically offer access points for the 
Java objects of the application. Struts allows the use of standard JSP tags, but 
provides a set of Struts-specific tags, too. It is also possible to create application-
specific tags by subclassing the TagSupport framework class. 
The Controller part manages the communication between the View and the 
Model parts. An application developer specifies the actions of her application by 
subclassing the Action framework class. There should be an action for every 
logical request handled by the application. In each subclass, the application de-
veloper shall provide an execute method that encapsulates the business logic that 
corresponds to the action, interprets the outcome of accessing the system state, 
and ultimately dispatches control to the appropriate View component to display 
the response. 
The Model portion of an MVC-based system represents the internal state of the 
system. The Model part in Struts contains plain JavaBean components for storing 
the application data as well as subclasses of the ActionForm framework class. 
Action forms allow a standard way to store and validate the data entered in the 
application’s input forms. 
The various components of a Struts application (e.g. actions, forms, data beans, 
and JSP files) are configured by giving an XML file (struts-config.xml) that con-
nects the application components together. When initialized, Struts parses the 
given configuration file and uses it to create the needed control layer objects that 
form the struts configuration for the application. 
3.3 Specializing a Framework via Hot Spots 
The process of (re)using a framework to build an application is called framework 
specialization or framework adaptation [Fayad et al. 1999]. In some references, 
also the term framework instantiation is used [Oliveira et al. 2004]. Frameworks 
are specialized by customizing and extending the structure they provide. The 
parts in the framework that are open to extension and customization are called 
hot spots, and the stable parts of the framework are said to be frozen spots [Pree 
1995]. (Recall the discussion on metapatterns and hot spots in Chapter 2.5). Hot 
spots express those aspects of the framework domain that may vary in different 
kinds of applications expected to be specialized from the framework. 
During the process of designing frameworks, design patterns (recall Chapter 2.4) 
offer proven design solutions for organizing software code so that the proper 
parts become hot spots. Metapatterns (recall Chapter 2.5), on the other hand, cap-
ture the essence of the different technical variations of hot spots. 
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3.3.1 Reuse Interface — White-Box and Black-Box Reuse 
The hot spots of a framework together form the reuse interface of the framework. 
This interface allows the application developer to specialize the framework. A 
framework can be specialized by means of white-box and black-box reuse 
[Fayad-Schmidt 1997; Johnson-Foote 1988]. White-box reuse corresponds to 
using inheritance and dynamic binding to achieve extensibility: application 
classes are inherited from the framework base classes and predefined hook meth-
ods are overridden. Black-box reuse, in turn, means building the application by 
plugging together concrete classes provided by the framework via object compo-
sition and delegation. 
Usually frameworks utilize both white-box and black-box reuse. A framework is 
called white-box or black-box depending on whether the emphasis is on white-
box or black-box reuse, respectively. A framework that has a little bit of both is 
called gray-box framework. White-box frameworks require more intimate 
knowledge of the frameworks’ internal structure, but they are often more power-
ful in the hands of experts. White-box frameworks are widely used, but they usu-
ally tend to produce systems that are tightly coupled to the specific details of the 
framework’s inheritance hierarchy. Black-box frameworks, on the other hand, 
are easier to use, but harder to develop: black-box frameworks must anticipate a 
wider range of use cases [Hueni et al. 1995].  
When using a gray-box framework, the choice between white-box and black-box 
reuse naturally depends on the application requirements: if the ready-made im-
plementations provided by the framework are not too constraining, the applica-
tion developer is able to use them directly, otherwise she has to make her own 
implementations. Of course this is not just a single decision, but the application 
developer must evaluate different options every time she implements a new con-
cept or functionality in her application. 
3.3.2 Flow of Control 
Traditionally frameworks are designed to contain the main event loop of the sys-
tem and thus have full control over the application. This is called the inversion of 
control or the Hollywood principle (“don’t call us, we’ll call you”): the frame-
work itself — rather than the user-created application part — is responsible for 
determining which set of application-specific methods to invoke in response to 
external events.  
Figure 3.6 illustrates the hot spots and the flow of control in a typical framework. 
The gray area denotes the framework and the white area the application specific 
code. The arrows indicate control flow. The circled arrow with the label A is the 
main loop. The main loop is either initialized by the framework itself or it can be 
initialized by a special hot spot implementation which calls the main loop. 
The label B marks a hot spot in the framework. The black arrow from the main 
loop to the hot spot denotes a call to the hot spot’s hook method. The gray arrow 
indicates dynamic binding that causes the concrete hook method implementation 
in the application code to get executed. The hook methods may be implemented 
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in various ways and thus applications with varying behavior may be specialized 
in white-box manner from the framework. The label C marks an explicit frame-
work method call made from the application code. The method call may result in 
a hot spot hook method call (as the black dotted arrow indicates). In pure black-
box reuse, where a default component provided by the framework is invoked, no 
callback to the application code is made. 
In [Sparks et al. 1996], the distinction is made between calling and called frame-
works. Calling frameworks posses the main loop and their control flow typically 
conforms to the schemes A and B in Figure 3.6. Called frameworks do not posses 
the main loop and they thus match schema C. 
 
Figure 3.6: Hot spots and control flow of a typical framework 
Framelets [Pree-Koskimies 1999; Pasetti-Pree 2000] can be considered as called 
frameworks since they usually do not assume the main control of the application, 
although they use the Hollywood principle. Framelets are a kind of mini-
frameworks that contain less than ten classes and have a clearly defined simple 
interface. Framelets aim at overcoming the problem of conventional application 
frameworks becoming large and tightly coupled collections of classes that break 
sound modularization principles and are difficult to integrate with other frame-
works. 
3.4 Frameworks and Other Reuse Techniques 
Framework technology is not the only proposed method for reusing software. An 
ideal reuse technology should provide general software building blocks that can 
be easily combined to form new systems. The external specification of these 
items should be easy to understand, and a software developer should not have to 
know their implementations in order to use them. The resulting systems com-
posed of the software building blocks should be reliable and efficient, as well as 
simple to maintain and extend.  
In reality, a reuse technique is always a compromise between simplicity and 
flexibility [Fayad et al. 1999]. A reusable software building block with many ad-
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it is harder to learn and use. Hence, reuse techniques range from inflexible and 
simple to flexible and complicated. 
Components 
The idea of reusing software was originally based on the notion of components 
[McIlroy 1968]. Components are traditionally perceived as black-box entities 
that offer their services via fixed method interfaces. Different options for using 
the available services are selected via parameters passed to these methods. Such 
components are often easy to use and comprehend, because the user does not 
have to know their inner details. Unfortunately, components like this are not very 
flexible; each component must always make assumptions about the environment 
where it is supposed to be used. In addition, if two components rely on a different 
environment hypothesis, it is hard to use them together [Berlin 1990]. Traditional 
components are also mainly aimed at reusing implementation code, not so much 
system design or architecture. 
Usually frameworks are bigger than most components. Frameworks are also 
more abstract and flexible and thus more customizable. As a result, they are 
harder to learn, too. On the other hand, there are many similarities in using a 
black-box framework and a component library. As discussed earlier, a (black-
box) framework usually contains a ready-made component library for common 
purposes. This reduces the need for extending the framework classes: application 
development is done by just plugging the components together. 
Class Libraries 
Within the OO paradigm, too, the commercial interest was initially focused on 
code reuse. Code reuse was possible to achieve through the use of class libraries 
that contain separate classes to be used more or less independent of each other. 
Using class libraries greatly resembles the use of module and subroutine librar-
ies: a user just instantiates classes and calls their methods. 
Class libraries are mainly focused on reusing implementation code, seldom de-
signs and architectural structures. Most class libraries offer general services, such 
as basic data structures and stream IO. Frameworks, on the other hand, are usu-
ally more dependent of the application domain. Frameworks consist of related 
classes whose objects closely interact with each other. When using a framework, 
the idea is to reuse the whole composition of its classes, i.e. the system architec-
ture, not just individual classes. Thus, using frameworks reduces the amount of 
application-specific code to a greater extent than using class libraries. 
The Hollywood principle is traditionally thought as being one of the main differ-
entiating factors between frameworks and class libraries: when using class librar-
ies, the application writer is responsible for the control flow. In frameworks the 
main method is contained within the framework, and the framework calls the ap-
plication writer’s code. This naturally does not apply to called frameworks 
(Chapter 3.3.2). Nonetheless, also called frameworks still differ from class librar-
ies in that frameworks have specific application domains, and more importantly, 
the main reason for reuse with frameworks is to utilize the complete structure and 
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design of the framework, not merely individual implementations, as usually is the 
case with class libraries. 
Miscellaneous Reuse Techniques 
Besides frameworks, there are also other techniques for reusing high-level de-
signs. These include, for instance, templates [Spencer 1988] and schemas [Katz 
et al. 1989]. Frameworks, however, are expressed in a general-purpose pro-
gramming language, whereas the others usually employ a special-purpose design 
notation and their usage requires special software tools. 
From a pragmatic point of view, frameworks are most comparable to reuse tech-
niques that involve both design and code, such as application generators [Cleve-
land 1988] that are based on a high-level domain specific language compiled to a 
standard architecture. A framework, however, is a standard architecture in itself. 
Frameworks are also easier to extend and combine than architectures produced 
by application generators [Fayad et al. 1999]. On the other hand, a visual builder 
that is developed for a particular black-box framework could be considered as a 
sort of application generator for that framework. Visual builders will be dis-
cussed later in Chapter 4.2.3. 
3.5 Benefits and Shortcomings of Frameworks 
Frameworks offer the ability to create several applications from the same pro-
gram core efficiently in a product-line manner [Jacobson et al. 1997; Fayad et al. 
1999; Bosch 2000; Batory et al. 2000]. The applications specialized from the 
same framework form a more easily manageable product family [Jazayeri et al. 
2000]. However, despite their benefits, there are also great practical problems 
related to utilizing frameworks. In the following chapters we discuss the advan-
tages and disadvantages of frameworks. We believe that many of the disadvan-
tages can be alleviated through the use of automated tools. 
Benefits of Frameworks 
The main benefits of frameworks result from their four central properties [Fayad 
et al. 1999]: modularity, reusability, extensibility, and inversion of control. 
Modularity is gained with the framework’s stable interfaces that hide the imple-
mentation details. Modularity promotes improved software quality, because the 
impact of design and implementation changes is localized. It also reduces the ef-
fort required to understand and maintain existing software.  
Reusability stems from the framework’s stable interfaces defining generic com-
ponents that can be reapplied to create new applications. Reusability allows 
spreading the domain knowledge of experienced developers. This means more 
productivity and improved quality, since we do not have to recreate and revali-
date common solutions to recurring software design challenges. 
As opposed to conventional component techniques, frameworks support extensi-
bility. A framework defines explicit hook methods that allow applications to ex-
tend its behavior. Hook methods systematically decouple the stable interfaces 
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that describe general behavior and interaction in the application domain from the 
variations required by the different kinds of applications. 
The inversion of control in frameworks frees the application developer from de-
fining the control protocol for the application: the main interaction between ob-
jects is already defined in the framework. The application developer is only re-
sponsible for implementing callback methods that react to notifications from the 
framework. 
Frameworks allow the reuse of the results of analysis, design, and implementa-
tion. The reuse of domain analysis is accomplished because a framework incor-
porates the concepts of the application domain. Design reuse is achieved through 
reusable abstract algorithms and components whose interaction and internal in-
terfaces are defined within the framework. As frameworks consist of concrete 
implementation code, they naturally also enable the direct reuse of implementa-
tion code. However, in the long run probably the analysis and design reuse pro-
vide the biggest payoff [Biggerstaff-Richter 1987]. This is because the high-level 
design — the way in which a system is divided into objects, the objects’ internal 
interfaces, and the division of responsibilities between the objects — is the main 
intellectual content of software [Deutsch 1989]. 
The use of frameworks also urges uniformity between applications. Applications 
based on the same framework utilize similar protocols, which result in better 
maintainability. In addition, uniformity further reflects to the usability of soft-
ware. For instance, consistent user interfaces with similar look and feel help end-
users to more rapidly become familiar with new software products. 
Long-Term Projects with Need for Reuse 
The benefits of developing a framework are gained only if the framework can be 
utilized several times. A framework’s usability is, however, difficult to predict 
beforehand: there can be, for example, large unforeseen changes in the domain 
requirements that cause the framework to become out-of-date sooner than ex-
pected. Consequently, the decision on starting to develop a framework is hard: 
the development costs for a framework are much higher than for a single applica-
tion in the same domain and the return on investment on frameworks relies 
merely on the future savings in development effort. This is a fundamental diffi-
culty with utilizing frameworks. The economics related to frameworks and soft-
ware reuse in general are discussed for example in [Favaro 1996] and [Lim 
1996]. 
Framework Domain Analysis and Hot Spot Detection 
It is hard to determine boundaries for the domain scope of a framework. A wider 
scope makes the framework usable for a greater variety of applications, but at the 
same time the framework easily becomes too large and unmanageable. Also, 
most of the features in an oversized framework will probably be useless for most 
applications derived from it. 
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Once the scope of the framework is decided, we have to define the appropriate 
set of hot spots for our framework. This requires determining which of the 
framework properties must be flexible — configurable, extendable or reimple-
mentable. This is not an easy task. It is hard to figure out which parts of the do-
main are changing and which parts are stable. It is also important to avoid unnec-
essary flexibility, because flexibility, despite its benefits, also makes a frame-
work more difficult to learn and maintain. 
Roberts and Johnson propose the development of concrete applications before 
actually developing the framework itself [Roberts-Johnson 1997]. They claim 
that framework abstractions can only be derived from concrete applications. This 
may be a possible solution, but it is very costly and perhaps unrealistic to be ap-
plied in real development projects. 
Framework Implementation and Validation 
One of the hardest parts in framework construction is to choose suitable ways of 
implementing the hot spots. As the design patterns indicate, for example, there 
are usually several possibilities of implementing a hot spot and all of them have 
some advantages and disadvantages. Although patterns help to assess the differ-
ent design alternatives, the problem is that the methods for organizing and 
searching patterns are not yet sufficient. 
Verifying the behavior of a framework is difficult: framework components can-
not be validated in isolation from their specific instances. The current practice is 
to specialize sample applications from the framework and validate the framework 
by testing them. In this approach, however, it is hard to distinguish framework 
defects from application defects. And, furthermore, it is questionable whether the 
whole versatility of a framework can be tested with only few sample applica-
tions. In general, it seems that it is not possible to completely test the framework 
before it is released, since the framework relies on parts implemented by the us-
ers. Testing is, however, possible to some extent by providing stubs for playing 
the missing application parts. This problem area has been discussed, for example, 
in [Kauppinen et al. 2004]. 
Releasing an immature framework may have severe consequences for the main-
tenance and usage of the framework and the instantiated applications. It is, how-
ever, difficult to determine proper release criteria for frameworks [Fayad et al. 
1999]. Generally speaking, a framework must be reusable, reasonably stable 
within the domain, and well documented before its release. However, defining 
and ensuring these properties in a precise manner seems impossible. In [Poulin 
1994], it is argued that no general reusability metrics exist at all. 
Framework Maintenance 
Even when being quite stable when released, a framework eventually has to be 
maintained over time. Changing a framework requires, however, deep under-
standing of it and usually application developers must rely on the framework de-
veloper to maintain the framework. 
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Some of the most common problems regarding framework maintenance and evo-
lution are described in [Codenie et al. 1997], especially: (1) framework evolution 
can make its structure hard to manage and understand, and (2) as the framework 
evolves and new framework instances are created, new abstractions that should 
be part of the framework may be derived, and framework design structure may 
need to be improved. 
Framework Complexity and Learning Curve 
Frameworks often become complex and difficult to understand. This is true espe-
cially if the locations of framework hot spots are not clearly defined and their 
instantiation is left ambiguous. Also, because the classes in a framework are de-
signed to work together one must learn them all at once and, furthermore; the 
most important classes in a framework are abstract, which makes them even 
more difficult to learn. The steep learning curve is generally acknowledged as a 
major obstacle for using framework in large scale [Oliveira et al. 2004]. 
Examples play a key role when learning how to use a framework [Johnson 1992, 
Lange-Nakamura 1995]. By examining existing framework specializations, it is 
easier to get to know what the framework is capable of. It is, however, difficult to 
produce compact and yet comprehensive sample programs. Usually several sam-
ple programs are needed. This leads to problems with selecting and maintaining 
samples. 
Framework Applicability and Framework Integration 
It is not necessarily a simple task to try to understand the intended domain of a 
framework and its suitability for the software project at hand [Fayad et al. 1999]: 
does the framework cover all the major requirements and does it make the right 
trade-offs between power and simplicity? The architecture of the desired applica-
tion must fit the architecture of the framework. It is relatively easy to check 
whether a framework contains some separate feature, but notoriously difficult to 
measure whether the framework is appropriate as a whole. 
Application developers would often like to utilize several different frameworks 
or reusable legacy components and frameworks in the same project. This is often 
troublesome, because traditional frameworks are usually designed for extension 
rather than for integration with other frameworks [Mattson-Bosch 1999]. For ex-
ample, integrating frameworks whose event loops are not designed to interoper-
ate with other frameworks is often quite problematic. 
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Tool Support for Object-Oriented Frameworks 
In this chapter we discuss the kind of tool support there is and could be for de-
veloping, documenting, and using frameworks. In Chapter 4.1 we describe exist-
ing framework modeling techniques and languages and discuss their suitability 
for describing frameworks in such detail that tool support could be developed on 
top of them. In Chapter 4.2 we give an overview of how problems in utilizing 
frameworks during different software development phases could be alleviated 
with suitable tools. Chapter 4.3 concentrates on tools targeted to assisting frame-
work specialization. The chapter outlines important challenges we have encoun-
tered while studying and developing such tools. We conclude with a discussion 
(Chapter 4.4) that leads us to describing the foundations for the JavaFrames 
framework tool. 
4.1 Framework Modeling Techniques 
One of the biggest problems with reusing design information is capturing and 
expressing it [Biggerstaff-Richter 1987]. To some extent, the framework tech-
nology eliminates the need for a new reuse design notation by enabling the direct 
reuse of architectures described with OO programming languages. In practice, 
however, there are several reasons why frameworks should also be modeled us-
ing some separate higher-level modeling technique. In this chapter we first dis-
cuss those reasons and then describe some of the available modeling techniques 
for frameworks. 
4.1.1 The Need for a Framework Modeling Language 
The main reason for using a separate modeling language for describing the reuse 
properties of a framework results from the fact that the essence of a framework 
typically involves complex dependencies and restrictions among multiple pro-
gram elements. Such relationships are difficult or impossible to make explicit 
using the current framework implementation languages. For example, if we want 
to specify that certain classes and methods form an instance of a design pattern 
that is used to implement a framework hot spot, and that by subclassing some of 
those classes and by overriding some of those methods we can adapt the frame-
work into new situations, we usually have to rely on documenting this framework 
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characteristic by just annotating the program elements with scattered informal 
comments. 
Clearly, this is not enough to support framework design, implementation, and 
specialization. We need a modeling notation that truly facilitates the communica-
tion between framework developers and enables a smooth transition from one 
framework development phase to another. And, even more importantly from the 
viewpoint of this thesis, we need a framework modeling technique that supports 
developing tools for framework specialization assistance. 
One could of course argue that instead of developing separate modeling lan-
guages for frameworks, a more elegant solution would be to improve the current 
OO languages so that they would themselves better support framework design, 
implementation, and usage. (We will return to this subject in Chapter 4.1.5.) 
There are, however, quite a few good reasons to continue using the existing lan-
guages for framework implementation and creating a separate language for mod-
eling frameworks. Namely, it is then possible to (1) keep on programming with 
familiar languages and using the popular tools developed for them, (2) avoid add-
ing too many features to the framework implementation languages, (3) adjust the 
modeling methodology for different framework implementation languages, (4) 
model the currently available frameworks without modifying their implementa-
tions, and (5) provide a more abstract and high-level view over the framework 
source code than possible language extensions do. 
Furthermore, if we use a separate modeling language we can design various reuse 
models for the same framework. For example, different levels of users could 
have a different view to the reuse interface of a framework: beginners could use a 
more simplified and a more restricted view, while advanced users could be ex-
posed to more detailed features. 
4.1.2 General Modeling Languages 
The 4+1 View Model [Kruchten 1995] is a technique for describing software ar-
chitectures. It tries to solve the problems of architectural documents containing 
too complex diagrams, overemphasizing system development, and not addressing 
the concerns of all stake-holders. As a solution, 4+1 offers different modeling 
notations for the various aspects of the system at hand. The logical view de-
scribes the design’s object model, the process view illustrates the design’s con-
currency and synchronization properties, the physical view shows the mapping of 
the software onto the hardware and represents the system’s distributed aspects, 
and finally, the development view describes the software’s static organization in 
the development environment. Software designers can organize the description of 
their architectural decisions around these four views and then illustrate them with 
a few selected use cases or scenarios that constitute the fifth view. 
Probably the most well-known OO modeling technique today is the Unified 
Modeling Language (UML) [Rumbaugh et al. 1998] that has been heavily influ-
enced by 4+1. UML combines the notations of its predecessors OMT [Rumbaugh 
et al. 1991], OOSE [Jacobson 1992], and Booch [Booch 1994]. It provides sev-
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eral different diagrammatic techniques for modeling different aspects of OO sys-
tems, for instance use case diagrams, class diagrams, sequence diagrams, and 
state diagrams. Use case diagrams show the system’s use cases and the actors 
interacting with them. Class diagrams are used for representing a static view to 
the system: the classes, methods, and fields together with relationships between 
the classes. (An example of a UML class diagram was given in Figure 2.1.) A 
sequence diagram shows the main objects in the system and how they interact in 
terms of method calls. A state diagram shows the state spaces of the given ob-
jects, the events that cause transitions from one state to another, and the resulting 
actions. 
Both 4+1 and UML can naturally be used for modeling OO frameworks on a 
general level, as they can be used for describing any software systems. However, 
neither 4+1 nor UML provide explicit means for modeling those system proper-
ties that make OO frameworks reusable and adaptable for different purposes. 
These general modeling languages do not provide clear enough notations for dis-
tinguishing the frozen spots and the hot spots of a framework. And, even more 
importantly, there is no explicit support for describing how framework hot spots 
are related and how they should be used for specializing the framework. 
Catalysis [D’Souza-Willis 1997] is a modeling approach compliant with the 
UML notation. The difference is, however, that Catalysis has clearer notational 
semantics and a well-defined way of composing design models. Catalysis makes 
use of the UML notation and proposes a design method based on frameworks and 
components. The formalism in Catalysis is similar to the one used in Eiffel’s as-
sertions [Meyer 1992b]. However, Catalysis uses state charts and other diagrams 
where possible in preference to plain predicates and postconditions. In Catalysis, 
type models are used for defining types. Collaborations specify the interaction of 
typed objects when they play certain roles. It is possible to refine both individual 
types and collaborations. Generic units of modeling or design are called frame-
works. Framework collaboration is a particular kind of framework that utilizes 
placeholder types and generalized actions to permit flexible composition. In 
[Fontoura et al. 2000], it is argued that Catalysis does not adequately support 
framework specialization, because frameworks are treated in Catalysis simply as 
collaborations that allow substitution and because Catalysis does not explicitly 
support the marking of framework hot spots and their semantics. 
4.1.3 Framework Cookbooks 
The cookbooks approach [Krasner-Pope 1988; Apple 1989; Pree 1995] has been 
proposed as a means for facilitating framework specialization. A cookbook is an 
informal description of how a framework could be used to derive new applica-
tions from it. There are different recipes for adding various functionalities to the 
application and for solving various kinds of problems with the framework. 
Cookbooks are a good way to offer help for developers that are not familiar with 
the framework they are using or evaluating. The problem with cookbooks is that 
they are laborious to create and maintain. This is, however, a general problem: 
“The cost of providing suitable framework documentation is very high”, as noted 
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in [Fayad et al. 1999]. Cookbooks have also been criticized for being too infor-
mal and too ad-hoc by their nature: it is hard to decide what to include in a cook-
book. The informality also rules out extensive support of automated framework 
specialization tools. 
4.1.4 Patterns and Pattern Languages 
Nowadays it is widely accepted that design patterns are especially well suited for 
documenting frameworks. Johnson was the first researcher to identify the poten-
tial of pattern languages as effective documentation for frameworks [Johnson 
1992]. Johnson proposed using a set of patterns tied together as a pattern lan-
guage for guiding the use of frameworks. Johnson recognized three major factors 
that should be addressed before frameworks could be utilized in large scale: 
documenting framework applicability, handling framework complexity, and 
managing framework learning curve. (These factors were discussed in Chapter 
3.5.) Johnson believed that pattern languages could be the key for reusing 
frameworks in a controlled and efficient manner. 
According to Johnson, a pattern language for a framework should make up a hi-
erarchy where the first pattern describes the framework’s application domain and 
gives examples of what the framework can be used for. It should also introduce 
the rest of the patterns. Patterns can assist in comprehending the framework by 
giving examples of its typical usage. The lowest level of patterns describes the 
detailed design of the framework by illustrating how objects collaborate to pro-
vide the framework’s functionality. The pattern hierarchy should, however, be 
organized in such a manner that the application developer does not necessarily 
have to read the detailed design of the framework, unless it is absolutely required 
in order to accomplish some framework specialization task. 
As a case study for testing the idea of using pattern languages for framework 
documentation, Johnson presented a pattern language for the HotDraw frame-
work. The influence for this pattern language came straight from Alexander’s 
patterns for building architecture (recall Chapter 2.1). Johnson’s patterns de-
scribed basic stereotypical ways of using the framework, but they also docu-
mented the framework design. 
The main advantage of design patterns in framework documentation is that pat-
terns give background for the framework design decisions [Lange-Nakamura 
1995]. For the framework specializer, patterns offer a possibility to perceive the 
specialization steps — making new subclasses or configuring existing framework 
classes — as wholes that involve certain design patterns. As a result, the users 
see their specializations in a perspective larger than that of single classes. Also, 
design patterns make a framework understandable without forcing to have full 
knowledge of the source code. Consequently, it is possible to deliver a frame-
work in compiled format without its source code, which is an important issue in 
commercial use. 
Using pattern languages for documenting OO frameworks is evaluated in [Kirk et 
al. 2002]. The purpose of the evaluation is to figure out the qualities of an effi-
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cient way of documenting frameworks with patterns. The authors identify a “dis-
turbing lack of agreement” about what information is needed to describe a 
framework and how that information should be communicated. As a result of 
their research, the authors recognize that a pattern language for a framework 
should provide help in understanding (1) the functionality of the framework 
components, (2) the interactions between the framework components, (3) the 
mapping from the problem domain to the solutions of the concrete framework 
implementation, and (4) the architectural assumptions behind the framework de-
sign. 
Metapatterns can be employed in documenting how flexibility is realized in a 
framework by showing the mappings between the incorporated metapatterns and 
the concrete classes [Pree 1995]. Metapatterns help framework developers to un-
derstand the roles of the developed components in terms of template and hook 
methods. On a general level, metapatterns can be used, for example, to character-
ize the properties of white-box and black-box frameworks [Fayad et al. 1999]: 
white-box frameworks have many instances of unification and recursive metapat-
terns, since they rely on inheritance structures. Black-box frameworks, on the 
other hand, have many instances of connection metapatterns without recursion, 
since they rely on abstract coupling. 
Design patterns are very informal by their nature, thus they are not directly suit-
able for describing frameworks in such detail that would enable automated tool 
support. Idioms and metapatterns are more technical descriptions and thus more 
suitable for that purpose. 
4.1.5 Implementation Language Extensions and Pattern Formal-
isms 
An interesting approach to describe framework characteristics is to enable direct 
support for frameworks on the programming language level. Although this is 
much lower level support than that of cookbooks or other high-level notations, it 
is also more accurate and offers attractive possibilities for supporting framework 
construction and specialization with automated tools. Language level support 
usually means some tagging techniques for marking design pattern roles and 
framework hot spots, or a contract mechanism for restricting framework speciali-
zation. Tagging is usually quite straightforward and could be implemented, for 
instance, similarly to Java’s formal comments. The idea of contracts is, however, 
more complex and also more powerful.  
A software contract captures mutual obligations and benefits among interacting 
components. Contracts are used for strengthening and deepening interface speci-
fications. A common way of specifying software contracts is to use Boolean as-
sertions called pre- and postconditions for each service offered, as well as class 
invariants for defining general consistency properties. For instance, a contract for 
service suppliers and clients could state the following: a client should ask a sup-
plier for a service only in a state in which the class invariants and the precondi-
tions of the service are respected. In return, the supplier promises that the work 
specified in the postconditions will be done and that the class invariants will still 
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be respected. In this way, the rights and obligations of both the client and the 
supplier are clearly profiled.  
Within the OO paradigm, the notion of formal contract was introduced in [Helm 
et al. 1990] (see also [Holland 1992]). A contract is a formal programming-
language-like description that specifies and restricts the properties of behavioral 
compositions. Behavioral compositions are groups of interdependent objects that 
cooperate to accomplish a particular task. The idea of Helm et al. was to provide 
a formal basis for a new paradigm called interaction-oriented design which was 
aimed at the abstraction and reuse of these behavioral compositions. In [Helm et 
al. 1990], the authors present a set of language extensions to specify, manipulate, 
and apply contracts. 
A contract specification identifies the participants in a behavioral composition. 
All participants have a number of contractual obligations, consisting of type obli-
gations and causal obligations. The type obligations describe the instance vari-
ables and the external interface the participant must support. The causal obliga-
tions define the actions that must be performed in response to messages.  
Figure 4.1 shows a simplified version of the Observer pattern [Gamma et al. 
1994] as a UML class diagram and as a contract definition. The pattern captures 
a collaboration where an arbitrary number of observer objects get notified when a 
particular event takes place on the model that the observers listen to. The Ob-
server contract has two participants: Subject and Observers. Observers is a set of 
Observer objects. The supports clause specifies the interface for a participant. 
The interface for Subject contains three causal obligations: attach for adding ob-
servers to the subject, detach for removing them, and notify for broadcasting an 
update request to all the observers. Each causal obligation may be annotated with 
postconditions that must be met. For example, attach has a condition {o ∈ Ob-
servers} denoting, that after the operation is performed, the Observer given as a 
parameter must be included in the Observers set. A causal obligation may also 
have resulting actions associated with it. For instance, after calling notify, the up-
date operation is called for all the observers. 
Finally, the invariant section specifies conditions that shall be constantly main-
tained by the participants and the instantiation section takes care of setting up the 
initial conditions for the contract. 
Contracts can be specialized by contract refinement. A contract is refined by ei-
ther specializing the type of a participant, by adding participants, by extending its 
actions, or by defining a stronger invariant. All obligations that are not overrid-
den are inherited from the supercontract. Contracts may also be composed of 
simpler contracts via the inclusion mechanism. The included contracts put addi-
tional obligations on the participants defined in the contract. The mappings be-
tween the participants in the including contract and in the included contract must 
be explicitly named. The obligations in the included contracts cannot be overrid-
den, as is the case with refinement. Note that the contract refinement and inclu-
sion mechanisms are analogous to subclassing and composition in OO languages, 
respectively. 
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Figure 4.1: The Observer pattern [Gamma et al. 1994] as a UML class diagram and as 
a formal contract [Jézéquel et al. 2000] 
Actual classes are mapped to contract participants through conformance declara-
tions. The mapping is not necessarily one-to-one since the instance variables and 
methods that together satisfy the obligations of a particular participant may be 
distributed over several classes in an inheritance hierarchy. Furthermore, the 
naming of participants and classes can be different. 
After contracts have been specified and mapped to class implementations, they 
are ready for use. Using a contract means creating a behavioral composition 
within an application. Behavioral compositions are created by instantiating con-
tracts. This involves allocating objects for the participants. Obviously, the con-
formance declarations play a major role in this process. The instantiation sections 
of the different contracts are used to initialize the compositions. 
Contracts make it possible to explicitly specify behavioral compositions such as 
frameworks and patterns. From the specifications, real object compositions can 
be generated and monitored. Monitoring, of course, requires dedicated tool sup-
port. A major concern with formal approaches like this is that they require such a 
detailed specification that it is very hard to apply them to other than small com-
positions. We argue that automated tool support can relax this concern also. 
Pre- and postconditions along with class invariants were first implemented in the 
Eiffel language [Meyer 1992a, 1992b] under the name design by contract. Varia-
tions of the contract mechanism are available as language extensions in a number 
of general-purpose programming languages and OO modeling techniques. Ex-
amples of these include iContract [Kramer 2000] and CoffeeStrainer [Bokowski 
1999] for Java, and Object Constraint Language (OCL) [Warmer-Kleppe 1999] 
for UML. 
The problem with using general-purpose languages to describe design patterns is 
that the languages are usually not powerful enough to represent a model for a pat-
tern. Instead they represent its instance. Therefore, in order to reuse the pattern, 
the instance of the pattern has to be copied and modified to fit the new context. 
Regardless of this shortcoming, the use of (language-based) constraints for re-
stricting the specialization of frameworks is a very promising approach, if only 
the constraints for application classes could be specified in the abstract classes 
that exist inside the framework. 
contract Observer 
Subject supports [ 
attach(o: Observer) α {o ∈ Observers} 
detach(o: Observer) α {o ∉ Observers} 
notify() α <∀ o: o ∈ Observers: o → update()>] 











for each o in observers { 
      o.update() 
} 
observers 
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Besides language extensions and contracts, also various other formalizations 
have been proposed for patterns and framework hot spots. Such formalizations 
are discussed, for example, in [Florijn et al. 1997], [Meijler et al. 1997], 
[Mikkonen 1998], and [Riehle 2000]. Eden et al. propose a logic-based approach, 
namely a formal language called LePUS [Eden et al. 1999; Eden-Grogono 2001] 
for describing and reasoning about OO software architectures, designs, and pat-
terns. LePUS specifications can be expressed as either formulas or semantically 
equivalent graphical diagrams.  
4.1.6 Extensions to General Modeling Languages 
There are several proposals for extending UML and other general modeling lan-
guages so that they would better support the modeling of OO patterns and 
frameworks. For example, in [Fontoura-Lucena 2001], a special graphical nota-
tion is proposed for highlighting design patterns in UML class diagrams. Unfor-
tunately, these kinds of simple notational extensions are not enough to support 
framework specialization tools. 
In [Koskimies-Mikkonen 2005], the authors extend the 4+1 model with an addi-
tional variability view that is used for describing the variation points (or the hot 
spots) of a system. The idea is to name and locate the points in the system that 
allow variation, specify the requirements for variations, and describe how the 
variation points can actually be utilized when implementing variations. The idea 
of a variability view seems highly useful for describing OO frameworks and sys-
tems that support variability in general. Unfortunately, in [Koskimies-Mikkonen 
2005] the authors give no detailed methodology or format for making system de-
scriptions using their variability view. Therefore the concept of variability view 
offers no explicit aid for developing framework specialization tools. 
UML-F [Fontoura et al. 2000] is a UML extension intended for annotating and 
documenting design patterns and working with OO frameworks. UML-F is quite 
informal, although its semantics are more precise than those of basic UML. 
UML-F makes use of the class diagram and the state diagram notations of UML 
as a basis for framework descriptions. However, in addition to the basic features 
of these techniques, UML-F defines a special mechanism for describing frame-
work hot spots and their specialization constraints. The mechanism is imple-
mented with UML’s stereotypes. 
UML-F contains three kinds of stereotypes: presentation stereotypes, basic mod-
eling stereotypes, and essential pattern stereotypes. Presentation stereotypes in-
dicate missing parts in a class diagram, such as an incomplete operation list or a 
flat representation of a class hierarchy. Basic modeling stereotypes are more re-
lated to actual framework specialization. There are five basic modeling stereo-
types in UML-F (see Figure 4.2). The «fixed» stereotype tells that an element, for 
example a class, can not be changed during framework specialization. The 
stereotypes «adapt-static» and «adapt-dyn» indicate that the element can be 
adapted during development through subclassing or during run-time through dy-
namic loading of new subclasses, respectively. The stereotypes «application» 
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and «framework» are used for separating elements on the framework side from 
the elements on the application side.  
  
Figure 4.2: A UML-F class diagram [Fontoura et al. 2000] 
The basic modeling stereotypes are rather flexible but also quite low-level. How-
ever, they can be used as building blocks for introducing new stereotypes. For 
example, design patterns or metapatterns usually utilize the combination of sev-
eral stereotypes. Each new layer of stereotypes is more specific and less flexible 
than the basic stereotypes. Essential pattern stereotypes are introduced on top of 
the basic modeling stereotypes. They contain more semantics describing their 
purpose and supposed usage. Examples of essential pattern stereotypes are «tem-
plate» and «hook» whose semantics are the same as defined in Chapter 2.5. In 
Figure 4.2, the stereotype «adapt-static» attached to the method round() in inter-
face RoundingPolicy could be replaced with the «hook» stereotype to specify that 
it is a hook method. Also, the «fixed» stereotype in the convert() method of Cur-
rencyConverter could be replaced with the «template» stereotype indicating that 
it actually is a template method. These stereotypes could be further replaced in a 
concrete framework with more context sensitive stereotype names.  
Another UML extension devoted to facilitating framework modeling is intro-
duced in [Oliveira et al. 2004]. This extension, called UML-FI, addresses frame-
work specialization by explicitly marking framework hot spots and their seman-
tics (see Figure 4.3).  
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Each hot spot can be annotated with explicit instantiation tasks that guide the use 
of the hot spot. The instantiation tasks are specified by using a simple scripting 
language. (It seems that the tools reported in [Oliveira et al. 2004] allow the ap-
plication developer to invoke the scripts from the UML-FI diagrams.) An exam-
ple script written in the scripting language (RDL) will be presented in Chapter 
4.2.3. 
Figure 4.3 shows a simple UML-FI class diagram. The diagram represents an 
abstract class in the JUnit framework [Gamma-Beck 1999]. The «CLASS_EX-
TENSION» stereotype suggests that the abstract class could be subclassed in a 
JUnit application. The «METHOD_EXTENSION» stereotypes mark the methods 
that should be overridden. 
4.2 Framework Tools for Different Software Development 
Phases 
So far in Chapter 4 we have discussed framework modeling techniques that could 
allow us to develop tool support for frameworks. Next we shall look at how this 
tool support could alleviate the challenges faced during the different phases of a 
framework-based software development process. 
Table 4.1 summarizes our own views on the main challenges related to develop-
ing software via utilizing frameworks. The challenges are organized according to 
the typical phases of a software development process. 









1. How to de-
termine hot 
spots and frozen 
spots? 
2. How to design 
hot spots? 
3. How to de-
scribe framework 
design? 
4. How to im-
plement hot 
spots? 
5. How to docu-
ment the frame-
work? 
6. How to manage 
changes in domain and 









 7. How to choose 
an appropriate 
framework? 
8. How to spe-
cialize the frame-
work? 
9. How to manage 
changes in application or 
application domain re-
quirements? 
The discovery of hot spots (see challenge 1 in Table 4.1) is a key-point when per-
forming framework domain analysis. However, the existing general domain 
analysis techniques (see for example [Prieto-Diaz-Arango 1989]) do not offer 
help in determining the features of the domain that need to be flexible, and there 
are no framework-specialized techniques available either. The lack of suitable 
techniques causes also the lack of proper tools. Clearly, further research in the 
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area of domain analysis is needed in order to allow us to have more support for 
frameworks. 
Patterns have been widely accepted as means for systemizing framework design. 
They allow us to jump over at least some steps in the otherwise obscure and it-
erative design process. Tools that are based merely on patterns’ static informal 
descriptions typically offer simple hypertext functionalities and search facilities 
for browsing pattern descriptions. Pattern searching is based on string matching 
just like in general WWW search machines such as Altavista [www.alta-
vista.com] and Google [www.google.com]. Good hypertext representation of de-
sign patterns connects related patterns and their variations together so that it is 
easier to analyze the available design alternatives. Generic tools like that offer 
valuable aid in hot spot design (challenge 2) and, in fact, some researchers think 
that this is the only tool support needed for using patterns [Chambers et al. 2000].  
In order to better manage framework design and the communication between de-
signers, we must also have higher-level graphical design methods for document-
ing frameworks (challenges 2 and 3). Techniques that extend the general object 
modeling methods have been suggested for that purpose. In addition to the con-
ventional modeling notations they typically offer some form of the pattern con-
cept and the possibility to separate hot spots from the rest of the framework ar-
chitecture. Tool support for these techniques usually includes the creation and 
direct manipulation of the graphical design elements that the particular technique 
provides, as well as semantic checks for the consistency of the design models. 
Some researchers argue that tools like this could also assist in systemizing design 
decisions [Fontoura 1999; Fontoura et al. 2000], for example in selecting the 
most appropriate pattern for a hot spot (challenge 2), thus simplifying the job of 
the framework designer. 
Framework implementation includes developing the concrete source code that 
constitutes the framework, as well as documenting the framework both for its 
users and its maintainers. In the coding process, special attention must be paid to 
the implementation of the framework’s hot spots (challenge 4). Patterns contain 
examples of the concrete hot spot implementation variations, so tools based on 
them can conveniently represent the examples to the user and thus support hot 
spot implementation.  
Instead of providing mere static descriptions, pattern-based framework tools usu-
ally supply representations of the instances of the patterns and their roles that are 
present in the framework or the application source code. This greatly facilitates 
the comprehension of the framework in terms of patterns (challenge 5). Further-
more, as patterns are typically involved in the specialization interface of the 
framework, this annotation of frameworks with patterns also assists application 
implementation (challenge 8). Framework maintenance and application mainte-
nance, on the other hand, benefit from the illustration of pattern instances, be-
cause based on the patterns one can recall the rationale behind existing design 
decisions and take them into account when planning changes (challenges 6 and 
9). 
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In order to allow more extensive tool support for using patterns, we need to util-
ize some sort of formal patterns or contracts to represent the architectural ele-
ments of the framework. Formal patterns allow us to generate code from patterns 
and check the consistency between the patterns and the source code. This natu-
rally further facilitates application implementation and possibly even framework 
implementation (challenges 8 and 4). 
Patterns are a good way of documenting the design decisions used in a frame-
work (challenge 5). However, for the framework user the documentation should 
be focused differently: the application developer is more concerned with adding 
features to her application than learning the design rationale of the framework. In 
addition, she might not be familiar at all with the pattern concept nor the design 
patterns of, for example, [Gamma et al. 1994].  
The approach of cookbooks is often more intuitive to the application developer 
than patterns: cookbooks offer a problem-based or feature-based “how to” docu-
mentation for frameworks (challenges 5 and 8). The simplest form of tool sup-
port for cookbooks could depict cookbooks merely as a collection of hypertext 
pages that document the usage of a framework. However, we believe that tool 
support for frameworks has a lot more to offer especially in the framework spe-
cialization process. Based on the concept of cookbooks and patterns, it is possi-
ble to create tools that react dynamically to the framework specializer’s decisions 
and offer step-by-step instructions on how to complete her application. It is noted 
in [Fayad et al. 1999] that usually the first specialization of a framework is the 
hardest, and it is a good idea to make it under the guidance of an expert. We ar-
gue that this expert can be an automated tool that assists the framework speciali-
zation process, as will be seen in Chapter 6.1 where we present our framework 
engineering tool, JavaFrames. 
Application domain analysis should not depend on whether a framework will be 
used for implementing the application or not. In that respect, it seems that there 
are no framework-related challenges in application domain analysis. In applica-
tion design, the main concern related to frameworks is how to choose a frame-
work that is suitable for the application (challenge 7). At the moment, there are 
no good methods for describing frameworks in such a manner that a tool could 
be used to automatically choose a framework that fits the application require-
ments. Tools based on cookbooks or patterns that annotate frameworks can ease 
the process, but they are clearly not optimal for that purpose. 
Besides the usual maintenance activities, application maintenance can involve 
converting an existing legacy application into a more flexible framework. In this 
process, tools based on formalized patterns could be used in (a) detecting patterns 
or antipatterns in the source code and (b) converting the existing code to conform 
to a desired pattern. Besides application maintenance, this kind of tool support is 
obviously useful for framework maintenance, too (challenges 9 and 6). 
In the following chapters we concentrate on the possible tool support applicable 
for framework design and implementation, framework maintenance, and applica-
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tion implementation through framework specialization. We feel that tool support 
could have the most to offer in those software development phases. 
4.2.1 Framework Design and Implementation 
Conventional tools for software design mainly include UML case tools such as 
Together [www.oi.com], Rational Rose [www.rational.com], and Visio Enter-
prise [www.visio.com]. These tools provide appealing visual interfaces for edit-
ing UML diagrams by direct manipulation. They also offer some semantic 
checks that may be applied on the design models. However, these tools fail to 
support design concepts necessary in framework modeling; it is not possible, for 
example, to represent the hot spots and the frozen spots of the framework differ-
ently. (We acknowledge that some UML tools allow the user to specify new 
graphical symbols that could, for example, be used to represent framework-
related concepts.) 
Several CASE tool prototypes have been introduced for defining framework hot 
spots. The Hook Tool [Froehlich et al. 1997] uses an extended version of UML in 
which the variation point classes are highlighted. This differentiation between 
kernel and variation points aids framework design and instantiation. Unfortu-
nately, the Hook Tool does not completely solve the problem of defining frame-
work hot spots: framework designers still have to provide the solutions for mod-
eling each variation point without any means for systemizing their choices. In 
[Fontoura et al. 2000] the authors claim that it is not only possible to describe the 
design of a hot spot with UML-F (recall Chapter 4.1.6), but furthermore, it is also 
possible to develop tool support on top of UML-F for systemizing the selection 
of an appropriate pattern for the hot spot implementation. 
In addition to the dedicated framework design tools, there are a number of UML-
based tools for representing design patterns (see for example the UMLAUT tool 
[Sunye et al. 2000]). These kinds of tools are useful also for framework design. 
Similarly, we feel that framework implementation could be best supported with 
tools for handling different kinds of patterns that cover the flexibility aspects of 
OO software. As noted in Chapter 2.6, tools are needed especially for organizing 
patterns and for searching patterns suitable for solving the design or implementa-
tion problem at hand. 
Publishing pattern catalogs in the form of conventional books is clearly not opti-
mal for comparing and searching patterns, especially if you are not familiar with 
them beforehand. Moreover, as described in Chapter 2.6, because the amount of 
pattern descriptions is huge by now, it is impossible to be aware of all the pat-
terns and their benefits and shortcomings. Obviously, more efficient methodolo-
gies and tool support are needed for organizing and searching patterns. 
As seen in [Gamma et al. 1994], a good pattern catalog is extensively cross-
referenced. Therefore, hypertext [Conklin 1987, Halasz-Schwartz 1994] offers a 
good medium for organizing pattern catalogs. With hypertext it is possible, for 
instance, to link related patterns together, to show examples of pattern usage, and 
to hide technical implementation details from a casual reader. 
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Navigation and focusing are the main problems in hypertextual systems [Koski-
mies-Mössenböck 1996]. That is why, in addition to easy association and move-
ment, a hypertext system must contain indices, search facilities, and a navigation 
history [Pree 1995]. Examples of using hypertext in software development and 
maintenance include [Paakki et al. 1996] and [Nørmark-Østerbye 1994]. By now 
the tools and techniques for WWW-based development are quite advanced and it 
is thus easy to attach pictures, annotations, bookmarks, command buttons, or 
even animation and sound to hypertext. An example of a tool that uses hypertext 
to describe patterns is discussed in [Budinsky et al. 1996]. The tool incorporates 
a hypertextual rendition of [Gamma et al. 1994]. 
There are many alternative ways for classifying patterns. Therefore tool support 
for patterns should be able to dynamically generate different views or indices 
over patterns. Based on this idea we have proposed Pattern Selection Wizard 
[Hakala et al. 1997] for finding a suitable pattern for the desired purpose (see 
Figure 4.4). The user can select any of the patterns in the Available Patterns sec-
tion and then view the basic intent of the pattern. For each pattern the tool also 
lists a specific index (Points in Categories) that describes how well the pattern 
suits the different pattern categories. With the Instantiate button the user can in-
stantiate the selected pattern by generating a code template and with the Show 
HTML Description button she can view its HTML documentation. If the user is 
not familiar with design patterns or does not immediately know which pattern to 
instantiate, she can open the Pattern Filter section with the Search Help button. 
 
Figure 4.4: Pattern Selection Wizard 
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The Pattern Filter section lists all available categories as a tree structure. It al-
lows the framework developer to mark the categories from which patterns are to 
be included into the Available Patterns section. The result of the filtering consists 
of the matching patterns sorted according to their applicability as expressed by 
their category values. With the radio buttons the developer can choose whether to 
display a union or an intersection of the patterns matching different categories. 
Category Description shows a short help text concerning the currently selected 
category. The user can also make text searches to find an individual pattern or a 
pattern category that might provide help to her design problem. The two text 
sources available for searching are the HTML documents associated with each 
pattern and the descriptions of the design pattern categories. 
The problem with tools like Pattern Selection Wizard is that the patterns must be 
classified and organized by hand for different categories, which is a difficult task, 
especially if the categories are predefined. A promising approach for organizing 
design patterns is to use information retrieval (IR) techniques as described in 
[Helm-Maarek 1991]. The IR approach means analyzing a document in order to 
extract the indices that best characterize the document. 
4.2.2 Framework Maintenance 
Several re-engineering activities could be applied for framework maintenance: 
Pattern mining [Martin 1996] can be used for detecting pattern instances from 
source code. Refactorings [Fowler et al. 1999] are behavior-preserving transfor-
mations that may be applied on the framework design representation as well as 
on the framework implementation. Unifications [Fontoura 1999] are transforma-
tions that alter the framework design structure in order to incorporate new fea-
tures or to modify the existing ones. Pattern mining, refactoring, and unification 
are all part of a wider research area called reverse engineering [Chikofsky-Cross 
1996]. For information on tools that support refactoring and unification in 
framework maintenance, refer to [Roberts et al. 1996; Fontoura 1999], for in-
stance. Note also that many commonly used programming IDEs, such as Eclipse 
[www.eclipse.org], support refactorings: changing method names and moving 
methods from one class to another, for example. 
In addition to actual maintenance tasks, reverse engineering tools can be used to 
gather statistics about design pattern instances in source code. These tools can 
also rate OO systems based on loose coupling, shallow inheritance hierarchies, 
high use of composition, and other similar positive measures of OO software. A 
pattern-mining-based metrics tool, called MAISA, is described in [Verkamo et al. 
2001; Ferenc et al. 2001; Gustafsson et al. 2002]. 
The main problem in pattern mining is that a reverse engineering tool cannot 
“comprehend” the intent of a pattern. However, the structure of a pattern’s im-
plementation might be detectable and lead to the identification of the actual pat-
tern. In general: “a pattern is detectable if its template solution is both distinctive 
and unambiguous” [Brown 1996]. In other words, the structure of a detectable 
pattern is never used in other contexts and the pattern has no alternative struc-
tures. The latter requirement is rather demanding, because an implementation-
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oriented pattern typically has several different implementation variations. This 
makes pattern detection troublesome and sometimes impossible [Niere et al. 
2002]. If a design pattern relies heavily on semantic descriptions instead of struc-
ture, like the Interpreter pattern [Gamma et al. 1994] does, it might be totally 
undetectable for an automated tool. In contrast, the definition of the Template 
method pattern [Gamma et al. 1994], for example, is not based on any semantic 
meaning and the pattern is thus easily detectable. Most patterns reside some-
where in between. 
Several tools for finding patterns in program source code have been developed. 
KT Tool [Brown 1996] detects metapatterns and a subset of design patterns from 
[Gamma et al. 1994] in commercial-size Smalltalk programs. Brown has chosen 
metapatterns and the structural design patterns (Composite, Decorator, Template 
Method, Hook Method, and Chain of Responsibility) for detection, which reflects 
the fact that the syntactical or structural parts of patterns lend themselves easiest 
for formal or automatic treatment. 
There has also been a considerable amount of research on class retrieval tech-
niques that are clearly related to pattern mining tools. An example of such a tool 
is ClassExpert [Czernecki et al. 1996] that helps to retrieve classes matching a 
functional specification provided by the user. Formal concept analysis is another 
method that has been applied to finding patterns without a predefined pattern li-
brary (see, for example, [Viljamaa J. 2003, 2004] and [Tonella-Antoniol 1999]). 
4.2.3 Application Implementation via Framework Specialization 
Framework usability is a problem in part because of the intrinsic complexity of 
the framework specialization process, but also due to the lack of adequate docu-
mentation techniques and tools. In our view, framework specialization is such a 
complex process that static documentation is not enough to provide sufficient 
help. Framework specialization is far more difficult than simply plugging com-
ponents into hot spots: hot spots might have interdependencies, they might be 
optional, and frameworks may provide several ways of adding the same func-
tionality, and so on. The specialization process should be explicit and unambigu-
ous. It should allow the application developers to create valid applications in a 
straightforward manner. 
One approach for making frameworks more understandable for their users is to 
visualize their static structure and dynamic behavior. The tools that can be used 
for visualizing the behavior of any OO software are naturally useful for frame-
work visualization as well. These tools include, for example, execution-tracing 
tools, such as SCENE [Koskimies-Mössenböck 1996] that produces animated 
scenarios over the method calls in the Oberon environment [Reiser 1991]. An-
other tool for providing similar tracing functionality is described in [Lange-
Nakamura 1995].  
In framework visualization, however, the tools should take into account the spe-
cial meaning of hot spots in frameworks and emphasize their visualization. Fur-
thermore, when documenting the usage of frameworks the focus should be on 
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how to specialize the framework, not on how the framework is designed or how 
it works. 
Active Cookbooks 
Active cookbooks [Pree et al. 1995] introduce the idea of actively guiding the 
framework specialization process. An active cookbook for a framework includes 
a knowledge base, a rule interpreter, and a working memory. The knowledge 
base contains the recipes for specializing the framework. The rule interpreter al-
lows the selection of a particular recipe, presents the recipes as hypertext, main-
tains temporary information accumulated during the interpretation of a recipe in 
the working memory, and generates the source code of additional or modified 
framework classes. The generated classes extend the particular framework.  
Recipes provide the appropriate tools for specifying adaptations. When a recipe 
is interpreted, the developer is guided actively through all the development and 
configuration steps of a certain task. Typically, the developer just invokes the 
tool associated with a recipe. The recipe specifies dependencies between steps: 
sometimes certain steps have to be accomplished before tools associated with 
other steps can be invoked. 
SmartBooks 
Another approach for making cookbooks more dynamic is the SmartBooks 
method [Ortigosa-Campo 1999; Ortigosa et al. 2000] that is based on logic pro-
gramming. Based on this technique, a tool can provide the developer with 
choices of different high-level activities that can be carried out in order to create 
a new application from a framework. The activity rules are generated based on 
the instantiation rules provided by the framework designer. 
The focus of the SmartBooks approach is on how a person who is specializing a 
framework can easily express the objective she wishes to reach next. The user 
expresses her objective by selecting items from a list of options presented to the 
user. Based on the selections the tool is able to generate tasks that have to be 
done to accomplish the objective. A sequence of tasks is called instantiation 
plan, and the process of plan creation is called planning. 
Scripting Languages 
Another approach to facilitating framework specialization is to use simple script-
ing languages for describing activities for specializing framework hot spots. In 
[Oliveira et al. 2004], such a scripting language, called Reuse Description Lan-
guage (RDL), and a tool for interpreting the scripts are introduced. The tool set 
combines the scripting tool to a visual representation of the framework hot spots 
as UML-FI class diagram. (Recall the discussion on UML-FI from Chapter 
4.1.6.) 
Code example 4.5 shows an example of an RDL script. The script can be used for 
subclassing the Figure class in the Smalltalk version of the HotDraw framework. 
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The CLASS_EXTENSION clause creates the subclass. Parameter “?” indicates 
that the subclass name must be asked from the application developer. 








PATTERN InstantiateFigure(DrawingEditor de) 
// create the new figure 
fig = CLASS_EXTENSION(Figure, ?); 
// redefine function to return the figure name 




It is possible to develop dedicated visual builders for mature frameworks, espe-
cially for black-box frameworks that are actually close to being component li-
braries. However, building a visual tool that is only usable for a particular appli-
cation domain or a single framework is very costly. Therefore the commercial 
interest has so far been focused mainly on UI framework tools, since UI frame-
works are applicable in a wide range of software systems. In a UI framework 
tool, the UI elements available in the component library of the framework can be 
manipulated and combined visually. Examples of such tools can be found in 
commercial products like Delphi [www.borland.com] and VisualBasic [www. 
microsoft.com]. 
More general black-box framework tools could follow the example of tools for 
the component protocols of OO languages. There are such protocols at least for 
Java, Smalltalk, and C++. The protocols for the latter two are not, however, as 
standardized as the JavaBeans [java.sun.com] specification for Java. Tools that 
are able to create and handle JavaBeans include Visual Age [www.ibm.com], 
JBuilder [www.borland.com], and BeanBox [java.sun.com]. 
4.3 Challenges for Framework Specialization Tools 
In the previous chapters we have discussed the kind of tool support there should 
and could be for solving the problems related to using frameworks during differ-
ent software development phases. In this chapter we concentrate on design as-
pects of tools that assist the user in concrete programming related to framework 
specialization. We start with a discussion on how the implementation code of the 
application under construction should be shown to the developer (Chapter 4.3.1). 
This format of representation is a significant factor when developing any pro-
gramming assistance tool. 
Most of the currently available framework tools are built on top of some sort of 
pattern formalism that can be used to develop models describing groups of re-
lated program elements. In such a tool, programming assistance should facilitate 
at least three objectives: 
(1) creating new code that complies with the patterns, 
(2) checking the consistency between existing code and the patterns, and 
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(3) adjusting existing code to meet the terms of the patterns. 
The first thing needed to support these objectives is a way to associate the pattern 
elements (i.e. roles) with the implementation code. Design considerations and 
problems related to implementing this association are discussed in Chapter 4.3.2. 
After that, Chapter 4.3.3 illustrates the challenges in creating new code that is 
based on patterns as well as keeping existing code consistent with the patterns. 
Chapter 4.3.4 introduces tools currently available for pattern-based code genera-
tion and validation. Finally, Chapter 4.3.5 discusses the options on the level of 
interaction that can be provided for the user of a framework specialization tool. 
4.3.1 Representation Format for Implementation Code 
When developing tool support for programming, the representation format of the 
program source code, as shown to the user, is a critical design concern. We rec-
ognize three main alternatives: (1) a form-based (or a structural) representation, 
(2) some kind of visual representation, and (3) a freely-editable textual represen-
tation. 
In the form-based alternative, program structures are created and modified using 
forms that have separate fields for different syntactic parts of the structures (see, 
for example, [Malone et al. 1992]). Free text editing is only allowed within the 
fields. By using the form-based approach we could prevent the user from making 
syntactic mistakes, and it would be rather easy to implement a mechanism for 
listening changes in the forms and validating the form contents against patterns. 
Nevertheless, from a programmer’s point of view, the form-based approach 
seems too restricted and clumsy. Programmers simply do not like to develop pro-
grams using forms. The form-based approach is related to syntax-directed struc-
ture editors [Teitelbaum-Reps 1981]. They both have similar disadvantages. 
There has been a lot of research concerning visual languages and program visu-
alization (see e.g. [Tuovinen 2002]). To us it seems, however, that visual lan-
guages are, in general, more suitable for modeling programs on a higher level of 
abstraction. However, there are visual builders (recall Chapter 4.2.3.) for 
programming with restricted component protocols or with specific black-box 
frameworks in specific application domains. In a restricted domain-specific envi-
ronment it is possible to utilize truly intuitive visual notations and restricted se-
mantics. In such environments, the visual approach appears effective and usable.  
Thus, we acknowledge the importance of visual methods in the area of domain-
specific languages; in fact a framework that is mature and black-box enough can 
be seen as a domain-specific language, too. Domain-specific languages have 
been specified, for example, for describing communication network protocols 
(see, for instance, [Granö et al. 1998] and [Viljamaa A. 1996]). Nevertheless, de-
spite its advantages in certain specific areas, the visual approach seems too diffi-
cult and complicated to apply for general all-purpose programming. Also, visual 
languages seem to fall short in handling large amounts of code and details: all 
sorts of visual diagrams (consider, for example, UML) loose their intuitive nature 
if they become too large, and on the other hand, expressing detailed constraints 
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and restrictions is usually far easier with textual notations. In [Petre 1995], it was 
discovered that sometimes graphical representations are so difficult to understand 
that people tend to use textual instructions to clarify the graphical ones rather 
than the other way around. 
This leaves us with the last alternative: using textual program representation. 
This choice seems suitable, since (1) it is familiar for all programmers, (2) it al-
lows free editing of source code, (3) it permits handling large amounts of code, 
(4) the current computer hardware, especially the input devices are better suitable 
for working with textual representations, and (5) we don’t have to restrict the 
domain of the programs written with our tool, as we probably would, if we chose 
the visual approach.  
Textual representation can be further facilitated with hypertext functionality for 
navigating from one source code entity to another in terms of various references 
in the source code. Nearly all modern programming IDEs, such as JBuilder 
[www.jbuilder.com] and Eclipse [www.eclipse.org] provide such navigation 
tools. Source code slicing can be applied for capturing more advanced dependen-
cies in program source code (see, for example, the HyperSoft tool [Paakki et al. 
1996]). 
4.3.2 Associating Model Elements with Implementation Code 
In order to meet the objectives mentioned in the beginning of Chapter 4.3, we 
need to somehow associate pattern roles and program source code with each 
other. Note that this actually means associating patterns with their instances. 
(Recall the discussion on patterns, roles, and pattern instances in Chapter 2.4.) 
Implementing the Association 
Implementing the association between pattern roles and program source code in-
volves several design considerations: Where should we specify the association? 
Should the association be two-way or one-way? Should it be possible to associate 
a pattern role with several program elements and vice versa? 
The answer to the last question is clearly yes: Consider, for example, a program 
element that plays many different roles in several patterns and, on the other hand, 
a general pattern role that restricts the properties of several program elements. 
A two-way association clearly has several benefits, too. Two-way associations 
can be implemented, for instance, by annotating programming language source 
code with references to the corresponding pattern roles. The references can be 
placed inside comment elements in the source code, for example. Readable and 
understandable references would serve as a useful documentation, and they 
would also allow us to easily propagate information about changes in the source 
code to the corresponding pattern roles in which some re-evaluations need to be 
done. 
The problem with adding role references to source code comments is that it 
partly breaks the premise of using an existing implementation language (recall 
Chapter 4.1.1). Even if the language extensions were hidden inside source code 
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comments, we still would have to modify any source code in order for it to work 
in our system. And, unfortunately, in many cases there is no source code even 
available, since component libraries and frameworks are often delivered only in 
binary or in some intermediate format. Consequently, we cannot put the role ref-
erences in the source code. Instead, the references from program elements to the 
pattern roles must be implemented on the level of some program element de-
scriptors, not the actual source code. By program element descriptors we mean 
parsed representations of the source program elements. These descriptors could 
be stored and maintained by a tool used for creating associations between pattern 
roles and source code. 
It is also important to consider the implementation format of the association be-
tween pattern roles and program elements: how do we refer the program ele-
ments, if we rule out the possibility to access program source code? We cannot 
rely on formal comment tags or source code line and column numbers. The only 
thing left for making a reference to a program element is the name and type of 
the element. Luckily, this is not such a bad choice, although it causes some prob-
lems that have to be resolved. 
When using program element names for implementing the associations, we must 
make sure that every element that can be bound to a pattern role has a globally 
unambiguous name. We also have to define a policy for handling undefined ref-
erences that necessarily emerge while the source code is being edited. It must be 
possible for a reference to become temporarily undefined, if there currently is no 
entity that matches the name and the type of the reference, and then again defined 
if the element is once more available. The policy for handling undefined refer-
ences must also specify whether or not referring an undefined program entity is 
considered as a constraint violation of its own. (Constraints will be discussed in 
Chapter 4.3.3 and Chapter 4.3.5.) 
Name references and the possibility to change names raise a number of other 
problems and challenges, too: (1) since programming languages typically have 
nested name scopes, changing a name of an entity that defines a name scope al-
ters the global names of the entities in the nested scopes, (2) since names may 
override and shadow other names, changing a name may cause changes in refer-
ences to other names, (3) editing program structures that join name spaces (a 
class inheritance clause, for example) cause problems in keeping name references 
consistent, and (4) it is not straight-forward to change the name of a role binding 
target without breaking the binding.  
Automatic Associations 
An interesting aspect in binding pattern roles to program entities is automation. 
Could it be possible in certain special cases to match pattern roles to program 
entities and associate these two automatically? Automatic binding is natural 
when new code is created based on a pattern role, since the target for the associa-
tion is obvious. However, there could also be an automatic mechanism for bind-
ing a pattern role to an existing program element. The mechanism could match 
pattern roles against program elements by using pattern role types and possible 
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role constraints as the matching criteria. (Constraints will be discussed in Chap-
ter 4.3.3 and Chapter 4.3.5.) 
Automatic binding has the characteristics of the general problem of pattern 
matching (see, for example, [Apostolico-Galil 1997]). Thus, the difficulties are 
the same. The worst trouble is performance: a software product of realistic size 
typically includes hundreds of classes and thousands of methods and other named 
constructs, so unrestricted matching simply cannot be done in an interactive envi-
ronment where response times should be kept feasible. Also, it is not necessary 
or practical to restrict the possible reuse scenarios too heavily, i.e. to fill the reuse 
model with loads of constraints. Instead, it is good practice to leave room for the 
programmer to make decisions. This policy affects automatic binding as well: if 
the amount of constraints is kept low, free automatic binding would result in too 
many false bindings, since typically too many program elements would match 
the same pattern roles.  
Consequently, a semiautomatic binding scenario in which the user explicitly se-
lects the role to be bound (and perhaps also the candidates for the binding target) 
could be more applicable in practice. In special cases automatic binding could be 
utilized without the risk of false bindings. Consider, for example, a pattern that 
specifies method overriding in an OO language. The signature of the overriding 
method is fully constrained, since it must match the signature of the super class 
method. If the pattern roles that represent the super class and the method(s) to be 
overridden are already bound, and the user specifies the subclass where the over-
ridden methods exist, the tool could do the rest and bind the existing subclass 
methods to the role that represents the overriding method(s). 
4.3.3 Creating New Code and Validating Existing Code 
From the application developer’s point of view, there are two alternative ways 
for creating mappings between pattern roles and application source code: (1) a 
new source code entity is defined to implement a given pattern role or (2) a pat-
tern role is assigned to an existing source entity. 
It seems that assistance for creating new code is best provided by offering sup-
port for code generation. One implementation alternative for code generation is 
to generate code based on the type and attached constraints of the chosen role in 
a pattern. However, we have found this somewhat inconvenient: it is not easy to 
specify the source code text for a Java class skeleton, for example, by specifying 
separate constraints for the class modifiers, the class name, and the inheritance 
clause. 
A more intuitive approach for code generation is to use some kind of template 
mechanism. This is because textual templates better reflect the resulting code. 
The code generation templates attached to the roles in patterns could include 
free-form text, as well as references to (1) other roles, (2) role properties, (3) the 
program elements bound to roles, and (4) the properties of the program elements. 
The references would be converted to text when the template is used. The same 
template mechanism can also be used to provide interactive context-sensitive 
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user guidance for making bindings between pattern roles and source code, as will 
be shown later in Chapter 6.1. 
In general, a simple template-based one-way code generation is easy to imple-
ment [Budinsky et al. 1996]. By one-way code generation we mean that the gen-
erated code is not validated afterwards. This approach has a sever disadvantage: 
once the generated code is incorporated into the application, any changes that 
involve a regeneration of code will force the user to reincorporate the generated 
code into the application by hand. 
The reason why most template-based code generation mechanisms are imple-
mented as one-way is because it is hard to check the properties of an existing 
source code entity against any kind of a textual template. Nevertheless, we must 
somehow be able to verify the properties of program elements, whether they 
were originally generated or not. 
All in all, it seems that there are conflicting requirements for a mechanism that 
should allow on one hand (1) providing assistance for creating new code, and on 
the other hand (2) checking the properties of existing code. The method for 
specifying new code to be created should resemble writing the target language 
code. Validating the properties of existing source code, however, seems trouble-
some when done against a textual template. Also, in most cases we want to use 
textual code generation templates only for providing examples of possible im-
plementation alternatives; not to actually constrain program code. 
That is why we suggest that code creation and code validation are implemented 
on top of separate mechanisms. Creating new code that complies with the pat-
terns can be employed by using template-based code generation, whereas check-
ing the consistency between existing code and the pattern can be implemented by 
using separately defined constraints. 
A constraint attached to a pattern role could be given by specifying two things: 
(1) the type of the constraint and (2) an expression that specifies the targets of 
the constraint, i.e. the source code entities that are needed in order to validate the 
constraint. Specifying the former is straightforward. The latter can be specified 
using an expression that refers to the program elements bound to some roles in 
the pattern. For example, an inheritance constraint for a class role could refer to 
the required super class bound to a super class role. 
Besides checking the validity of source code elements, constraints can also be 
used in adjusting existing code to meet the terms of the pattern. For example, if 
an inheritance constraint is violated so that a class does not inherit another class 
specified in the constraint, it is easy to replace the violating code with a legal 
version. 
When the correctness of program source code is examined, it is important to de-
cide a policy on how we react to possible violations. If a compiler detects an er-
ror in the syntax or static semantics of a program, it is evident that we do not 
want to run the program, since the execution would probably lead to a program 
crash or otherwise unexpected results. However, if violations of architectural 
programming policy constraints are detected already during program writing, the 
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further measures are not that obvious: do we want to prevent compilation, if the 
programmer, for instance, wishes to neglect a company policy to use underscore 
prefix for the names of private data attributes? We encounter the same dilemma 
when checking constraints that cannot be verified with absolute certainty. (Con-
straints like this will be discussed in more detail later in Chapter 4.3.5 and Chap-
ter 6.1.2) If such a constraint gets violated, it is probably wiser to just report an 
error message, instead of preventing program compilation or execution. In gen-
eral, we suggest an instructive approach instead of a restrictive one. 
4.3.4 Tools for Pattern-Based Code Generation and Code Valida-
tion 
There are many proposals for pattern tools that facilitate pattern instantiation 
(recall Chapter 2.4) with code generation. The pattern tool described in [Budin-
sky et al. 1996] allows the instantiation of design patterns from the associated 
WWW catalog. For each pattern, there is a form-based code generation page in 
which the user enters the application specific names and selects trade-offs. Based 
on the user input, the tool generates the corresponding C++ declarations, imple-
mentations, and even a running demo program. The tool does not illustrate the 
role bindings explicitly, so there are no associations between patterns and the 
source code entities. 
Most pattern implementation tools generate code using some kind of template-
based macro expansion mechanism. As an example, functions of the COGENT 
interpreter [Budinsky et al. 1996] include macro replacement with optional string 
transformations, macro assignment, and inclusion of other scripts. SNIP [Wild 
1996] is a similar tool where the code generation information is derived from 
structural object models. The user creates a set of code generation rules by using 
a SNIP template file. Then she can use the ObjectMaker tool to build graphical 
design models and transfer them into a form that can be bound to SNIP’s macro 
language templates to produce target language code. 
POE (Pattern-Oriented Environment) [Kim-Benner 1996] is a tool for creating, 
deleting, and verifying pattern instances and role mappings. POE works also as a 
pattern catalog. There are three kinds of components in POE: classes, relations, 
and operations. They have attributes like name, parent link, optionality, links to 
other components with cardinalities, and bindings to the user’s implementation 
classes. The tool implements validation algorithms to ensure that different pattern 
instances and role bindings are used properly. 
In [Sefika et al. 1996], another tool, called Pattern-Lint, is proposed for confirm-
ing that implementation corresponds to the expected design models, such as a set 
of design patterns. In [Alencar et al. 1996], the authors describe a logic-based 
formalization of patterns in order to describe Abstract Data Views (a generaliza-
tion of the MVC concept). They present a tool called Designer’s Assistant that 
also supports design pattern instantiation. Eden et al. have implemented another 
logic-based prototype tool that generates source code from patterns, verifies 
source code’s compliance with patterns, and locates pattern instances from 
source code [Eden et al. 1999; Eden-Grogono 2001]. In [Oliveira et al. 2004], 
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pattern instantiation takes place by executing special scripts attached to pattern 
representations defined with a graphical language that extends UML. Other pat-
tern-based tools are proposed in [Eden et al. 1997], [Florijn et al. 1997], [Meijler 
et al. 1997], and [Schütze et al. 1999]. Also these tools facilitate pattern defini-
tion, pattern instantiation, and code generation. 
4.3.5 Run-Time, Compile-Time, and Write-Time Assistance 
During the implementation phase of software systems, programming errors are 
revealed either at run-time, at compile-time or at write-time. Typically at run-
time program behavior is controlled to avoid immediate crashes that would result 
from things like type incompatibilities, division by zero or illegal name refer-
ences. However, also higher level run-time error checking mechanisms have 
been proposed and implemented. The common idea in those systems is that arbi-
trary condition checks can somehow be asserted within the actual program code. 
Typically these include pre- and postconditions for methods. A classic example 
of pre- and postcondition implementation is found in the Eiffel language [Meyer 
1992a, Meyer 1992b], but nowadays also Java has its own assertion mechanism 
for developing pre- and postconditions [java.sun.com]. The actions taken upon 
any kind of run-time violations depend on the particular programming language 
and its implementation. In advanced environments, such as a virtual machine for 
the Java language [Lindholm-Yellin 1999], a user-definable exception handler is 
invoked. 
At compile-time, systems typically verify program syntax and also perform se-
mantic checks for type compatibilities and name references, for example [Aho et 
al. 1986]. Naturally, the type information available at compile-time depends on 
the particular programming language. Traditionally compilers have been de-
signed to check only things that can be verified with absolute certainty. However, 
many important properties of programs cannot be verified to absolute certainty 
before actual run-time. For example, it is not possible, in general, to verify if a 
certain method gets called or not before the call actually happens at run-time. 
This is true at least in highly reflective languages such as Java where the name of 
a method to be called can be asked, for example, as an interactive user input. 
Nevertheless, there are new innovative languages that support these kinds of un-
certain checks. For example, in the field of aspect-oriented programming [Kicza-
les et al. 1997; Elrad et al. 2001], there are languages (see for example AspectJ 
[Laddad 2003]) that allow, for instance, creating aspects for verifying that meth-
ods declared in certain packages are not called from methods in some other pack-
ages. 
Incremental parsing of program source code [Ghezzi-Mandrioli 1979; Wagner-
Graham 1998] has extended program verification from run-time and compile-
time to write-time. As the computer hardware has become more efficient, the 
number of functionalities built on delayed incremental parsing has significantly 
increased in program editors. Syntax verification, keyword highlighting, static 
type checking, name reference checking, and program structure visualization are 
now standard features in most commonly used programming IDEs. The latest 
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write-time assistance features also include predictive text insertion where the edi-
tor shows possible options for completing the currently edited program structure. 
In general, the scope of program verification checks gets more limited as we 
move from run-time towards write-time. This is because in theory at run-time we 
have the most detailed information available for making the checks. However, 
the closer to write-time the possible errors are found the less damage they bring 
about. And, naturally, it is also easier to fix an error during write-time than dur-
ing run-time. Furthermore, in order to support software reuse through program-
ming policy checks, the natural time for doing that is program write-time. 
On the whole, it seems that the inaccurate nature of the error-checking mecha-
nisms at write-time inherently differentiates write-time error-checking from the 
traditional checks made at run-time or at compile-time. Also, write-time assis-
tance for programming, and software reuse in particular, should be focused on 
the more important architectural aspects and programming policies instead of 
merely finding trivial syntactic and low-level semantic errors, such as mistyped 
keywords or illegal name references. 
Most modern programming IDEs offer instant interactive support for detecting 
syntax errors and static semantic errors in source code: the locations of errors are 
highlighted and error messages are displayed right after a keystroke in the source 
editor. This is a good practice that should be followed also in tools supporting 
software reuse. The programmer should not have to perform a separate “compila-
tion” in order to check for possible constraint violations against the software re-
use instructions or to proceed in the reuse process. A compiler-like batch-
processing system for checking the user’s changes in source code would be too 
inflexible approach for assisting the programmer. However, an interactive system 
can also be unusable, if source code editing, for example, freezes because of 
overwhelming constraint checks. Thus, performance is an important issue in tool 
environments, too. 
Unfortunately, immediacy and interactivity lead to a number of problems in tool 
implementations. First of all, if we are going to integrate our tools with an exist-
ing IDE, that IDE must itself, naturally, utilize incremental parsing and it must 
offer programming APIs for listening changes in the source code. Furthermore, 
our own tool must be able to propagate changes so that possible constraints in the 
assistance model get properly re-evaluated, if necessary, and possibly the state of 
the reuse guidance gets updated, too. Obviously, if we are going to make a stand-
alone environment we need to implement an incremental parser and editor for 
our target implementation language. 
4.4 Discussion 
At the moment there is no single generally accepted modeling technique for 
frameworks. Architectural patterns, design patterns, metapatterns, and idioms 
provide excellent means for documenting the design and implementation solu-
tions used in a framework. General graphical object-modeling notations, such as 
UML, can be used to visualize framework structures. However, these are not 
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enough to give such detailed descriptions of framework hot spots that automated 
tool support for specializing frameworks would be possible. We need descrip-
tions that are more formal and suitable for automation. For this purpose there are 
different alternatives. One could utilize, for example, formal contracts and per-
haps UML-F (Chapter 4.1.6) with some additional features. Ideally the modeling 
technique should be informal enough so that developers would not find it too re-
strictive and formal enough to enable the implementation of automated tools for 
supporting the modeling technique. 
In Chapter 4.2 we identified various kinds of framework tools that could be util-
ized in different phases of a framework-based software development process. 
The focus was on tools that support framework design and implementation, 
framework maintenance, and framework specialization. 
As we have learnt, there is a close relationship between patterns and frameworks. 
Therefore most of the existing framework tools are based on some form of pat-
terns that describe the architectural elements of frameworks. However, a pattern-
based framework engineering tool must also be capable of managing larger 
wholes than single patterns: it has to deal with groups of patterns, their instances, 
and the collaborations between the patterns. 
We believe that tool support for frameworks has a lot to offer, especially in the 
process of specializing frameworks into working applications. Framework spe-
cialization in practice involves concrete programming where one should take into 
account the programming protocols, constraints, and restrictions related to the 
hot spots of the framework at hand. Chapter 4.3 discussed several challenges re-
lated to programming tools that could assist the programmer in this difficult er-
rand. 
In the next chapter we start laying ground for our own framework tool, Java-
Frames. We shall introduce role-based patterns and show how they can be used 
for specifying framework reuse interfaces in a manner that allows interactive 






Chapter 5  
 
Theory of Task Generation 
Our framework tool, JavaFrames, offers programming support for framework 
specialization. When the JavaFrames tool is applied to a framework, the reuse 
interface of the framework is first specified using a role-based pattern language. 
The resulting patterns define goals for framework specialization. Then, during 
the actual framework specialization, JavaFrames generates programming tasks 
that guide the programmer in reaching the goals. The tasks are represented as 
textual notes and they are typically accompanied by wizards for generating code 
or locating existing program elements. (The JavaFrames tool will be introduced 
in detail in Chapter 6.1.) 
We believe that tasks provide a good means for hiding the details of the actual 
framework reuse interface specification from the programmer. The programmer 
just follows the tasks in a similar manner as she reacts to error messages or warn-
ings generated by a compiler in an IDE. We see this kind of task-orientation as a 
promising interaction paradigm for an assistance tool such as JavaFrames. The 
idea combines framework cookbooks (recall Chapter 4.1.3) with the innovations 
of task-oriented user interfaces [Priestley 1998] that are popular especially in 
computer-guided help systems. 
Here in Chapter 5.1 and Chapter 5.2 we introduce a general level model of the 
role-based patterns and the mechanism of generating tasks. This model is not tied 
to any target domain or the JavaFrames tool. Chapter 5.3 shows how patterns 
themselves can be developed in a task-oriented manner based on more generic 
patterns. This enables the reuse of patterns through pattern hierarchies. Because 
the framework reuse interface specifications tend to become quite complicated 
and large in real-world situations, pattern reuse with pattern hierarchies is of in-
dispensable aid. 
5.1 Role-Based Patterns 
Our framework reuse interface specifications consist of role-based patterns. A 
pattern can be formally represented as a directed acyclic graph. The vertices of 
such a graph represent the pattern’s roles. The edges in a graph represent de-
pendencies that model any kind of relationships between the entities that the 
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roles of the pattern describe. In the context of OO frameworks, dependencies are 
needed to model relationships like class inheritance, method overriding, and 
method invocations. In this thesis we use the following definition for directed 
graphs. 
Definition 5.1: Directed Acyclic Graph Pair (V, D) is a directed acyclic graph, if 
the following conditions are satisfied: 
V is a finite set of elements and 
D is a relation in V, so that if v1, v2, …, vn are n elements in V such that v1Dv2 
∧ … ∧ vn-1Dvn is true, then v1 ≠ vn. 
For any directed acyclic graph (V, D) represented in this thesis, the elements of V 
are vertices and the relation D is a dependency relation. Consequently, in the rest 
of the thesis we talk about dependency graphs instead of directed acyclic graphs. 
If v and w are vertices in V so that vDw, we say that v depends on w, there is a 
dependency from v to w, and that w is a dependency target of v. 
5.1.1 An Example Pattern: Abstract Factory 
Figure 5.1 shows an example of a role-based pattern represented as a dependency 
graph. The vertices of the graph represent roles and the edges represent depend-
encies. For example, there is a dependency from role ac to role af. Roles also 
have cardinalities which together with dependencies restrict the number of target 
domain entities that can be playing the roles. The available cardinalities are: ex-
actly one (“ ”), zero or one (“?”), at least one (“+”), and zero or more (“*”). 
 
Figure 5.1: The Abstract Factory pattern represented as a dependency graph 
As an example, Figure 5.1 actually represents the Abstract Factory design pattern 
(recall Chapter 2.4). Here we have modeled Abstract Factory with seven roles. 
Role AbstractProduct represents the available abstract products. An abstract 
product declares an interface for the product objects of a particular type. Its car-
dinality “+” means that there must be at least one class playing that role. Ab-
stractFactory declares an interface for operations that create product objects. 
Role abstractCreate models these operations, and the dependencies from ab-
stractCreate to AbstractFactory and to AbstractProduct ensure that the abstract 
factory will contain a creation operation for each abstract product. 
There can be a number of concrete factory classes that extend the abstract factory 
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crete factories, and role concreteCreate models the concrete creation methods. 
Role ConcreteProduct represents the concrete product classes that have to be in-
stantiated by the corresponding concrete factory. A concrete product must im-
plement the corresponding AbstractProduct interface. Finally, role Client stands 
for the class that utilizes the abstract factory. 
When using the pattern as a part of a framework reuse interface specification, 
those pattern roles that describe the entities on the framework side, i.e. roles Ab-
stractFactory, abstractCreate, AbstractProduct, and Client, are associated with 
the corresponding framework classes and methods during a phase that we call 
pattern initialization. After the initialization, an application developer can use the 
pattern for providing the missing application parts that will be playing the re-
maining pattern roles: ConcreteFactory, concreteCreate, and ConcreteProduct. 
(The process of associating pattern roles with program elements is supported by 
the task automaton which will be described in Chapter 5.2.) 
The most interesting and most complex role of the pattern in Figure 5.1 is con-
creteCreate. That role illustrates well how cardinalities are interpreted in role-
based patterns. A role’s cardinality is always relative to the dependencies of the 
role. If a role has only one dependency we can say that the cardinality of the role 
determines the number of entities there must be playing the role for each entity 
playing the dependency target role. Role concreteCreate, however, has several 
dependencies that recursively lead to roles AbstractProduct and ConcreteFactory 
that have cardinalities allowing multiple target domain entities. How do we in-
terpret the cardinality of concreteCreate? And, consequently, how do we end up 
creating the right concrete product in a concrete product creation method? This 
will be explained in detail in Chapter 5.2 where we describe how tasks are gener-
ated from role-based patterns. However, before going into task details, let us see 
what other properties the pattern roles posses. 
5.1.2 Scripts and Constraints 
When applying the role-based patterns for a certain target domain, domain-
dependent extensions to the pattern model have to be provided. These extensions 
include, for example, context-specific role types and constraints that can be at-
tached to roles. (A target domain entity associated with a role must satisfy the 
constraints specified in the role.) In the domain of Java frameworks, for example, 
there would have to be role types for classes, operations, data fields, and other 
related program elements, as well as constraints for ensuring inheritance relation-
ships between classes and method overriding relationships between methods, for 
instance. 
Besides constraints, a role is also associated with scripts that can be used for pro-
viding dynamic user guidance when a target domain entity is needed for playing 
the role. Scripts can also be used for purposes like code generation in suitable 
domains. Scripts differ from constraints in that the validity of a role’s constraints 
is constantly checked after the role has been bound to a target domain entity, 
whereas scripts are only used for generating new textual elements; scripts are not 
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compared against the elements afterwards. (This policy of separating constraint 
checking and code generation was discussed earlier in Chapter 4.3.3.) 
The scripts and constraints of a role typically refer to the properties of the target 
domain entities that are playing the dependency target roles. For example, each 
time a task is generated from a role, the taskDescription script of the role is 
evaluated and shown to the user. Role concreteCreate in Figure 5.1 might have, 
for example, the following task description script: Provide concrete creation 
method in class ‘<#:/cf.i.shortName>‘. The method must override method ‘<#:/ 
ac.i.signature>‘ and return an instance of class ‘<#:/cp.i.shortName>‘. Expres-
sions /cf.i, /ac.i, and /cp.i refer to the Java entities bound to the corresponding 
roles. The expressions shortName and signature are calls to predefined system 
functions that return the unqualified name and the signature of the entities, re-
spectively. At a certain time the script might evaluate, for example, to Provide 
concrete creation method in class ‘XPFactory’. The method must override 
method ‘createButton’ and return an instance of class ‘XPButton’. Similarly, the 
default template script of role concreteCreate could contain a proper template for 
generating the required code. Furthermore, concreteCreate would probably be 
associated with at least method overriding and class instantiation constraints that 
would afterwards ensure that the method remains valid. 
Note that there are actually different kinds of script interpreters for the scripts. 
The small examples above assume that simple template interpreter is used. 
Scripts, constraints, and script interpreters are discussed in more detail in Chapter 
6.1 where we introduce the Java-framework-specific patterns. 
5.2 Task Automaton 
Our core tool that interprets specifications written with role-based patterns is 
called task automaton. Based on the patterns, task automaton creates two kinds 
of tasks. Production tasks guide the automaton user in constructing or locating 
suitable target domain entities for playing the roles of the patterns (see Figure 
5.2). If a target domain entity bound to a role violates the constraints specified in 
the role, a reparation task notifying about the violation gets generated. Repara-
tion tasks may also result from broken bindings that may occur when target do-
main entities are removed or changed. 
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In the following chapters we concentrate on describing how production tasks are 
generated. Chapters 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 define the relationship between tasks and pat-
tern roles. Chapters 5.2.3 and 5.2.4 discuss the algorithm for generating tasks 
from roles. 
A user of the task automaton associates pattern roles with target domain entities 
via executing production tasks. As the example (concerning the taskDescription 
script of role concreteCreate) in Chapter 5.1.2 suggested, a production task is a 
notification that tells the user to associate a pattern role with a proper target do-
main entity that is supposed to fulfill the requirements specified in the role. 
The grey and white circles in Figure 5.2 represent executed and unexecuted 
tasks, respectively. An executed task remains as a binding between the particular 
pattern role from which the task was created and the domain entity that is now 
playing the role (see Figure 5.2). Depending on its cardinality and dependencies, 
a role may produce several tasks, which means that multiple target domain enti-
ties can be bound to the same role. Role cardinalities and dependencies also af-
fect the states of the tasks: they can be either mandatory or optional. A manda-
tory task indicates that a target domain entity must be provided for playing the 
role from which the task was created, whereas an optional task only suggests this 
possibility. The state of an executed task is done. Later in this thesis we also talk 
about done mandatory tasks and done optional tasks, meaning that the tasks were 
mandatory or optional before they were executed. 
5.2.1 Pattern Graph and Task Graph 
The tasks generated from a pattern form a task graph structurally quite similar to 
the pattern; they both are dependency graphs. The edges that leave from a task t 
in a task graph point to those other tasks that had to be executed before t was 
generated. Since tasks represent bindings to target domain entities, the previously 
executed tasks also denote those target domain entities for which task t is (or 
was) meant to provide a new target domain entity. 
Graph P in Figure 5.3 represents the Abstract Factory pattern (already seen in 
Figure 5.1) and graphs T1 through T6 represent the tasks generated from the pat-
tern at a given time. The name of a task denotes the role from which the task was 
generated. For example, tasks cp1 and cp2 in task graph T3 have been generated 
from role cp in pattern graph P. Done and undone tasks are denoted with light 
gray and white colors, respectively. Mandatory tasks have a solid outline and op-
tional tasks have a dashed outline. For example, task ap2 in task graph T3 is an 
optional task that has been done. 
Task graph T1 represents the initial tasks generated from the pattern. Initial tasks 
get generated from those roles that have no dependencies to other roles. Task ap1 
asks the user to provide an abstract product and task af1 to provide an abstract 
factory. The tasks are mandatory, since the role cardinalities suggest that there 
must be at least one abstract product and exactly one abstract factory. 
In task graph T2, the user has executed tasks ap1 and af1. Consequently, three new 
mandatory tasks (ac1, c1, and cf1) and one optional task (ap2) have been gener-
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ated. Task ac1 requests the user to supplement the abstract factory af1 with an ab-
stract method that creates the abstract product ap1. Task cf1 asks the user to pro-
vide a concrete factory that subclasses the abstract factory. Task c1 instructs to 
provide a client that uses the abstract factory. Finally, task ap2 exists for provid-
ing another abstract product. 
 
Figure 5.3: A pattern (P) and a series of tasks (T1-T6) 
In task graph T3 the user has executed three more tasks: c1, ap2, and cf1. As a re-
sult, the following tasks have been generated: (1) task cf2 for providing another 
concrete factory, (2) tasks cp1 and cp2 for providing such concrete products for 
concrete factory cf1 that subclass abstract products ap1 and ap2, respectively, (3) 
task ac2 for adding an abstract creation method for abstract product ap2 in the 
abstract factory, and (4) task ap3 for providing yet another abstract product. 
The remaining task graphs show how the user provides (1) concrete products cp1 
and cp2, as well as concrete factory cf2 (see task graph T4), (2) abstract creation 
methods ac1 and ac2 together with concrete products cp3 and cp4, (task graph T5), 
and finally (3) concrete creation methods cc1, cc2, cc3, and cc4 (task graph T6). 
The final task graph, T6, represents a situation where we have executed tasks to 
create an abstract factory (af1), two abstract creation methods (ac1 and ac2), two 
abstract products (ap1 and ap2), two concrete factories (cf1 and cf2), four concrete 
products (cp1, cp2, cp3, and cp4), four concrete creation methods (cc1, cc2, cc3, 
and cc4), and a client (c1) that uses the abstract factory. The dependencies be-
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case Java constructs, that are bound to the pattern roles via the tasks. For exam-
ple: (1) abstract creation method ac1 is declared in abstract factory af1 and has 
abstract product ap1 as the return type, (2) concrete factory cf1 inherits abstract 
factory af1, (3) concrete product cp1 inherits abstract product ap1 and gets instan-
tiated by concrete factory cf1, and (4) concrete creation method cc1 is declared in 
concrete factory cf1 and overrides abstract creation method ac1 to create instances 
of concrete product cp1. 
5.2.2 Dynamics of Task Automaton 
In the following chapters we start building the concepts needed for the precise 
description of the dynamics of the task automaton. For that purpose, Figure 5.4 
represents the task automaton as a UML state chart. The states of the diagram 
illustrate how the number and the states of the tasks generated from a pattern at a 
given time correspond to the roles, cardinalities, and dependencies of the pattern. 
(Recall from the beginning of Chapter 5.2 that the state of a task can be manda-
tory, optional or done.) The transitions in the state chart happen when tasks are 
generated or executed or when the pattern graph or the task graph is changed. 
 
Figure 5.4: Task automaton states 
In the Valid state the task states are legal, but there are possibly too few (but not 
too many) tasks. The state Valid has two substates: Stable and Unstable. The 
substate Stable represents a situation where we have exactly the right number of 
tasks in the right states; no tasks need to be added or removed nor their states 
changed, since the existing tasks match the requirements posed by the roles, car-
dinalities, and dependencies of the pattern. In the Unstable state, however, there 
are too few tasks and the automaton has to generate more of them.  
In the Invalid state, the number and/or the states of the currently available tasks 
do not match the roles, cardinalities, and dependencies of the pattern. There 
might be, for example, too many tasks generated from a role, or the state of a task 
might be illegal. 
The initial state of the automaton is Unstable. From the Unstable state the task 
automaton “automatically” moves to the Stable state by generating new tasks. 
This is the key mechanism in the task automaton. Chapter 5.2.4 will describe task 
generation in detail. 
Valid 
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In the Stable state, the automaton waits for the user to act. The user can act by 
executing or undoing tasks or by modifying the pattern from which tasks are be-
ing generated. Based on the user action, the task automaton either (1) remains in 
the Stable state, or moves either to (2) state Unstable, (3) state Invalid or (4) the 
final state. The first alternative may occur, for example, if the user executes a 
task from a role whose cardinality is exactly one, and there is no need for new 
tasks. A transition to the Unstable state is the most typical case: when the user 
executes a task, the automaton becomes unstable, because new tasks need to be 
generated from the same role or the roles that depend on the role of the executed 
task. A transition from Stable to Invalid may happen, if the user performs a task 
undo or modifies the pattern. The latter means creating or removing roles, chang-
ing the role cardinalities, or adding or deleting dependencies. A transition from 
Stable to the final state may only occur, if the user decides to quit using the 
automaton. 
In the Invalid state, the task automaton performs suitable additional modifica-
tions based on the kind of action the user performed and moves to the Unstable 
state. The modifications may involve changes to both the pattern graph and the 
task graph. In the Unstable state the automaton again generates the new tasks 
needed, and moves back to the Stable state. 
5.2.3 Concepts for the Task Automaton Algorithms 
In this chapter we shall precisely define the task automaton states Unstable, Sta-
ble, and Invalid. The definitions will be used in Chapter 5.2.4 that describes the 
task generation algorithm. The task automaton states are defined by describing 
the relationship between a task graph and a pattern graph as a dependency clo-
sure isomorphism (or shortly, dc-isomorphism). For that purpose, we first intro-
duce the concepts of dependency closure and dc-isomorphism. The nature of the 
dc-isomorphism between a task graph and a pattern graph determines the state of 
the task automaton; if the dc-isomorphism is unstable, stable or invalid, then the 
automaton is in state Unstable, Stable or Invalid, respectively. In order to be able 
to classify dc-isomorphisms we need two more concepts: potential dependency 
target set and A-derived thread. 
We start the precise definition of task generation by specifying what we mean by 
dependency closure. 
Definition 5.2: Dependency Closure Let (V, D) be a dependency graph and v a ver-
tex in V. We denote by vD the set of dependency targets of v. Thus, vD = {w ∈ V 
| vDw}. Furthermore, we denote vD* = {v} U {w ∈ V | ∃ w1, ..., wn ∈ V such that 
vDw1 ∧ w1Dw2 ∧ … wnDw} and call this set the dependency closure of v. 
Thus, vD* contains v and all the vertices that can be recursively reached from v 
through the dependencies. For example, the dependency closure of task cc1 of 
task graph T5 in Figure 5.3 is {cc1, ac1, cp1, ap1, cf1, af1}. Note that when we later 
talk about the structure of a dependency closure, we actually mean the structure 
of the dependency graph formed by the dependency closure and the related de-
pendencies. 
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Next we use the dependency closure concept in defining a special mapping — 
dependency closure isomorphism — that characterizes the structural relationship 
of a pattern graph and a task graph generated from it. 
Definition 5.3: DC-Isomorphism Let (V, D) and (VB, DB) be dependency graphs 
and h: V ? VB a function. Function h is a homomorphism (between dependency 
graphs), if for every u and v in V: uDv ⇔ h(u)DBh(v). Moreover, if for every v in 
V the dependency closure of v is mapped one-to-one to the dependency closure of 
h(v), h is called a dependency closure isomorphism or, shortly, a dc-isomorphism.  
Note that the definition of dependency closure isomorphism says that the struc-
ture of a dependency graph is preserved “in the direction of the dependencies”: 
the subgraph formed by a vertex’s dependency closure and their dependencies is 
similar to the subgraph formed by the images of those vertices and their depend-
encies.  
Consider, for example, the dependency closure of cc1 in T5, i.e. {cc1, ac1, cp1, 
ap1, cf1, af1}, and the dependency closure of cc in P, i.e. {cc, ac, cp, ap, cf, af}. 
Clearly, as dependency graphs (formed by the vertices and related dependencies) 
these two are structurally similar. Note, however, that structural similarity does 
not necessarily hold in the direction opposite to the dependencies: the subgraph 
formed by the vertices that recursively depend on a certain vertex may be struc-
turally different from its image. For example, in graph T5 there are six vertices 
that depend on vertex af1, whereas in graph P, there are only three vertices that 
depend on af (the image of af1). Thus, a dc-isomorphism is not an isomorphism 
in the usual sense; not even locally. 
The dependency closure of a task in a task graph forms a context where the 
scripts and constraints of the corresponding role are evaluated. For instance, re-
call the example script of role concreteCreate (cc) from Chapter 5.1.2. The refer-
ences to other roles and the target domain entities bound to those roles can now 
be unambiguously resolved, if only the context is determined. In the context of 
task cc1 the script references /cf.i, /ac.i, and /cp.i refer to the elements that are 
bound to the corresponding roles via tasks cf1, ac1, and cp1. 
In the following, when we talk about dc-isomorphisms, (VB, DB) is a pattern 
graph (e.g. P in Figure 5.3) and (V, D) is a task graph (e.g. T5 in Figure 5.3) gen-
erated from (VB, DB). The index B in VB denotes that VB is the “base” graph of V. 
Each vertex in (V, D) is a derived vertex (task) generated from some base vertex 
(role) in (VB, DB), and h: V ? VB is the mapping establishing this correspon-
dence. Thus, h(v) = vB if and only if vB is a role and v is a task generated from vB. 
In this case, h will also be a dc-isomorphism. In the next chapter, the task 
automaton will be constructed in such manner that this relationship between roles 
and tasks holds. 
More Tasks? — From Which Roles? 
In order to classify dc-isomorphisms as stable, unstable, valid or invalid, we need 
two more concepts: potential dependency target set and A-derived thread. 
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Before introducing the definitions for the concepts, let us first take a look at an 
example. Figure 5.5 depicts pattern graph P (Abstract Factory) and task graph T5, 
already seen in Figure 5.3. In Figure 5.5 we have highlighted one potential de-
pendency target set Ai associated with role cc and the corresponding Ai-derived 
thread of cc, denoted by T(Ai, cc). The potential dependency target set Ai associ-
ated with role cc is a set of existing tasks that together may act as the dependency 
targets for a task (to be) generated from cc. The Ai-derived thread of cc, i.e. T(Ai, 
cc), contains those tasks that already have been generated from cc and that have 
Ai as their dependency target set. In Figure 5.5, task cc4 is the only task in T(Ai, 
cc). 
 
Figure 5.5: Potential dependency target set Ai and Ai-derived thread T(Ai, cc) 
Note that an A-derived thread of a role might be empty. For example, set {ap3, 
cf3} is one of the potential dependency target sets associated with role cp. The 
derived thread of cp determined by {ap3, cf3} is empty, since no tasks have (yet) 
been generated to that set. 
Note also that Ai is not the only potential dependency target set of cc in Figure 
5.5. Instead, there are other tasks made from role cc with other task combinations 
as their dependency target sets. In order to figure out the “legal” dependency tar-
get combinations for which tasks could be generated and the sets of tasks that 
already have been generated for those combinations, we introduce the strict defi-
nitions of potential dependency target set and A-derived thread. 
Definition 5.4: Potential Dependency Target Set Let (V, D) and (VB, DB) be de-
pendency graphs, h: V ? VB a dc-isomorphism, and A and AB subsets of V and 
VB, respectively. If h(A) = AB and #A = #AB, we say that A is a derived set of AB 
and AB is the base set of A. (We denote by #(X) the number of elements in any 
finite set X.) Furthermore, if especially AB = vBDB for some vB in VB and the set 
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∈ VB | ∃ x ∈ AB such that u ∈ xDB*} in the dc-isomorphism h, we call A a poten-
tial dependency target set associated with vB. 
Let us again look at Figure 5.5. The dependency target set of cc is ccDB = {ac, 
cp, cf} and the sets corresponding to the different combinations {ac1, ac2} × 
{cp1, cp2, cp3, cp4} × {cf1, cf2, cf3} form the derived sets of ccDB. From these 24 
derived sets the potential dependency target sets are {ac1, cp1, cf1}, {ac2, cp2, 
cf1}, {ac2, cp3, cf2}, and {ac1, cp4, cf2}. For example, {ac1, cp1, cf3} is not a po-
tential dependency target set, since in the dependency closure for that set, {ac1, 
ap1, af1, cp1, cf1, cf3}, tasks cf1 and cf3 are created from the same role and thus the 
one-to-one condition of the mapping does not hold. 
Definition 5.5: A-Derived Thread Let (V, D) and (VB, DB) be dependency graphs 
and h: V ? VB a dc-isomorphism. If vB ∈ VB and A is a potential dependency tar-
get set associated with vB, we say that the set T(A, vB) = {v ∈ V | h(v) = vB and vD 
= A} is the derived thread of vB determined by A or, shortly, the A-derived thread 
of vB. 
As noted earlier, in Figure 5.5, the derived thread of cc determined by the poten-
tial dependency target set Ai, i.e. T(Ai, cc), is {cc4}. Tasks cc1, cc2, and cc3 have 
been made for the other available potential dependency target sets. 
Validity, Invalidity, and Stability 
Tasks are not created for all potential dependency target sets associated with a 
role (vertex), and, on other hand, several tasks might get generated for the same 
potential dependency target set. This depends on the cardinality of the role and 
the states of the tasks in the potential dependency target set. In short, all the tasks 
in the potential dependency target set must be done before any tasks in the corre-
sponding derived thread can appear; the role cardinality then specifies in more 
detail the required or allowed number of tasks. 
Hence, we shall attach cardinalities to roles and states (mandatory, optional, 
done) to tasks, and use the cardinalities to restrict the number of tasks created 
from a role, as well as the states of the created tasks. In order to do that, we de-
fine two special cases of the dc-isomorphic relationship between a task graph and 
a role graph: stable and valid dc-isomorphisms. These correspond to the Stable 
and Valid states of the task automaton, respectively (recall Figure 5.4). Any sta-
ble dc-isomorphism is also valid. A dc-isomorphism that is not valid, is invalid, 
and corresponds to the Invalid state of the task automaton. 
Let (V, D) be a dependency graph. It can be supplemented with a cardinality 
function c: V ? {“ ”, “?”, “+”, “*”} and a state function s: V ? {m, o, d}. If v is 
a vertex in V, we say that c(v) is the cardinality of v and that v is mandatory, op-
tional or done, corresponding to the state function values s(v) = m, s(v) = o, and 
s(v) = d, respectively. Recall from Chapter 5.1.1 that symbols “ ”, “?”, “+”, and 
“*” denote cardinalities exactly one, zero or one, at least one, and zero or more, 
respectively. 
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Definition 5.6: Validity Let (V, D) and (VB, DB) be dependency graphs, h : V ? VB 
a dc-isomorphism, c a cardinality function in VB, and s a state function in V. Dc-
isomorphism h is valid for c and s, if the following holds: 
If vB is a vertex in VB and X is an A-derived thread of vB (i.e. A is a potential de-
pendency target set associated with vB and X = T(A, vB)), then if A ≠ ∅ and s(A) ≠ 
{d}, X must be empty, and if A = ∅ or s(A) = {d} then, depending on the value 
of c(vB): 
“ ”: X = ∅, or X = {v} so that s(v) ∈ {d, m}  (i) 
“?”:  X = ∅, or X = {v} so that s(v) ∈ {d, o}  (ii) 
“+”:  (X = ∅) or (#X = 1 and s(X) ⊂ {d, m}) or  
(#X > 1, s(X) ⊂ {d, o}, and s(x) = o for at most one x ∈ X) 
 (iii) 
“*”: X = ∅, or s(X) ⊂ {d, o} so that s(x) = o for at most one x ∈ 
X. 
 (iv) 
Definition 5.7: Stability Let (V, D) and (VB, DB) be dependency graphs, h : V ? 
VB a dc-isomorphism, c a cardinality function in VB, and s a state function in V. 
Dc-isomorphism h is stable for c and s, if h is valid and, in addition, the follow-
ing holds: 
If vB is a vertex in VB and X is an A-derived thread of vB (i.e. A is a potential de-
pendency target set associated with vB and X = T(A, vB)), then if A = ∅ or s(A) = 
{d}, depending on the value of c(vB): 
“ ”: X ≠ ∅  (i) 
“?”: X ≠ ∅  (ii) 
“+”:  (#X = 1 and s(X) = {m}) or   
(#X > 1 and s(x) = o for exactly one x ∈ X) 
 (iii) 
“*”: s(x) = o for exactly one x ∈ X.  (iv) 
5.2.4 Algorithms for the Task Automaton 
The following Algorithm 5.1 describes the overall interaction between the task 
automaton and its user. Algorithm 5.1 refers to Algorithm 5.2 that describes the 
actual task generation. The behavior of the task automaton is represented in terms 
of valid and stable dc-isomorphisms. Remember that in the task automaton the 
vertices in VB and V are interpreted as roles and tasks, respectively. 
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Algorithm 5.1: Interaction Between Automaton and User 
(1) The automaton is first in the Unstable state (see Figure 5.4, page 73). For 
a pattern graph (VB, DB) and cardinality function c in VB: construct an ini-
tial task graph (V, Ø), by extending a trivial dc-isomorphism Ø ? VB us-
ing the task generation algorithm (see Algorithm 5.2). As a result, the 
automaton moves from state Unstable to state Stable (Figure 5.4, page 
73). 
(2) Wait for the user to shake the stable dc-isomorphism. Shaking can be 
done by executing or undoing tasks or by modifying the roles, dependen-
cies or cardinalities of the pattern graph. This step may cause a transition 
from state Stable to state Invalid or to state Unstable (Figure 5.4, page 
73). Task execution leads to state Unstable, if there is a need for generat-
ing new tasks; otherwise the automaton stays in state Stable. 
(3) If a transition to state Invalid occurred, perform additional modifications 
so that the validity of the dc-isomorphism is again reached. The modifi-
cations cause the automaton to change state from Invalid to Unstable 
(Figure 5.4, page 73). These modifications are not discussed in detail in 
this thesis. As an example, undoing a task (i.e. removing a done task), 
involves recursively removing the tasks (vertices) that depend on the re-
moved task. 
(4) While in state Unstable, extend the current dc-isomorphism V ? VB us-
ing the task generation algorithm (see Algorithm 5.2). The automaton 
moves from state Unstable to state Stable (Figure 5.4, page 73). 
(5) Go to step 2. 
Algorithm 5.2: Task Generation 
This algorithm explains how new tasks are generated to move the task automaton 
from state Unstable to state Stable. The algorithm is used in steps 1 and 4 of 
Algorithm 5.1. Recall also Figure 5.4 (page 73) that illustrated the overall dy-
namics of the task automaton as a state chart. 
(1) Goal Setting 
In short, the task generation algorithm describes how new tasks with proper 
states are added to task graph V in order to reach a stable task automaton state 
from an unstable automaton state. More precisely, in terms of dc-isomorphisms, 
we show that, if (V, D) and (VB, DB) are dependency graphs (a task graph and a 
pattern graph) and h : V ? VB is a valid dc-isomorphism, it is possible to con-
struct a dependency graph (V’, D’) and a dc-isomorphism h’: V’ ? VB so that h’ 
is a stable dc-isomorphism, V ⊂ V’, D ⊂ D’, and h’ |V = h. (Here h’ |V denotes 
the restriction of the mapping h’ into V.) We shall call h’ the stable extension of 
h. 
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(2) Processing Order 
Next we note that the set of all tasks that have been generated is the union of all 
the A-derived threads. During step 3 of this algorithm, these sets are examined 
one by one. New tasks are added to those threads in which stability does not 
hold. 
For a vertex (role) vB in VB, we denote: 
α(vB) = { A ⊂ V | A is a potential dependency target set 
associated with vB} 
( Equation 5.1 )
Hence, α(vB) consists of all the potential dependency target sets of role vB, i.e. all 
those sets (of tasks) for which a new task (from vB) might get generated in the 
task graph. As an example, look at role cc and task graph T4 in Figure 5.3 (page 
72). The set of all potential dependency target sets associated with cc, i.e. α(cc), 
is {{cp1, ac1, cf1}, {cp2, ac2, cf1}, {cp3, ac2, cf2}, {cp4, ac1, cf2}}. Thus, a new 
task from role cc might get generated for those combinations of tasks in T4. 
By using notation α(vB), we can now represent the set of all derived vertices of 
vB, i.e. h-1(vB), as a union of all the A-derived threads of vB: 
 
( Equation 5.2 )
and thus the set of all vertices (tasks) in V can be expressed as: 
 
( Equation 5.3 )
Note that h-1(vB) contains all the tasks made from role vB. Note also that an A-
derived thread might be empty (recall Definition 5.5 on page 77). 
As an example, look at pattern P and task graph T5 in Figure 5.5. Equation 5.2 
yields {cc1, cc2, cc3, cc4} for h-1(cc), and Equation 5.3, naturally, represents all 
the vertices of graph T5. 
(3) Processing 
In this step of the algorithm, all A-derived threads of V are formed and proc-
essed, one at a time, as follows. Let vB ∈ VB and A ∈ α(vB), and consider the cor-
responding derived thread X = T(A, vB). If A ≠ ∅ and s(A) ≠ {d}, i.e. A contains 
at least one vertex that is not done, then, because of the validity of dc-
isomorphism h, X = Ø and thus also the requirements for stability are fulfilled 
according to definitions 5.6. and 5.7. So, nothing has to be changed. 
vB ∈VB 
vB ∈VB A ∈ α(vB) 
V h-1(vB) = T(A, vB) . = 
h-1(vB) T(A, vB) 
A ∈ α(vB) 
, = 
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Let then A = ∅ or s(A) = {d}, i.e. A is empty or all the vertices in A are done. In 
that case, depending on the value of c(vB): 
“ ”: If X = ∅, add a new vertex v and set s(v) = m, otherwise do 
nothing. (If #X = 1, stability holds without changes.) 
 (i) 
“?”: If X = ∅, add a new vertex v and set s(v) = o, otherwise do 
nothing. (If #X = 1, stability holds without changes.) 
 (ii) 
“+”: If X = ∅, add a new vertex v and set s(v) = m. If #X ≥ 1 and 
s(X) = {d}, add new a vertex v and set s(v) = o. Otherwise do 
nothing. (If X ≠ ∅ and s(X) ≠ {d}, there already exists v in X 
such that s(v) = m or s(v) = o and stability holds without 
changes.) 
 (iii)
“*”: If X = ∅, add a new vertex v and set s(v) = o. If #X ≥ 1 and s(X) 
= {d}, add a new vertex v and set s(v) = o. Otherwise do noth-
ing. (If X ≠ ∅ and s(X) ≠ {d}, there already exists v in X such 
that s(v) = o and stability holds without changes.) 
 (iv)
(4) Results 
The added new vertices together with the original V form the new vertex set V’. 
If a new vertex v has been added to an A-derived thread T(A, vB), we naturally 
put the set A as its target set and vB as its base vertex. In this way we get the ex-
tensions D’ and h’ from D and h, respectively. Clearly, the constructed h’: V’ ? 
VB is a dc-isomorphism and a stable extension of h, since we maintained the con-
ditions related to dc-isomorphism and stability while adding vertices. 
Note that V’ may include potential dependency target sets that contain added ver-
tices. If T(A, vB) is an A-derived thread in V’ where A is such a potential depend-
ency target set, T(A, vB) was not processed in step 3. However, this T(A, vB) is 
empty, since, according to the construction, no vertex depends on a newly added 
vertex. On the other hand, there is no need to change T(A, vB), since the vertices 
added during the algorithm have states mandatory or optional, and so the vertices 
in A are not all in state done. Hence stability holds “automatically” for T(A, vB).  
Moreover, the constructed h’ is the minimal stable extension of h in the sense that 
the vertex additions performed during the construction process to reach stability 
were not only sufficient but also necessary. 
Applying the Task Generation Algorithm 
As the “Processing” step of the task generation algorithm specifies, during task 
generation the pattern roles are examined one by one. For each role we calculate 
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the potential dependency target sets and the related A-derived threads. For each 
A-derived thread, we check whether a new task needs to be generated or not. 
As an example, let us take a look at Figure 5.3 and Table 5.1. The table shows 
how the first tasks that comprise task graph T1 are generated from pattern P. The 
columns of the table from left to right include: (1) all the pattern roles and their 
cardinalities, (2) all the potential dependency target sets for the roles, (3) the A-
derived threads for the potential dependency target sets, (4) the states of the old 
tasks in the A-derived threads, (5) the new tasks that are generated from the 
roles, and finally (6) the states of the new tasks. 








States of old 
tasks 
New tasks States of 
new tasks 
ap, “+” {∅} ∅ - ap1 m 
af, “ ” {∅} ∅ - af1 m 
cp, “ ” ∅ - - - - 
ac, “ ” ∅ - - - - 
cf, “+” ∅ - - - - 
c, “ ” ∅ - - - - 
cc, “ ” ∅ - - - - 
The first row shows how task generation is checked for role ap. The role does not 
depend on any other roles, so the only potential dependency target set associated 
with ap is empty. Since there are no tasks yet generated from role ap, the derived 
thread of ap determined by the empty set is also empty. The symbol “-“ in the 
fourth column denotes that there are no old tasks in the derived threads. Since the 
potential dependency target set is empty, and the derived thread is empty, and the 
role has cardinality “+”, we generate a new task (ap1) with state mandatory. This 
complies with part iii of the task generation algorithm’s Processing step. Task 
generation is done similarly for role af. This time, however, the cardinality of the 
role is “ ”, so part i of the Processing step is applied. For the remaining roles, 
there are no potential dependency target sets and thus no derived threads either. 
This means that no tasks are generated from those roles. 
Table 5.2 represents another example of applying the task generation algorithm. 
This example shows how tasks are generated during the transition from task 
graph T4 to task graph T5 in Figure 5.3. First, let us assume that the user has just 
executed tasks ac1, ac2, cp3, and cp4 in task graph T4 (although they are not 
marked as done in the figure). Table 5.2 shows that no tasks are generated from 
roles af, cp, ac, or c, because they all have cardinality “ ”, and there already ex-
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ists exactly one task in all the derived threads of those roles. (See part i of the 
Processing step.) Roles ap and cf, on the other hand, both have cardinality “+”, 
but their derived threads already have a task with state optional, so no tasks are 
generated from these roles either. However, the derived threads of the potential 
dependency target sets associated with role cc are all empty and the cardinality of 
the role is “ ”. This means, according to part i of the Processing step, that new 
mandatory tasks cc1, cc2, cc3, and cc4 need to be generated. 















ap, “+” {∅} {ap1, ap2, ap3} {d, o} - - 
af, “ ” {∅} {af1} {d} - - 
cp, “ ” {{ap1, cf1}, {ap1, cf2},  






ac, “ ” {{ap1, af1},           
{ap2, af1}} 
{ac1}, {ac2} {d}, {d} - - 
cf, “+” {{af1}} {cf1, cf2, cf3} {d, o} - - 
c, “ ” {{af1}} {c1} {d} - - 
cc, “ ” {{cp1, ac1, cf1},     
{cp2, ac2, cf1},       
{cp3, ac2, cf2},       
{cp4, ac1, cf2}} 






In this manner, the task generation algorithm is applied every time the task 
automaton has moved to state Unstable (recall Figure 5.4). Task generation then 
changes the automaton state to Stable. 
Note that the task generation algorithm can be optimized so that not all of the 
patterns roles have to get examined in order to calculate new tasks to be gener-
ated after a task execution. In fact, after a task execution we only have to exam-
ine the role from which the executed task was generated and the roles that di-
rectly depend on that role. 
5.3 Pattern Hierarchies — Creating and Using Patterns 
Based on the experiences of our research group, the role-based patterns for a 
framework reuse interface specification typically become quite large and com-
plex. In this chapter we show how patterns can be specialized from other more 
generic patterns, and, later in Chapter 6.2.1, we shall introduce a library of reus-
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able generic patterns that can be utilized in creating framework reuse interface 
annotations for arbitrary frameworks. The library greatly alleviates the burden of 
developing patterns. 
With the aim of representing hierarchies of patterns, in this chapter we introduce 
two new mechanisms: role cloning and task postponement. In the previous chap-
ters we have only illustrated the relationship between a pattern graph and a task 
graph. In practice, executing a task actually causes another pattern graph to be 
created on top of the task graph. In this way, layers of pattern and task graphs 
follow each other. 
A normal task execution causes a clone of the role from the previous pattern 
graph to be created on the new pattern layer. The clone role will be a bound spe-
cialization. However, if a task is postponed instead of normal execution, the un-
derlying role is cloned to the next pattern layer as an unbound specialization. 
Thus, whenever we start using a pattern, new tasks are generated from the pat-
tern. If we execute or postpone the tasks, another pattern graph gets created on 
top of the tasks. Consequently, we now have three graphs: (1) the original pattern 
graph on the bottom, (2) the task graph on top of the pattern graph, and (3) an-
other pattern graph on top of the task graph. If we want to, we can start using the 
new pattern graph in a similar manner as we did with the original pattern. In that 
case, however, new tasks (that would constitute a fourth graph) would only be 
created from those roles that are unbound specializations or new roles made from 
scratch. 
The two new mechanisms, role cloning and tasks postponement, allow us to re-
fine patterns step-by-step, and also, to combine separate patterns. Figure 5.6 il-
lustrates both task cloning and task postponement in more detail. The figure 
shows how patterns themselves can be partially developed in a task-oriented 
manner. When using this mechanism, there is actually very little difference be-
tween creating patterns and using patterns: patterns are always applied hierarchi-
cally by specializing them step-by-step for a more specific context. In this way 
patterns form hierarchies where more specialized patterns are based on other, 
more general patterns. 
Phase 1 of Figure 5.6 shows a simple pattern (P1) that has two roles: Abstract-
Product and ConcreteProduct. Both roles have exactly one as their cardinality. 
The pattern is not based on any other patterns; thus the roles of the pattern have 
been made from scratch. 
As already mentioned, a pattern is always used by specializing it. As soon as a 
specialization relationship between two patterns has been established, the more 
specialized pattern (a specialization) will be provided with tasks generated from 
the roles of the more general pattern (a generalization). Tasks are generated ac-
cording to the task generation algorithm presented in Chapter 5.2. In phase 2 of 
Figure 5.6, pattern P1 has been specialized by pattern P2, and task Provide class 
‘AbstractProduct’ has been generated from role AbstractProduct. 
Whenever a task generated from a role is executed, a clone of that role is auto-
matically created. To emphasize the nature of the relationship between the clone 
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role and the original role, we say that the original role is a generalization (of the 
clone role), and that the clone role is a specialization (of the original role). In 
phase 3 of Figure 5.6, the user has executed the available task by associating Java 
class Button to role AbstractProduct. As a result, a specialization role called But-
ton has been created and bound to class Button. Because the task execution was 
done by making an association to a concrete target domain entity, the created role 
Button becomes a bound specialization — no tasks can be generated from it and 
thus it cannot be specialized further. The role only serves as a binding to the tar-
get domain entity. As another result from the first task execution, phase 3 now 
shows a new task: Provide a subclass for ‘Button’. Note how the task title gets 
adapted to the current context. 
Figure 5.6: Adapting a generic pattern for a specific context 
At this point (phase 3) the user could execute the only available task by making 
an association to another target domain entity. However, in phase 4 the user has 
decided to postpone the task. If a task is postponed, the corresponding role is 
cloned, but the resulting role is not bound to any target domain entity. Phase 4 
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Postponing a task can be interpreted as delaying the execution of the task until a 
new pattern specializes the current one. On the other hand, task postponement 
can also be seen as a mechanism for inheriting roles: the properties (dependen-
cies, scripts, and constraints) of the original (generalization) roles get passed on 
to the specializations. The inherited properties can be overridden in the speciali-
zations, and it is also possible to create new properties in them. Note that the 
generalization chain from a bound role to the most general form of the role can 
be of arbitrary length, because it is always possible to postpone an unbound role 
and specialize its properties a bit more. Note also that this inheritance mechanism 
is related to object cloning, as seen in prototype languages such as Self [Ungar-
Smith 1987]. 
Pattern P2 in phase 4 (Figure 5.6) represents a specialized context-sensitive ver-
sion of pattern P1. In phase 5 the user has started using P2 by specializing it in 
pattern P3. The bound roles of pattern P2 have been automatically cloned together 
with the tasks they were created from. New tasks are generated only from those 
roles that are not yet bound, in this case from role UserButton. Phase 6 shows the 
last step of using pattern P2: the user has executed the final task by associating it 
with Java class LinuxButton. All the roles of pattern P2 are now bound so the pat-
tern cannot be further specialized. 
The ability to specialize patterns step-by-step in the manner described above has 
two important benefits: (1) We are able to develop generic patterns that can be 
used as a starting point for developing any pattern. Our library of reusable pat-
terns (Chapter 6.2.1) shows examples this kind of generic patterns. (2) Binding 
pattern roles can be done step-by-step. This is particularly useful when describ-
ing framework reuse interfaces with patterns, because we can first bind the pat-
tern roles that describe framework-side entities and then later bind the applica-
tion-specific roles in different application-specific specializations. 
Note also that this pattern mechanism allows N-to-M mappings between patterns 
and target domain entities, for example program elements. This is important be-
cause typically several patterns exist in the same software system, and also, the 
same pattern may occur several times. Furthermore, a source code entity in the 
system can play various roles in different patterns. (Recall the discussion about 
these issues in Chapter 4.3.2.) 
By utilizing task postponement together with the ability to associate tasks with 
existing roles in the proceeding pattern layer, we can combine two or more pat-
terns and thus patterns can be created based on several simpler generic patterns. 
Figure 5.7 illustrates how this is done. 
In Figure 5.7, task t1 generated from role r1 of pattern P1 has been postponed. The 
resulting clone role is r3. The same role has also been associated with task t2 gen-
erated from role r2 of pattern P2. The association means that we have not exe-
cuted task t2 in a normal manner, but instead we have linked it with a clone role 
r3 that was a result of a previous task execution. Consequently, role r3 now has 
two generalizations (r1 and r2) whose properties it inherits. (It is also possible to 
modify the inherited properties.) Similarly, also role r4 combines the properties 
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of one role from pattern P1 and another role from pattern P2. As a whole, pattern 
P3 combines the properties of patterns P1 and P2. Note that this kind of combined 
pattern may also introduce totally new roles made from scratch. (A real-world 
example of combining patterns will be shown in Chapter 6.2.6.) 
Figure 5.7: Combining patterns 
Since a role can have several different generalizations, the system described here 
implements a sort of multiple inheritance between roles. When implementing any 
kind of multiple inheritance mechanism, one has to deal with the problem of in-
heriting (1) several properties that have the same name or (2) the same property 
through different generalizations. We have decided to use a simple mechanism 
where, in case of overlap, the pattern developer explicitly chooses which of the 
properties are actually inherited to the specialization. By default the properties of 
the first generalization are inherited. 
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Chapter 6  
 
Applying Task Generation to Framework Spe-
cialization 
In this chapter we shall put the theory of Chapter 5 into practice. Chapter 6.1 is 
devoted to the JavaFrames framework specialization tool. The chapter describes 
how the generic task generation mechanism has been applied in a tool that gener-
ates programming tasks for framework specialization. The chapter gives an over-
view of how JavaFrames is supposed to be used in a software development proc-
ess and how exactly JavaFrames supports framework specialization. The chapter 
also discusses JavaFrames’ implementation. In Chapter 6.2 we introduce a li-
brary of reusable hierarchical patterns and show how the library can be used for 
specifying framework reuse interfaces. 
6.1 The JavaFrames Environment 
The principles of the general task automaton described in Chapter 5 are not tied 
to any particular domain or application. They could be utilized to build a tool that 
provides help in, for instance, filling tax reports. All this calls for is the imple-
mentation of proper role types and constraints. 
In this chapter, we introduce an extension of the general task automaton devel-
oped for offering guidance for framework specialization. The tool is called Java-
Frames [Hakala et al. 1997; Hakala et al. 1998; Hakala et al. 1999a; Hakala et al. 
1999b; Hakala et al. 2001a; Hakala et al. 2001b; Hakala et al. 2001c; Viljamaa 
A. 2001; Viljamaa-Viljamaa 2002] and it is freely available for downloading at 
[practise.cs.tut.fi/ fred]. 
JavaFrames extends the general task automaton by introducing roles, constraints, 
and scripts that are suitable for specifying the reuse interfaces of Java frame-
works. We refer to these patterns as the JavaFrames patterns. The dependencies 
and cardinalities in JavaFrames patterns have exactly the same semantics as those 
in the general task automaton. 
JavaFrames patterns can be used for documenting and managing framework hot 
spots and for guiding their adaptation during framework specialization. Frame-
work specialization is facilitated with task lists dynamically generated from the 
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JavaFrames patterns. Task lists offer step-by-step guidance on how to proceed 
with framework specialization and how to fix possible violations of constraints 
specified for applications derivable from the framework at hand. The documenta-
tion attached to tasks can be made adaptive so that it reflects the role bindings 
made during framework specialization. 
This chapter begins with an overview of how JavaFrames can be utilized for sup-
porting framework specialization (Chapter 6.1.1). Then we present the Java-
Frames patterns (6.1.2) and show how JavaFrames uses the task mechanism to 
assists framework specialization (6.1.3). In the last subchapter we discuss the 
implementation of JavaFrames (6.1.4); the focus is on how the framework task 
automaton is derived from the general task automaton. 
6.1.1 An Overview of Using JavaFrames 
The process of using JavaFrames is visualized in Figure 6.1. The numbered ar-
rows indicate steps in the process. Less frequent steps are denoted by dotted ar-
rows. Note that some steps are included in several activities: for example we ap-
ply patterns from the pattern library (arrow 2) for creating new patterns for both 
the pattern library itself and arbitrary framework reuse interface specifications. 
JavaFrames is built on top of the task automaton described in the previous chap-
ters. As noted in Chapter 5.3, the task automaton can be used for both creating 
and using patterns. However, before patterns can be applied for creating patterns, 
we must have a set of core patterns that are created from scratch. After creating 
the core patterns (1), we can apply them to create more specialized patterns for 
different purposes (2, 3) and organize them as a pattern library. This library of 
reusable patterns can be further expanded as more general patterns are discovered 
and implemented. The initial set of core patterns and other reusable patterns in-
cluded in JavaFrames will be described in Chapter 6.2.1. Reusing the patterns in 
the library relies on the possibility of making patterns hierarchical, as was ex-
plained in Chapter 5.3. 
In order to apply JavaFrames to framework specialization we must first specify 
the reuse interface of the framework at hand. This starts with an analysis of the 
framework source code and its documentation (4). Based on the information 
gathered in the analysis (5), we can apply general reusable patterns from the pat-
tern library (2) to develop a framework reuse interface specification for the par-
ticular framework (6). This specification contains a set of framework-specific 
JavaFrames patterns and their associated documents. Those roles in the frame-
work-specific patterns that describe framework-side entities are bound to the cor-
responding source code elements. The rest of the roles are left for the application 
developer to fulfill. Note that there can be several reuse interface specifications 
for the same framework. Different specifications may, for example, offer differ-
ent levels of support for framework users with varying experience. 
After the reuse interface specification has been developed for a framework, 
framework specializers can apply the patterns of the specification to create appli-
cation source code (7, 8). Application source code forms the increment needed to 
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adapt the framework to a specific purpose and thus to build a working applica-
tion. Besides using the framework reuse interface specification, framework spe-
cializers may also directly utilize patterns from the pattern library to create appli-
cation source code (2, 8): especially patterns that describe coding conventions, 
generally usable mini architectures such as JavaBeans or just templates for faster 
coding are valuable in any kind of programming. In a similar manner, also 
framework developers can utilize these kinds of patterns when creating frame-
work source code (2, 9). 
Figure 6.1: An overview of using JavaFrames 
Note that in Figure 6.1, applying patterns always involves executing tasks gener-
ated by the task automaton as described in Chapter 5 — no matter if patterns are 
used for creating new patterns or for creating and adjusting application or 
framework source code. The tasks lead the user (i.e. the pattern developer, the 
framework developer or the application developer) forward in the development 
process. Whenever a pattern is taken into use, an initial set of tasks is generated 
from the root roles of the pattern. After that, task generation is continued interac-
tively as the user executes tasks. Note that patterns and tasks are represented as 
dependency graphs (recall Definition 5.1: page 68) and that task generation al-
ways follows the algorithms explained in Chapter 5.2 (recall Algorithm 5.1 and 
Algorithm 5.2, page 79). 
When a user is programming under the guidance provided by JavaFrames, 
changes in the program source code are constantly monitored. If there are 
changes related to source code entities that are associated with pattern roles, 
these entities are validated against the constraints of the patterns. Possible con-
straint violations immediately result in new reparation tasks. Hence, when the 
user is, for instance, specializing a framework, the proper use of the framework is 
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6.1.2 JavaFrames Patterns for Framework Task Automaton 
A JavaFrames pattern serves as a model for describing and restricting the prop-
erties and relationships of a group of related Java language structures. One role 
in a JavaFrames pattern specifies a model that restricts the properties of one — or 
several similar — source code entities. There are roles for describing classes, 
methods, constructors, and arbitrary code fragments, for example. A comprehen-
sive list of the role types in JavaFrames patterns is given in Appendix A. 
An Example of a JavaFrames Pattern 
Code example 6.2 represents a JavaFrames pattern written in XML format. This 
is the format we use to export pattern declarations from JavaFrames. Inside the 
JavaFrames environment patterns are written using a semi-graphical editor. In 
fact, from now on in this thesis we illustrate the roles of JavaFrames patterns 
with the same graphical icons that are used in the JavaFrames tool. This conven-
tion makes it easier to distinguish various types of roles from each other. The 
graphical symbols are introduced in Appendix A. 
The tag names in JavaFrames patterns described in XML format are shown in 
bold typeface. The parts written in italics (i.e. the script contents) are strings that 
are actually represented using the CDATA tag recognized by XML-parsers. To 
keep the representation simpler, this escaping is not shown in the code examples. 
Also, the formal Java comments have been removed from the script contents. 
The full versions of the patterns are available in Appendix B. 
The name of the pattern in Code example 6.2 is SimpleAbstractFactory and, as 
the name suggests, the pattern represents a simplified version of the AbstractFac-
tory pattern discussed in Chapter 5.1.1. (This version does not have a role for the 
client.) The SimpleAbstractFactory has four class roles: AbstractFactory (line 5), 
ConcreteFactory (line 18), AbstractProduct (line 42), and ConcreteProduct (line 
47) with cardinalities “ ”, “+”, “+”, and “ ”, respectively. Cardinality “ ” is the 
default for a role, so it is not necessary to include it in the code. (Recall the se-
mantics of the roles in the Abstract Factory pattern from Chapter 5.1.1.) 


















 <generalization name=“inh” target=“[Generic OO Patterns]Inheritance”/> 
 <generalization name=“mo” target=“[Generic OO Patterns]MethodOverriding”/> 
 <generalization name=“ci” target=“[Generic OO Patterns]ClassInstantiation”/> 
 <role name=“AbstractFactory” type=“class”> 
  <generalization name=“mo” target=“/Base”/> 
  <script name=“defaultTemplate” intr=“SXI”>defaultInterfaceTemplate</script> 
  <script name=“taskTitle”>Provide an abstract factory that creates abstract products</script> 
  <role name=“abstractCreate” type=“method”> 
   <generalization name=“mo” target=“/Base/method”/> 
   <dependency target=“/AbstractProduct”/> 
   <script name=“defaultTemplate”> 
    public <#:/AbstractProduct.i.longName> create<#:/AbstractProduct.i.shortName>(); 
   </script> 
   <script name=“taskTitle”>Provide ‘create<#:/AbstractProduct.i.shortName>()’</script> 
  </role> 













































 <role name=“ConcreteFactory” type=“class” cardinality=“+”> 
  <generalization name=“mo” target=“/Sub”/> 
  <generalization name=“ci” target=“/Instantiator”/> 
  <script name=“defaultTemplate”> 
   public class Concrete<#:/AbstractFactory.i.shortName.capFirst> implements  
   <#:/AbstractFactory.i.longName> { } 
  </script> 
  <script name=“taskTitle”> 
   Subclass ‘<#:/AbstractFactory.i.shortName.capFirst>‘ to provide a concrete factory 
  </script> 
  <role name=“concreteCreate” type=“method”> 
   <generalization name=“mo” target=“/Sub/method”/> 
   <generalization name=“ci” target=“/Instantiator/method”/> 
   <dependency target=“/ConcreteProduct”/> 
   <script name=“defaultTemplate”> 
    <#:/AbstractFactory/abstractCreate.i.overridingSignature> { 
     return new <#:/ConcreteProduct.i.longName>(); 
    } 
   </script> 
   <role name=“ClassInstantiationCode” type=“code fragment” cardinality=“?”> 
    <generalization name=“ci” target=“/Instantiator/method/ClassInstantiationCode”/> 
   </role> 
  </role> 
 </role> 
 <role name=“AbstractProduct” type=“class” cardinality=“+”> 
  <generalization name=“inh” target=“/Base”/> 
  <script name=“defaultTemplate” intr=“SXI”>defaultInterfaceTemplate</script> 
  <script name=“taskTitle”>Provide an abstract product created by your abstract factory</script> 
 </role> 
 <role name=“ConcreteProduct” type=“class”> 
  <generalization name=“inh” target=“/Sub”/> 
  <generalization name=“ci” target=“/Class”/> 
  <dependency target=“/ConcreteFactory”/> 
  <script name=“defaultTemplate”> 
   public class <#:/ConcreteFactory.i.shortName><#:/AbstractProduct.i.shortName> implements  
    <#:/AbstractProduct.i.longName> { } 
  </script> 
  <script name=“taskTitle”> 
   Subclass ‘<#:/AbstractProduct.i.shortName>‘ for factory ‘<#:/ConcreteFactory.i.shortName>‘ 
  </script> 
 </role> 
</pattern> 
Generalizations and Architectures 
The generalization clauses on lines 2 – 4 denote that the SimpleAbstractFactory 
pattern extends three other patterns: Inheritance, MethodOverriding, and 
ClassInstantiation. Note that each generalization clause is named. The names are 
used in the role tags to specify the extended pattern from which the role extends 
another role. On line 6, for instance, the generalization clause of role Abstract-
Factory specifies that the role extends another role from generalization “mo” that 
refers to MethodOverriding. Note also that a generalization name can be used in 
a script tag to choose which script is inherited in case a script with the same 
name would be otherwise inherited twice. 
The generalization patterns referred from lines 2 – 4 are declared inside an archi-
tecture called Generic OO Patterns. Note that architectures are just a way of or-
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ganizing patterns. You can think of them as folders that contain patterns. Actu-
ally the SimpleAbstractFactory pattern, too, is declared inside the Design Pat-
terns architecture, but we have omitted the architecture tag from the figure. The 
complete versions of SimpleAbstractFactory and the generalization patterns can 
be found in Appendix B. 
From the generalization patterns, SimpleAbstractFactory inherits, among other 
things, constraints that force (1) inheritance relationships between the abstract 
factory and the concrete factories, (2) method overriding relationships between 
the abstract and concrete creation methods in the abstract factory and the con-
crete factories, respectively, and (3) class instantiation relationships between 
concrete creation methods and the concrete products. The inherited constraints 
are not visible in the code for SimpleAbstractFactory since no modifications are 
made to them. The same goes for the dependencies and the unmodified scripts 
inherited from the generalization patterns. For example, the dependencies from 
subclass roles ConcreteFactory and ConcreteProduct to base class roles Ab-
stractFactory and AbstractProduct are not visible in the code. Note that Java-
Frames shows the inherited dependencies, too, when patterns are viewed and ed-
ited. 
Child Roles, Parent Roles, and UML-Based Pattern Representation 
In JavaFrames patterns it is possible to declare roles inside other roles. The main 
purpose of this mechanism is to give a more manageable structure to patterns. 
However, there is also actual semantics involved: if a role is declared inside an-
other role, there is an implicit dependency from the inner (child) role to the outer 
(parent) role. (Recall Chapter 5.2 on how dependencies and cardinalities are re-
lated to task generation and the number of target domain entities there can be 
playing a role.) In Code example 6.2 the class roles, for example, have method 
roles declared inside them. For instance, on lines 9 – 16 a method role called ab-
stractCreate is declared inside class role AbstractFactory. Consequently, there is 
an implicit dependency from abstractCreate to AbstractFactory. 
Figure 6.3 shows a graphical UML-based representation of the SimpleAbstract-
Factory pattern. A graphical notation like this can be used to better illustrate the 
structure of a pattern. A pattern is denoted by using the package symbol of UML. 
The roles inside a pattern are represented with special graphical stereotypes. The 
symbols used for these stereotypes correspond to the symbols used in Java-
Frames for different types of roles available (see Appendix A). Dependencies 
between roles are represented with arrows. A stereotype can be attached to a de-
pendency to denote the purpose of the dependency. In Figure 6.3, the dependen-
cies from the subclass roles to the base class roles are marked with «inheritance» 
stereotype to signify the inheritance constraint between the roles. 
Generalization relationships between patterns and roles are represented using the 
inheritance relationship of UML. The target of inheritance can be left out to 
simplify diagrams. In that case, the name of the target should be attached to the 
inheritance relationship. In Figure 6.3, for example, pattern SimpleAbstractFac-
tory extends patterns MethodOverriding, Inheritance, and ClassInstantiation. 
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Note also the names used for the extensions: “mo”, “inh”, and “ci”. As men-
tioned earlier, these names can be used when we need to explicitly specify a 
script or a role in the inherited pattern. 
Any role in SimpleAbstractFactory can extend other roles from the super patterns 
MethodOverriding, Inheritance, and ClassInstantiation. Role concreteCreate, for 
instance, extends role /Sub/method from MethodOverriding and role /Instantia-
tor/method from ClassInstantiation. Note the use of names “mo” and “ci” for 
specifying the super patterns from which the super roles originate. 
 
Figure 6.3: A UML-based representation of the SimpleAbstractFactory pattern 
Scripts 
The different types of roles in JavaFrames patterns introduce several kinds of 
scripts that can be attached to the roles. For example, every role type describing a 
Java program element has a script called defaultTemplate. The content of that 
script is used as a skeleton when generating code. See, for instance, the default-
Template script on lines 32 – 35 in Code example 6.2. The script declares a tem-
plate for a method that creates and returns a concrete product in the Abstract Fac-
tory pattern. 
Scripts are evaluated using script interpreters. The most commonly used inter-
preters are simple template interpreter (STI) and simple expression interpreter 
(SXI). If no interpreter is specified for a script, STI is used. STI can evaluate 
scripts that consist of other script expressions embedded to arbitrary text. The 
embedded scripts are marked with special tags that specify which interpreter 
should be used for evaluating them. The default interpreter for evaluating a script 
embedded in an STI script is SXI. The result of evaluating an STI script is al-
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evaluate to strings, as well. If this is not the case, the actual result of evaluating a 
script is replaced with an error message string. The example script on lines 32 – 
35 in Code example 6.2 is an STI script with two embedded scripts: <#:/Abstr-
actFactory/abstractCreate.i.overridingSignature> and <#:/ConcreteProduct.i. 
longName>. No interpreter is specified for the embedded scripts, so SXI is as-
sumed. 
SXI scripts may contain references to roles, references to target domain entities 
currently bound to roles, references to other scripts, and functions available for 
roles and Java entities bound to roles. A complete list of default scripts, script 
interpreters, as well as functions available for roles and Java entities is given in 
Appendix A. 
The embedded script <#:/AbstractFactory/abstractCreate.i.overridingSignatu-
re> starts with a reference to role /AbstractFactory/abstractCreate. After that 
follows expression i which is a function call that returns the Java program ele-
ment bound to role /AbstractFactory/abstractCreate; in this case a Java method. 
(Recall from Chapter 5.2 why this reference is unambiguous.) Finally, function 
call overridingSignature returns a method signature suitable for overriding the 
Java element. Similarly, tag <#:/ConcreteProduct.i.longName> evaluates to the 
fully qualified name of the Java class bound to role ConcreteProduct. 
Look at Code example 6.4 for an example of how the result of evaluating the 
whole defaultTemplate script might look like in a specific context. 





public Button createButton() { 
 return new LinuxButton();  
} 
In a similar manner scripts taskTitle and taskDescription that guide in binding 
roles and proceeding with the framework specialization adapt to the context 
where the pattern is used: instead of the task title being “Override method from 
base class”, it might be, for example, “Override createButton()”. 
Constraints 
Note that the scripts used in code generation do not restrict coding; they are just 
used for producing default implementations. Changing such a default implemen-
tation afterwards does not cause warnings of any kind, unless there is a con-
straint that monitors the same property. 
The type of a role dictates the kind of programming language elements that can 
be playing the role. The constraints specified in the role are used for monitoring 
the validity of the properties of these elements. A violation of a constraint results 
in a notification and instructions on how to correct the situation. For some of the 
constraints, the violations can be corrected automatically from the task. (This will 
be discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.1.3.) 
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There are two types of constraints in JavaFrames patterns: certain and uncertain. 
In case a constraint is certain, we can check with absolute certainty whether a 
program element conforms to the constraint or not. For uncertain constraints, it is 
not possible to make an absolutely reliable check while the program is still being 
written. Certain constraints include, for example, inheritance and overriding that 
can be used for ensuring that a class inherits another specified class or that a 
method overrides another specified method. Uncertain constraints include checks 
that involve program behavior at run-time, for example, method call and field 
reference which monitor that a certain method gets called or that a certain field 
gets referred from a certain method body, respectively. Note that although we 
refer to these constraints as uncertain, we can, even based on only static informa-
tion, make checks that are feasible in practice. Appendix A lists all the constraint 
types available. 
Constraints are like roles in many ways. First of all, tasks are generated from 
constraints in the same manner as tasks are generated from roles. However, a task 
generated from a constraint is only shown to the user in case there is a constraint 
violation. If the target element playing a role that holds a constraint does not vio-
late the constraint, the task made from the constraint is executed automatically 
and not shown to the user. 
Like roles, constraints contain scripts, too. A special script called value is evalu-
ated for a constraint whenever the validity of the constraint must be checked. For 
each constraint type we specify the expected type of the evaluation result. For 
example, an inheritance constraint expects that an evaluation of its value script 
returns a Java class object. After the evaluation, the constraint checks whether 
the Java class bound to the role that owns the constraint actually inherits the 
other class that resulted from the evaluation. 
The specification for the pattern represented in Code example 6.2 did not include 
constraints, because the pattern inherited them from the generalization patterns. 
Code example 6.5 shows the declaration of one the inherited constraints. 


















 <role name=“Base” type=“class” cardinality=“*”>…</role> 
 <role name=“Sub” type=“class” cardinality=“*”> 
  … 
  <dependency target=“/Base”/> 
  … 
  <constraint type=“inheritance”> 
   <script name=“value” interpreter=“SXI”>/Base.i</script> 
   <script name=“taskTitle”><#:defaultTaskTitle></script> 
   <script name=“defaultSpecializationName” interpreter=“SXI”>roleName</script> 
   <script name=“taskDescription”><#:defaultTaskDescription></script> 
  </constraint> 
 </role> 
</pattern> 
Code example 6.5 represents a part of the Inheritance pattern that was special-
ized by SimpleAbstractFactory. (The complete pattern is available in Appendix 
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B, line 5039.) The constraint (lines 8 – 13) restricts inheritance of classes bound 
to class role Sub. The content of the value script of the constraint, i.e. /Base.i, 
refers to a Java class bound to role Base. A constraint violation is reported, if 
there is no inheritance relationship between a class bound to role Sub and a class 
bound to role Base. 
As mentioned earlier, when a constraint violation occurs, a reparation task is 
generated to inform the developer. The contents of the task are built by evaluat-
ing the scripts taskTitle and taskDescription. By default these scripts refer to 
scripts defaultTaskTitle and defaultTaskDescription, respectively. JavaFrames 
sets meaningful error messages into these scripts, upon constraint violation. 
Like roles, constraints may also contain dependencies and they may have varying 
cardinalities. This allows several interesting constraint settings: it is possible, for 
example, to declare a single inheritance constraint determining that a class bound 
to a role that owns the constraint must inherit all the classes bound to another 
role. This would be the case, for example, if we removed the dependency be-
tween Sub and Base and added a dependency between the inheritance constraint 
and Base instead. 
In principle, the set of role and constraint types, scripts, script interpreters, and 
functions for Java frameworks is fixed in JavaFrames. Making new ones should 
not be necessary during framework reuse interface annotation. However, extend-
ing and changing the properties of JavaFrames patterns is possible by extending 
the task automaton framework. 
Applicability of JavaFrames Patterns 
Various kinds of tools could be developed based on the concept of JavaFrames 
patterns. For example, simple code generation would be straightforward. A more 
fertile approach, however, is to look at JavaFrames patterns as extensions to the 
conventional type systems in programming languages; JavaFrames patterns can 
be used to monitor and report constraint violations that regard larger wholes than 
just separate types. With compiled languages, a compiler extended with Java-
Frames patterns could report a list of violated constraints just as traditional com-
pilation errors.  
The JavaFrames tool, though, takes a more dynamic and interactive approach to 
realizing JavaFrames patterns: it checks the constraints constantly as the user is 
typing her code. No separate “compilation” phase is needed. (Recall the discus-
sion related to this policy in Chapter 4.3.5.) Also, JavaFrames patterns are used 
to dynamically generate instructions on how to fix the possible constraint viola-
tions and, more generally, how to proceed with the framework specialization. 
There are two central ways in which JavaFrames patterns can be used when 
specifying restrictions for specializing frameworks. Recall Figure 3.6 (page 33) 
that illustrates the hot spots and control flow of typical frameworks. The first 
possibility for utilizing JavaFrames patterns conforms to the schema B in Figure 
3.6: a JavaFrames pattern can be used to specify a template for a hot spot spe-
cialization. This kind of template describes how the code in the application side 
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should be constructed via offering a set of instructions, constraints and code 
skeletons. The constraints also enable automatic validation of the provided spe-
cialization. Typically the template describes the properties of subclasses in the 
application side. Note that there can be different templates for the same hot spot, 
varying, for instance, on their level of comprehensiveness. More detailed tem-
plates can facilitate hot spot specialization more extensively, but at the same time 
they restrict the specialization to greater extent. 
The second way to utilize JavaFrames patterns is to specify templates that restrict 
the properties of application code that calls framework services. This conforms to 
schema C in Figure 3.6. Templates ensure that the services are called properly. 
The same mechanisms — informal instructions, constraints, and code skeletons 
— that are used in hot spot specialization templates are also used here. However, 
the focus is on code skeletons for method bodies. Besides offering support for 
generating method bodies, JavaFrames also provides constraints for validating 
the properties of existing generated or hand-written method bodies. Note also 
that a JavaFrames pattern can describe both a hot spot specialization and a 
framework service invocation at the same time. 
In addition to framework-related aspects, a JavaFrames pattern can be used, for 
instance, for specifying general coding conventions that support good program-
ming style. With JavaFrames these conventions, for example JavaBean proper-
ties, can be coded fast and correctly. JavaBean patterns are modeled in the library 
of reusable patterns (see Chapter 6.2.1 and Appendix B). 
6.1.3 Framework Specialization Assistance with JavaFrames 
In this chapter we illustrate the framework specialization support provided by 
JavaFrames. First we describe the essential parts of the user interface of Java-
Frames, and then, as an example, we look at how JavaFrames guides the use of 
the Abstract Factory pattern discussed in Chapter 6.1.2.  
JavaFrames User Interface 
JavaFrames is implemented as a perspective in the freely available Eclipse Java 
IDE [www.eclipse.org]. The main parts of JavaFrames’ user interface are shown 
in Figure 6.6. The user interface consists of a number of special views that can be 
mixed with the standard views of Eclipse. 
The Architecture view shows all the available patterns that constitute the system 
architecture. The Java editor is used for representing and editing the Java source 
code of the application currently under development. 
Figure 6.7 illustrates the structure and the relationships of the patterns and tasks 
displayed in the remaining JavaFrames views in Figure 6.6. There are two pat-
terns involved: Figure and MethodOverriding. The MethodOverriding pattern 
has two class roles: Base and Sub. Both of these roles have a child role called 
method. Pattern Figure is a context-specific specialization of MethodOverriding. 
Initially, the user has created an empty pattern (Figure) and specified a generali-
zation relationship between Figure and MethodOverriding. After that, the task 
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automaton has generated task Provide class ‘Base’ from the Base role of the 
MethodOverriding pattern. The task generation has been done as explained in 
Algorithm 5.1and Algorithm 5.2 (recall Chapter 5.2). 
Figure 6.6: The main parts of the user interface of JavaFrames 
In the situation captured in Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7, the user has so far executed 
the first task generated from role Base by associating the role with Java class 
Figure. The bound specialization of role Base, i.e. role Figure, represents the 
binding. After the task execution, the task automaton has generated three new 
tasks: (a) Provide a Java method that might be overridden, (b) Provide class 
‘Base’ (2), and (c) Provide a subclass for ‘Figure’. Again, task generation has 
been done according to the algorithms in Chapter 5.2. 
The global task list (see Figure 6.6) shows every undone task currently available 
for a selected pattern. In Figure 6.6, the user has chosen to examine the contents 
of the Figure pattern in the global task list. As the result, the previously men-
tioned three tasks are shown: (a) Provide a Java method that might be overrid-
den, (b) Provide class ‘Base’ (2), and (c) Provide a subclass for ‘Figure’. Note 
that the global task list is flat, i.e. one-dimensional, so that you can see all the 
undone tasks of the pattern at once. The order of the tasks can be changed ac-
cording to different sorting criteria; by default the tasks generated last are at the 
Local task list






constraints Task description 
Role generalizations 
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top of the list. The mandatory and optional tasks are marked with dark grey and 
white dots, respectively. (The dark grey dots are actually red in the user interface. 
All the tasks are optional in the example.) Tasks are executed by double-clicking 
the task title. This opens a dialog for selecting a dedicated wizard that provides 
help in the actual task execution. Wizards will be discussed in more detail later. 
Figure 6.7: A task example 
The left-hand side of the Pattern view in Figure 6.6 shows the roles and con-
straints of a selected pattern. The user has selected pattern Figure. The roles are 
represented as a role tree structured according to the child–parent-relationships 
between the roles. There is only one role in pattern Figure: the bound specializa-
tion of role Base, i.e. the Figure role. The constraints appear as leaves under the 
roles. (There are no constraints in role Figure.) By double-clicking a bound role, 
you can view the Java program element or other target domain entity playing the 
role. The user has clicked the Figure role and, consequently, the source code for 
the Figure class has been opened in the Java editor. 
Whenever a role is selected from the role tree on the left in Pattern View, the lo-
cal task list on the right shows the related tasks. A more detailed task description 
is available for a chosen task. The role tree points out the locations of the cur-
rently available tasks with special symbols attached to the branch nodes: an ar-
row in a branch node denotes that there are tasks somewhere in the subtree, 
whereas a dark grey or a white dot indicates mandatory or optional tasks being 
associated, respectively, with the branch itself. The title line of the Pattern view 
reports the total number of mandatory and optional tasks currently available in 
the pattern. 
For a task selected from the role tree, the local task list shows the tasks generated 
from the child roles of the selected role’s generalization. In Figure 6.6, the user 
has selected the root level of pattern Figure. Therefore, the tasks generated from 
those roles in MethodOverriding that do not have child roles (i.e. Base and Sub) 
are shown to the user. These tasks are: (a) Provide class ‘Base’ (2) and (b) Pro-
vide a subclass for ‘Figure’. Note that the local task list is just an alternative, 
more structured, view to the same tasks that are represented in the global task 
list. 
Base Sub   (a parent role) 
MethodOverriding 
method method   (a child role) 
Figure
Provide a subclass 
for ‘Figure’ Provide 
class ‘Base’ 
Provide a Java method that might be overridden 
Figure 
(a parent role) 
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Besides Tasks, the right-hand side of the Pattern view has two other tabs: Prop-
erties and Hierarchy. The Properties tab shows the dependencies and scripts of 
the selected role. Those dependencies and scripts that are inherited from a gener-
alization role are drawn with a light-grey color in order to separate them from the 
properties introduced by the role itself. In Figure 6.6, the user has selected to 
view the dependencies and scripts of the /Sub/method role in pattern Method-
Overriding. 
The Hierarchy tab shows the generalization and specialization roles of the se-
lected role. By double-clicking any of the roles, you can view the corresponding 
pattern in the Architecture and Pattern views. The focus of the Pattern view is 
automatically changed to highlight the selected role. You can navigate similarly 
from a task to the role from which the task was generated. The Hierarchy tab al-
lows the user to navigate conveniently through pattern hierarchies. In Figure 6.6, 
the user has selected to view the generalizations and specializations of role Base 
in pattern MethodOverriding. 
A Pattern in a Framework Reuse Interface Specification 
In the following chapters we illustrate JavaFrames’ framework specialization as-
sistance capabilities with an example based on the Abstract Factory pattern. (Re-
call Chapter 6.1.2.) Here we assume that we have analyzed the source code of a 
framework (arrow 4 in Figure 6.1 on page 91), and, based on the analysis (arrow 
5), we have decided to apply the SimpleAbstractFactory pattern in developing a 
part of the reuse interface specification for the framework (arrows 2 and 6). 
Figure 6.8 depicts the original SimpleAbstractFactory pattern and its framework-
specific adaptation, UIFactory. The latter is part of the framework reuse interface 
specification in this example. 
The upper graph inside the UIFactory pattern represents the roles and dependen-
cies of the pattern. The lower graph represents the tasks that were (a) generated 
based on the SimpleAbstractFactory pattern and (b) executed to create the roles 
of the UIFactory pattern. For the sake of clarity, the relationships between a task 
and the associated generalization and specialization roles are visualized only for 
the first executed task: Provide an abstract factory. That task was generated from 
role AbstractFactory and executed to create role UIFactory. Note, however, that 
all the tasks are numbered according to the order of their execution, and the 
number of a task is also attached to corresponding generalization and specializa-
tion roles. Thus, we can see, for example, that the second executed task has been: 
Provide an abstract product. That task was generated from the AbstractProduct 
generalization role and executed to create the Button specialization role. Note 
that the tasks that contain dependencies to other tasks have not been generated 
until the dependency target tasks have been executed. For instance, task 5 was 
not generated until tasks 1 and 2 were executed. (Task generation was explained 
in detail in Chapter 5.2.) 
On the whole, pattern UIFactory contains ten roles. The roles on the left — But-
ton, createButton, UIFactory, createWindow, and Window — are already bound 
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to program elements in the framework source code. The rest of the roles — 
UserButton, createButton, UserUIFactory, createWindow, and UserWindow — 
are not yet bound. Thus, new tasks would be generated from them, if we started 
using the UIFactory pattern. The unbound roles represent the application-side 
entities that are to be created or located by the framework specializer. The un-
bound roles have been made by postponing tasks, whereas the bound roles have 
been created by executing tasks via locating suitable framework source code enti-
ties for playing the roles. Note that pattern UIFactory inherits all the constraints, 
scripts, and dependencies specified in pattern SimpleAbstractFactory. (Recall the 
discussion about role inheritance, bound and unbound roles, as well as task post-
ponement in Chapter 5.3.) 
 
Figure 6.8: The Abstract Factory pattern and its framework-specific adaptation, UI-
Factory 
We shall discuss the creation of framework reuse interface specifications in more 
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work reuse interface specifications are used in framework specialization with 
JavaFrames. 
Guidance for Proceeding in Framework Specialization 
On a general level, an application developer adapts a framework with Java-
Frames by (1) browsing the patterns available in the reuse interface specification 
of the framework or in the library of general patterns and (2) selecting and apply-
ing the patterns that provide support for adding the desired features into the ap-
plication under development. These actions correspond to arrows 7 and 8 in 
Figure 6.1 (page 91), respectively. 
The left side of Figure 6.9 shows a snapshot of the first steps in specializing our 
example framework. The application developer has previously created a new ar-
chitecture called Zoo Calendar Application for the application-specific patterns 
that will be extended from framework-specific patterns during framework spe-
cialization. At the moment, the developer is browsing the patterns available in 
the framework reuse interface specification. Those patterns are represented in 
architecture User Interface Framework. The patterns are provided with free-form 
documentation that helps in choosing a suitable pattern. In the figure, the user has 
selected pattern UIFactory and the description of the pattern is shown below. 
Figure 6.9: Browsing the patterns (left) and the first specialization task (right) 
The view on the right in Figure 6.9 shows how the application developer has 
started applying pattern UIFactory; the developer has created a new pattern 
(ZooCalendar) in architecture Zoo Calendar Application and added an extension 
relationship from the ZooCalendar pattern to the UIFactory pattern. The global 
task list shows all the tasks currently available; at the moment there is one task 
generated from role UserUIFactory in the UIFactory pattern (recall Figure 6.8): 
Subclass ‘UIFactory’ to provide a concrete factory. The task is mandatory as the 
dark grey dot indicates. The left-side of the Pattern view shows the roles of the 
pattern: initially there are roles automatically cloned from the bound roles of the 
generalization pattern UIFactory: Button, UIFactory, createButton, createWin-
dow, and Window. The icons of these roles are represented behind grey shades to 
separate them from roles created after executing tasks in the current pattern. In 
practice, the new roles that will be created are related to application-side entities 
and the roles behind clouds are related to framework-side entities. 
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In the Tasks tab of the right-hand side of Figure 6.9, the application developer 
has selected the task available at the root level of the role tree. The more detailed 
task description attached to the task is represented below. The description is pro-
duced based on the taskDescription script of role UIFactory. 
Generating Code 
Figure 6.10 shows how the first task is executed by generating code for a Java 
class. The Java class will be playing role UserUIFactory. 
The top left corner in the figure shows that the user has opened a context-
sensitive menu for choosing an appropriate action. The actions Postpone Task, 
Bind to Role, and Show Task Originator Role are especially useful when we are 
creating new patterns that are supposed to be used in other patterns. Task post-
ponement and binding tasks to existing roles were illustrated in Figure 5.7 (page 
87). Viewing the task originator role is a useful feature when debugging patterns. 
Actions Show in Pattern View and Show in Global Task View can be used to 
view the task in different contexts: either together with the other tasks generated 
from the parent role of the generalization of the selected task or with all the other 
tasks of the pattern. In Figure 6.10, however, the developer chooses the action 
Perform Task. As a result, the Perform Task dialog is shown to the developer. 
That dialog shows the wizards applicable for performing the task. In this case 
there are two wizards available: Generate Java type and Locate Java type. The 
types of wizards available depend on the type of the task to be executed. Typi-
cally there is a wizard both for generating new code and for locating an existing 
target domain entity for playing the role from which the task was generated. Note 
that it is possible to add new types of wizards for executing tasks by extending 
the JavaFrames framework. 
In Figure 6.10, the developer chooses to generate new code. Consequently, the 
code generation wizard shows a default implementation generated based on the 
defaultTemplate script (the lower right corner of the figure). By default, Java-
Frames suggests name ConcreteUIFactory for a subclass of UIFactory. This has 
been specified in the role from which the task was generated. However, the ap-
plication developer chooses to use name LinuxUIFactory instead. The last step in 
Figure 6.10 shows the generated Java class and the created role LinuxUIFactory 
that is bound to the class. 
In principle, it would be possible to insert the generated default code straight to 
the Java project. In JavaFrames, however, we have chosen to let the developer to 
modify the code first. This is mainly because the bindings from pattern roles to 
Java elements are implemented using the names of the Java elements. (This pol-
icy was discussed in Chapter 4.3.2.) Typically the application developer wishes 
to change the name of the program element generated by default. Thus, it is more 
convenient for the developer to be able to specify the name of the program ele-
ment before the binding is made so that the developer does not have to fix the 
role binding right after code generation. 
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Besides the new role and the new class bound to the new role, the last step in 
Figure 6.10 also shows the new tasks available after the code generation: there 
are now tasks for creating concrete subclasses for the interfaces represented in 
the framework: Window and Button. Also, it is possible to create a new subclass 
for UIFactory. 
Figure 6.10: Executing a task by generating new code 
Instead of executing tasks one-by-one it is sometimes more practical to perform 
all the tasks related to a specific target domain entity. Figure 6.11 shows an ex-
ample of performing a group of tasks at once. The application developer has first 
selected role LinuxUIFactory (that is bound to the corresponding class) and then 
chosen to perform all the tasks available in the local task list for that role. The 
tasks suggest the application developer to override the abstract methods declared 
in UIFactory. As a result of performing the tasks, proper method implementa-
tions for createButton and createWindow are generated. Note that the generated 
methods return instances of the proper concrete classes LinuxButton and Linux-
Window. The default implementation for the createWindow method, for example, 
was generated based on the defaultTemplate script that role createWindow (in 
pattern UIFactory) inherited from role concreteCreate (in pattern SimpleAb-
stractFactory). See Figure 6.8 to recall the relationship between roles createWin-
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dow and concreteCreate. Lines 32 – 36 in Code example 6.2 (page 92) show the 
inherited defaultTemplate script. 
Figure 6.11: Performing a group of tasks at once 
Detecting and Repairing Constraint Violations 
After generating a program element for playing a certain role in a pattern, the ap-
plication developer can change the element freely. This means that even though 
the generated default implementation for the program element followed the con-
straints specified in the role, after possible user-made modifications constraint 
violations might emerge. To detect these violations, JavaFrames constantly moni-
tors changes in the application source code currently under development. 
Figure 6.12 shows a snapshot of a later stage of applying the SimpleAbstractFac-
tory pattern. The application developer has created a new concrete factory, Ma-
cOSUIFactory, for instantiating UI elements for MacOS. The developer has also 
created classes MacOSButton and MacOSWindow that represent concrete prod-
ucts that MacOSUIFactory instantiates when requested. However, the left win-
dow in Figure 6.12 shows a situation where the application developer has acci-
dentally changed the createButton method in MacOSUIFactory so that it instan-
tiates and returns a wrong concrete class; instead of creating an instance of 
LinuxButton, it should instantiate MacOSButton. Role concreteCreate (in pattern 
UIFactory) indirectly inherits a class instantiation constraint from role method in 
pattern ClassInstantiation (see Appendix B, line 5093). That constraint is vio-
lated, and the application developer gets notified by a reparation task: . By 
selecting the reparation task, the developer can view more detailed information 
about the constraint violation. After the violation has been fixed, the reparation 
task disappears. 
The right-hand side of Figure 6.12 shows another constraint violation. This time 
the user has messed up the implements clause of class MacOSUIFactory; the 
class now tries to implement interface UFactory (which does not exist at all). 
This causes three reparation tasks to appear: one for the invalid inheritance rela-
tionship and two for the invalid overriding relationships between the methods in 
MacOSUIFactory and the method declarations in UIFactory. 
For most constraint violations, there is an automatic fix that can be applied. In 
Figure 6.12 the developer has opened the context-sensitive menu for the inheri-
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tance constraint violation task and is about to choose action Repair that triggers 
automatic constraint violation reparation. Repairing constraint violations auto-
matically does not always produce the best possible results. For instance, this 
time the automatic reparation algorithm adds a new item UIElementFactory in 
the implements clause of class MacOSUIFactory. However, the non-existing in-
terface UFactory is not removed from the implements clause, because we cannot 
know for sure that the developer wants to replace that interface name with the 
corrected one. It is, however, very easy for the developer to remove the unneces-
sary name. The design principle for the automatic reparation heuristics has been: 
do not make damage. That is, do not try to guess what the developer is thinking, 
if a wrong guess may have fatal consequences. Some constraint violations are not 
automatically fixable at all. These constraints include the ones whose value script 
is given as a regular expression. (See Appendix A for a list of all constraints.) 
Figure 6.12: Constraint violations 
JavaFrames detects constraint violations in real-time and reports them to the user 
immediately. The mechanism relies on Eclipse’s syntax-aware Java Editor that 
parses the code while the user is writing it, the internal representation of the 
source entities, the monitoring of the role bindings, and the reference calculation 
mechanism that constantly observes the references to the source entities. Refer-
ences can be made (1) from outside the source entities and (2) from within the 
source entities. Typical examples of these cases are (1) a reference from a role to 
a class bound to that role and (2) a reference from a class to its superclass, re-
spectively. 
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Figure 6.13 illustrates an example of what typically happens when the user 
changes the source code in a way that leads to a constraint violation. First, the 
user changes the name of an interface. Consequently, a source file changed noti-
fication to be sent to the internal representation of source entities. 
  
Figure 6.13: Detecting constraint violations 
During the source entity update the old entity is removed and a new entity is cre-
ated. A notification about the changes is sent to the reference recalculation unit. 
Let us assume that the interface is implemented by a subclass that thus refers to 
the interface in its implements clause. At a certain phase of reference recalcula-
tion, this obsolete reference is recalculated and, because the old target UIEle-
mentFactory is no longer available, the subclass is considered to be changed. The 
instance that monitors the role bindings notices the change, which results in a 
constraint check for the source entity playing the subclass role. In this case, the 
role’s inheritance constraint is violated, because the subclass does not implement 
the proper interface anymore. As a result, a reparation task is generated to the 
user. 
In order to complete our small example of using the SimpleAbstractFactory pat-
tern, Code example 6.14 contains the whole Java source code developed based 
on the pattern. Besides the Linux classes, the source code also contains classes 
for the MacOS environment. Note that we have left out the formal comments 
generated by JavaFrames and that each class is actually declared in its own file. 
Note also that lines 1 – 7 in Code example 6.14 contain framework source code 
and lines 9 – 23 contain application source code. 








public interface UIFactory { 
 public Button createButton(); 
 public Window createWindow(); 
} 
  
public interface Window {…} 







































public class LinuxUIFactory implements UIFactory { 
 public Button createButton() { return new LinuxButton(); } 
 public Window createWindow() { return new LinuxWindow(); } 
} 
   
public class LinuxButton implements Button {…} 
public class LinuxWindow implements Window {…} 
  
public class MacOSUIFactory implements UIFactory { 
 public Button createButton() { return new MacOSButton(); } 
 public Window createWindow() { return new MacOSWindow(); } 
} 
  
public class MacOSButton implements Button {…} 
public class MacOSWindow implements Window {…} 
The example shown in this chapter illustrated JavaFrames’ basic functionality for 
facilitating framework reuse interface specialization and framework-based appli-
cation development. We saw how a part of a framework reuse interface specifica-
tion (i.e. pattern UIFactory), was developed based on a generic reusable pattern 
(SimpleAbstractFactory). We also saw how the framework reuse interface speci-
fication (pattern UIFactory), was utilized while deriving an application from the 
framework. Appendix C contains comprehensive reports of specializing real-
world frameworks with JavaFrames. Specifying framework reuse interfaces is 
discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.2. We summarize these experiments later in 
Chapter 7 in which we introduce the case studies carried out for testing the meth-
ods proposed in this thesis. 
6.1.4 JavaFrames Implementation 
The JavaFrames tool is fully implemented using the Java programming language 
(version 2, Java Development Kit 1.4). JavaFrames has been built as a plug-in for 
the Eclipse IDE. Eclipse is an open source Java development environment that is 
downloadable at [www.eclipse.org]. JavaFrames itself has been developed using 
the Eclipse environment. There is also a standalone configuration of JavaFrames 
available, but it has not been updated since version 1.3. The current JavaFrames 
version number is 2.1.0. This version of JavaFrames contains about 520 source 
files with 750 classes. These figures do not include the Java editor, the JavaCC 
source code parser [javacc.dev.java.net], the user interface, and other components 
of the standalone version of JavaFrames. There is also a number of other addi-
tional features and tools for JavaFrames that are not included, for example Pat-
tern Extractor [Viljamaa J. 2004] and UML semantics [Hammouda 2005]. 
We chose Java as the implementation language for JavaFrames because of Java’s 
clean OO abstractions, its extensive class libraries that allow rapid development, 
and its wide portability to different operating systems. Java was also chosen as 
the primal target language of JavaFrames, i.e. the language for implementing the 
frameworks and applications handled with JavaFrames. Currently, no other pro-
gramming languages are supported. Note, however, that the central ideas and 
concepts of JavaFrames are independent of the target language and, in fact, the 
same holds for most of the implementation too. Naturally some parts of Java-
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Frames are dependent on the target language, including, for example, parts of the 
source code editor and the internal representation of the source code entities. 
Mostly the same properties of Java that made us choose Java as the implementa-
tion language for the JavaFrames tool, convinced us that Java is a good choice 
for the target language of the tool as well. Especially, we argue that the separa-
tion of interfaces and partially abstract classes with the denial of multiple imple-
mentation inheritance promotes writing frameworks and good programming style 
in general. Overall, Java is a very high-level language, which suits well to the 
whole idea of frameworks. The Java language and its applicability to framework 
development are evaluated in [Viljamaa A. 1997b]. 
Figure 6.15 represents a highly simplified top-level view of the main parts of 
JavaFrames. The core task automaton provides the concept of pattern with roles, 
constraints, and dependencies. The actual semantics of a role are described only 
on an abstract level. For each type of semantics there may be a set of semantics 
wizards for handling them: for example, for creating the corresponding roles, 
generating code from the roles, binding the roles to target domain entities, etc. 
 
Figure 6.15: The main parts of JavaFrames implementation 
The framework task automaton utilizes the core task automaton in order to pro-
vide a tool for (1) facilitating the annotation of the reuse interface specifications 
of Java frameworks and for (2) using the annotation for providing help in frame-
work specialization. Framework task automaton extends the core task automaton 
framework by providing suitable implementations for Java-specific semantics, 
constraints, and wizards. Framework task automaton utilizes the Java descriptors 
package that represents the Java elements parsed from Java source code. The 
Java descriptors package, in turn, uses the reference package to implement refer-
ence functionality, for example automatic reference recalculation that is essential 
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when offering instant write-time support for Java programming. The reference 
package implements a general framework that also resolves the problems related 
to associating pattern roles to program source code entities. (These problems 
were discussed earlier in Chapter 4.3.2.) 
6.2 Specifying Framework Reuse Interfaces 
In Chapter 6.1.3 we illustrated how JavaFrames can be used for assisting frame-
work specialization. In this chapter we propose a systematic methodology for 
creating framework reuse interface specifications. The specifications are needed 
for providing assistance for framework specialization. The underlying purpose of 
the methodology is to make framework annotation as simple and straightforward 
a process as possible. 
Before getting into the details of the methodology, we describe a library of reus-
able generic patterns. The use of these generic patterns not only speeds the de-
velopment process and makes the patterns more compact and more readable, but 
also gives structure to the whole development process. Typically framework re-
use interface annotation is started by making “skeletons” for the JavaFrames pat-
terns that are needed. There are generic patterns that provide help with making 
these initial versions of patterns. After that, the pattern developer typically ap-
plies other generic patterns to model more detailed restrictions and interactions 
between the target domain entities.  
6.2.1 The Library of Reusable Patterns 
The methodology for creating framework reuse interface specifications relies on 
a library of generic patterns. These patterns can be used as a basis for framework-
dependent patterns that constitute a framework reuse interface specification. 
Figure 6.16 shows the structure of the generic pattern library. The library con-
tains five top-level architectures: Generic OO Patterns, Bean Patterns, Metapat-
terns, Design Patterns, and Text File Patterns. Note that we represent architec-
tures as UML packages with stereotype «architecture». 
 
Figure 6.16: The structure of the generic pattern library 
«architecture» 
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The patterns in Generic OO Pattern architecture include patterns for representing 
the basic OO constructs and the relationships between them. Bean Patterns archi-
tecture contains patterns for describing JavaBeans and, in practice, they offer 
support for implementing class properties quickly. The dependency relationship 
from the Bean Patterns architecture to the Generic OO Patterns architecture de-
notes that the patterns in Bean Patterns extend the patterns in Generic OO Pat-
terns. The Metapatterns architecture implements Pree’s metapatterns (recall 
Chapter 2.5) by extending patterns in the Bean Patterns and Generic OO Pat-
terns architectures. Design Patterns contains implementations for some of the 
structural patterns by Gamma et al. (recall Chapter 2.4). Design Patterns uses all 
the aforementioned patterns in its implementation. Finally, Text File Patterns 
contains reusable patterns that can be utilized for modeling text files.  
The patterns in Generic OO Patterns and Bean Patterns architectures describe 
such fundamental OO features that they are in practice applicable and useful 
when creating a reuse interface specification for any OO framework. The patterns 
in Metapatterns and Design Patterns architectures are a bit more specialized. By 
definition metapatterns describe the flexibility aspects in OO programs. Conse-
quently, metapatterns can be used in almost any case where flexibility is a con-
cern. By using them one can document the templates and hooks in the frame-
work. However, from a pattern-reuse point of view, metapatterns offer hardly 
more support than Generic OO Patterns and Bean Patterns already do. The same 
goes partly for the patterns in Design Patterns architecture: for the sake of docu-
menting the existence of design patterns in the framework whose reuse interface 
we are modeling, the Design Patterns architecture is truly applicable. However, 
since the design patterns may have dozens of different variations, the variations 
provided by the patterns in the Design Patterns architecture may not be sufficient 
and they thus must be further specialized. In this thesis the patterns in Metapat-
terns and Design Pattern architectures are considered mainly as another case 
study of specializing the patterns in Generic OO Patterns and Beans Patterns 
architectures for different purposes. Appendix B contains the full versions of the 
patterns. 
Figure 6.17 shows the relationships between the patterns in the Generic OO Pat-
terns architecture. The Core architecture inside Generic OO Patterns contains 
patterns Class, Method, Constructor, and Field. These represent properties for 
basic OO elements. The patterns directly inside the Generic OO Patterns archi-
tecture — Inheritance, ClassInstantiation, MethodOverriding, MethodCall, and 
FieldReference — represent possible interactions between the basic OO ele-
ments. 
Code example 6.18 shows the specification for the Class pattern. The pattern de-
clares one role Class that has cardinality “*”. The scripts of the role have default 
values that are generally applicable in any class role. Thus, any class role in any 
pattern that extends the Class role from the Class pattern can utilize these default 
values. For instance, the taskTitle and taskDescription scripts (lines 3 – 7) define 
simple templates for representing information about a task generated from the 
role. Note that if the Class pattern is extended in another pattern, these scripts are 
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evaluated in the context of the extending pattern. That is why the tag <#:role-
Name> in line 3, for example, evaluates to the name of the extending role. 
 
Figure 6.17: The Generic OO Patterns architecture 
































 <role name=“Class” type=“class” cardinality=“*”> 
  <script name=“taskTitle”>Provide class ‘<#:roleName>‘</script> 
  <script name=“taskDescription”> 
   Provide a Java type for the role ‘<#:roleName>‘. 
   <br><br><small>(Pattern note: the class will play the role ‘<#:longRoleName>‘.)</small> 
  </script> 
  <script name=“defaultTemplate”> 
   /** 
    * This class was generated by JavaFrames. 
    * JavaFrames (note): This class plays the role ‘<#:longRoleName>‘. 
    */ 
   public class <#:roleName><#:taskNumber> { } 
  </script> 
  <script name=“defaultInterfaceTemplate”> 
   /** 
    * This interface was generated by JavaFrames. 
    * JavaFrames (note): This interface plays the role ‘<#:longRoleName>‘. 
    */ 
   public interface <#:roleName><#:taskNumber> { } 
  </script> 
  <script name=“insertLocationTag”>codeInsertionPoint</script> 
  <script name=“defaultSpecializationName” interpreter=“SXI”>roleName</script> 
  <script name=“description”> 
   <p>The role ‘<#:longRoleName>‘ was bound to ‘<#:/Class.i.longName>‘. </p> 
   <p><small> 
   <b>Task title was: </b> 
   <i><#:taskTitle></i><br><br> 
   <b>Task description was: </b> 






























   </small></p> 
  </script> 
 </role> 
</pattern> 
The defaultTemplate script (lines 8 – 14 in Code example 6.18) defines a basic 
template for generating code for a class. The template contains a formal Java 
comment that names the pattern role which the code was generated from and the 
actual class declaration that sets the role name as the name for the generated 
class. The tag <#:taskNumber> evaluates to the current number of tasks gener-
ated from the role in the current pattern. The defaultInterfaceTemplate script 
(lines 15 – 21) defines a default template for an interface. The insertLocationTag 
script (line 22) defines a tag name that can be used in target source code to define 
the place where code is generated. Script defaultSpecializationName (line 23) 
defines a default name for a role extended from this role by task postponement. 
The description script (lines 24 – 32) is shown in the JavaFrames UI for bound 
roles; by default the script contains information about how the task made from 
the role was executed. The script is also utilized by a tool called JavaPages 
[Savolainen 2003; Hakala et al. 2002] that can be used to record JavaFrames ses-
sions to illustrate the framework specialization process. 
The other patterns inside the Core architecture — Method, Constructor, and 
Field — all utilize (i.e. extend) the Class pattern to represent the declaring class 
for a method, a constructor, or a field, respectively. As an example, Code exam-
ple 6.19 shows the Method pattern. 






























 <generalization name=“class” target=“[Generic OO Patterns/Core]Class”/> 
 <role name=“Class” type=“class” cardinality=“*”> 
  <generalization name=“class” target=“/Class”/> 
  <role name=“method” type=“method” cardinality=“*”> 
   <script name=“taskTitle”>Provide method ‘<#:roleName>()’</script> 
   <script name=“taskDescription”> 
    Provide a Java method for the role ‘<#:roleName>‘. 
    <br><br> <small>(Pattern note: the method will play the role ‘<#:longRoleName>‘.)</small> 
   </script> 
   <script name=“defaultTemplate”> 
    /** 
     * This method was generated by JavaFrames. 
     * JavaFrames (note): This method plays the role ‘<#:longRoleName>‘. 
     */ 
    public void <#:roleName><#:taskNumber>() { <#:fillInBodyTemplate>} 
   </script> 
   <script name=“insertLocationTag”>codeInsertionPoint</script> 
   <script name=“description”> 
    <p>The role ‘<#:longRoleName>‘ was bound to ‘<#:/Class/method.i.longName>‘.</p> 
    <p><small><b>Task title was: </b><i><#:taskTitle></i><br><br><b>Task description was: </b> 
    <i><#:taskDescription></i></small></p> 
   </script> 
   <script name=“defaultSpecializationName” interpreter=“SXI”>roleName</script> 
   <script name=“fillInBodyTemplate”>// JavaFrames (task): Implement method body.</script> 
  </role> 
 </role> 
</pattern> 
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As the generalization clause on row 2 suggests, the Method pattern extends the 
Class pattern from the Core architecture (also recall Figure 6.17). The only top-
level role of the Method pattern, i.e. role Class (line 3), extends role Class from 
the generalization pattern. The Class role in Method has no scripts since they are 
inherited from the generalization. Note that this shortens the pattern specification 
significantly and, furthermore, if we make changes in the generalization role 
Class, the changes are immediately visible in the specialization roles. For exam-
ple, we might want to change the (default) taskDescription for all class roles so 
that instead of saying “…a Java type…” we want to say “…a Java class or inter-
face…”. If all the class roles inherit role Class from pattern Class, we only need 
to make the change in one place. 
In Code example 6.19, there is a child role called method inside the Class role 
(lines 5 – 26). The method role declares proper general scripts applicable for any 
method. Scripts taskTitle, taskDescription, description, defaultTemplate, insert-
LocationTag, and defaultSpecializationName are utilized in user documentation, 
user guidance, code generation, and task postponement (as discussed earlier). 
Script fillInBodyTemplate is referred from the defaultTemplate. The contents of 
fillInBodyTemplate are not directly embedded in defaultTemplate, because we 
want to be able to refer that particular piece of template also from other scripts. 
For example, a role specialization might override defaultTemplate, but still use 
the definition for fillInBodyTemplate from the super role. 
Code example 6.20 shows a situation where a pattern (ClassInstantiation) com-
bines the properties of two other patterns (Class and Method) by inheriting them 
(also recall Figure 6.17). ClassInstantiation has two class roles. Class (lines 4 – 
7) represents a class that gets instantiated and Instantiator (lines 8 – 38) specifies 
a class that instantiates the other class. Role Class overrides the script taskTitle 
inherited from pattern Class with a more context-specific version (line 6). All the 
other scripts are inherited as-is. 






















 <generalization name=“class” target=“[Generic OO Patterns/Core]Class”/> 
 <generalization name=“method” target=“[Generic OO Patterns/Core]Method”/> 
 <role name=“Class” type=“class” cardinality=“*”> 
  <generalization name=“class” target=“/Class”/> 
  <script name=“taskTitle” interpreter=“-”>Provide a class to instantiate</script> 
 </role> 
 <role name=“Instantiator” type=“class” cardinality=“*”> 
  <generalization name=“method” target=“/Class”/> 
  <script name=“taskTitle”>Provide a class that instantiates another class</script> 
  <script name=“taskDescription”>Provide a class that instantiates another class  
   (Pattern note: the class will play the role ‘<#:longRoleName>‘.)</script> 
  <role name=“method” type=“method” cardinality=“*”> 
   <generalization name=“method” target=“/Class/method”/> 
   <script name=“taskTitle”>Provide a method that instantiates a class</script> 
   <script name=“taskDescription”>Provide a method that instantiates a class.<br> 
    (Pattern note: the method will play the role ‘<#:longRoleName>‘.)</script> 
   <constraint type=“class instantiation”> 
    <dependency target=“/Class”/> 
    <script name=“value” interpreter=“SXI”>/Class.i</script> 




















    <script name=“taskTitle”><#:defaultTaskTitle></script> 
    <script name=“taskDescription”><#:defaultTaskDescription></script> 
    <script name=“defaultSpecializationName” interpreter=“SXI”>roleName</script> 
   </constraint> 
   <role name=“ClassInstantiationCode” type=“code fragment” cardinality=“?”> 
    <dependency target=“/Class”/> 
    <script name=“insertLocationTag”>codeInsertionPoint</script> 
    <script name=“defaultTemplate”> 
     <#:/Class.i.longName> <#:/Class.i.shortName.javaMemberName> = 
      new <#:/Class.i.longName>(); 
    </script> 
    <script name=“taskTitle”>Provide ‘<#:roleName>‘</script> 
    <script name=“defaultSpecializationName” interpreter=“SXI”>roleName</script> 
    <script name=“taskDescription”>Provide a Java code fragment for the role ‘<#:roleName>‘. 
    </script> 
   </role> 
  </role> 
 </role> 
</pattern> 
Role Instantiator (lines 8 – 38 in Code example 6.20) overrides the taskTitle and 
taskDescription scripts from pattern Method with the versions on lines 10 – 12. 
Role method inside Instantiator represents a method that instantiates a class 
bound to role Class. It overrides the default scripts for taskTitle and taskDescrip-
tion (lines 15 – 17). In addition, it contains a class instantiation constraint (lines 
18 – 24) and a code fragment role (lines 25 – 36). The constraint places restric-
tions on the methods bound to role method and the code fragment role offers 
support for generating new code to fix a possible constraint violation. Note that 
we can utilize the automatic constraint fixing mechanism too, but for an uncer-
tain constraint it is also useful to declare a code fragment role since it can be 
overridden in extending patterns to produce more precise results. For certain 
constraints the automatic constraint fixing produces such good results that a code 
fragment role is not needed. Using constraints together with code fragments like 
this is a recurring convention in JavaFrames patterns. 
The class instantiation constraint has a dependency to role Class (line 19). This 
means that the constraint gets evaluated for each program element bound to role 
Class. (Recall the discussion on constraints in Chapter 6.1.2.) The value script of 
the constraint is /Class.i and it thus evaluates to the specific class that is bound to 
the Class role and for which the particular constraint task is generated. Conse-
quently, the constraint ensures that a method bound to role method must instanti-
ate all the classes bound to role Class. (See the semantics of the class instantia-
tion constraint in Appendix A.) Similarly as the class instantiation constraint, the 
ClassInstantiationCode code fragment has a dependency to role Class. However, 
the cardinality of ClassInstantiationCode is “?”, so the tasks generated from the 
role are optional: the developer using the pattern may use the tasks to fix con-
straint violations if there are some. 
The other patterns inside Generic OO Patterns, i.e. Inheritance, MethodOverrid-
ing, MethodCall, and FieldReference, describe relationships between basic OO 
elements in a similar manner as ClassInstantiation does. Inheritance specifies an 
inheritance relationship between classes or interfaces. MethodOverriding and 
MethodCall specify an overriding and a method call relationship between two 
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methods, respectively. FieldReference describes methods that refer a field. All 
these patterns declare a corresponding constraint to monitor the existence of the 
relationship. Those constraints that are uncertain have a code fragment role for 
generating code that fixes possible constraint violations. 
Figure 6.21 shows the contents of the Bean Patterns architecture. The Bean-
Locate pattern specializes the Method pattern from the Generic OO Patterns ar-
chitecture to describe getter methods. The Bean-Skeleton pattern, in turn, special-
izes Bean-Locate and implements a core for a pattern that describes property get-
ters, property setters, and property change support. The Bean-IndexedProperties-
Skeleton pattern specializes Bean-Skeleton and adds support for inserting and 
removing items to and from an indexed property. The patterns in the Skeleton 
architecture have three concrete specializations. Bean-SimpleProperties special-
izes Bean-Skeleton and defines the contents for the getter and setter, for instance, 
so that they describe a simple bean property. Bean-IndexedArrayProperties and 
Bean-IndexedVectorProperties specialize Bean-IndexedProperties-Skeleton into 
array-based and vector-based implementations, respectively. 
The bean patterns described above offer an important supplement to the palette 
of generic OO patterns. The bean patterns essentially describe a protocol for im-
plementing class properties. Most OO languages, including Java, do not offer the 
property mechanism as a built-in feature even though it is a central feature when 
encapsulating individual class attributes. 
 
Figure 6.21: The Bean Patterns architecture 
Figure 6.22 shows the structure of the Metapatterns architecture (recall the dis-
cussion on metapattern in Chapter 2.5). The top level of this architecture is im-
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tend patterns from Generic OO Patterns and Bean Patterns. Patterns 1:1 Recur-
sive Connection, 1:1 Recursive Unification, 1:N Recursive Connection, and 1:N 
Recursive Unification form the second layer in the MetaPatterns architecture. 
The former two are implemented by extending the 1:1 Connection pattern, 
whereas the latter two are based on the 1:N Connection pattern. In addition, pat-
terns 1:1 Recursive Connection and 1:N Recursive Unification extend Meth-
odOverriding from the Generic OO Patterns architecture. On the whole, all the 
constraints and most of the scripts in the Metapatterns architecture are inherited 
from Generic OO Patterns. (Recall from Chapter 2.5 that metapatterns actually 
just represent combinations of using the basic OO mechanisms.) 
 
Figure 6.22: The Metapatterns architecture 
Figure 6.23 includes the Design Patterns architecture with Observer, Singleton, 
AbstractFactory, and Composite patterns. All of these patterns make heavy use 
of other patterns in other architectures. For example, the AbstractFactory pattern 
is implemented by extending (1) patterns Method and Constructor from the Core 
architecture, (2) patterns ClassInstantiation, MethodOverriding, and Inheritance 
from the Generic OO Patterns architecture, (3) pattern Bean-IndexedVector-
Properties from the Bean Patterns architecture, and (4) pattern 1:1 Connection 
from the Metapatterns architecture. 
Note that a JavaFrames pattern does not necessarily describe Java entities. In or-
der to be able to model various configuration files in frameworks, we have pro-
vided JavaFrames patterns with roles for text files, text fragments, and arbitrary 
names. The NamedTextFragmentInFile pattern in the Text File Patterns architec-
ture (see Figure 6.24) captures a frequently occurring situation where a snippet of 
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Note that the library of reusable patterns is by no means complete. On the con-
trary, it can be supplemented with new reusable patterns that describe, for exam-
ple, coding conventions or templates for quick code generation of frequently re-
curring code structures. 
 
Figure 6.23: The Design Patterns architecture 
 
Figure 6.24: The Text File Patterns architecture 
The generic OO patterns and bean patterns described in this chapter provide a 
backbone in the methodology of creating patterns for a framework reuse interface 
specification. Before showing how the generic patterns have been used when 
specifying the reuse interface of JHotDraw, we discuss different types of patterns 
in framework reuse interface specifications and the problem of identifying 
framework hot spots (recall Chapter 3.3) in the first place. 
6.2.2 Different Types of Patterns 
Before actually implementing JavaFrames patterns for a framework, some design 
issues must be considered. Instead of using a huge monolithic JavaFrames pat-
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separate patterns are employed at least for each separate hot spot. We argue that 
by splitting the specialization interface description we make framework annota-
tion more manageable and framework specialization more intuitive. 
We have identified a number of different types of JavaFrames patterns that typi-
cally occur in a framework reuse interface specification. In the following we give 
names to these pattern types and explain their characteristics. By classifying the 
types of JavaFrames patterns we also give a basic structure to the process of 
making framework reuse interface specifications. This is because different types 
of JavaFrames patterns are typically applied during certain phases of making the 
specifications. 
Basic concept patterns model the specialization of the framework’s basic con-
cepts. Recall from Chapter 3.2.1 that on the top-level of the framework’s class 
inheritance chains, the basic concepts are represented by the basic interfaces. Ba-
sic concept patterns specify how to make subclass cores for the basic interfaces 
and how to implement the methods defined in the interfaces. Usually, however, 
only those methods that do not depend on any other basic concepts are included. 
The dependencies between basic concepts are discussed in more detail in the next 
chapter where we look at how to describe method body contents in method roles. 
Basic concept patterns can be implemented in a task-oriented manner by special-
izing the Inheritance and MethodOverriding patterns available in the pattern li-
brary. We shall look at an example of how this is done in Chapter 6.2.5. 
Interface patterns add interface implementations into existing classes. Interface 
patterns are different from basic patterns in that they do not describe basic con-
cepts but only additional behavior that could be added to any class. The frame-
work interfaces that are annotated with interface patterns do not typically have 
separate abstract implementations (i.e. abstract classes that partially implement 
the interfaces). Note, however, that a framework might provide separate utility 
classes for which implementations can be delegated. This is true especially in 
Java where multiple class inheritance is prohibited. Interface patterns can be im-
plemented by extending the MethodOverriding pattern or some of its existing 
extensions. 
Connection patterns add new methods into classes made with basic patterns. The 
methods they add describe interactions between two or more other basic con-
cepts. Connection patterns are usually made for optional methods that join differ-
ent basic concepts. Connection patterns typically make use of the ClassInstantia-
tion, MethodCall, and FieldReference patterns available in the pattern library. 
The application developer should be able to start off by deriving a minimal work-
ing application and then proceed by adding new features to it. For this reason we 
usually need to define an initialization pattern, which provides assistance on set-
ting up the main class and all the necessary machinery for application initializa-
tion. An initialization pattern is, in a way, a combination of connection and basic 
patterns: it describes a basic concept whose main purpose is to connect other ba-
sic concepts. The core of an initialization pattern is generally made by specializ-
ing the Inheritance pattern or the MethodOverriding pattern. Connecting the ba-
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sic concepts may involve using ClassInstantiation, MethodCall, and FieldRefer-
ence patterns. 
Coding convention patterns are used to generate default code into existing 
classes. The generated code conforms to specific templates. Examples of coding 
convention patterns are the property concept of JavaBeans and the Singleton pat-
tern [Gamma et al. 1994]. Coding convention patterns are typically generally us-
able and thus independent of the framework, so they are not usually developed 
during framework annotation. There are some coding convention patterns avail-
able in the pattern library, for example in the Bean Patterns and Design Patterns 
architectures. New ones can be created by any JavaFrames user. 
In practice, patterns are usually combinations of the described pattern archetypes. 
We suggest that pattern development is started out by examining the framework 
source code and locating the proper interfaces that result in basic patterns, an ini-
tialization pattern, and interface patterns. The need for separate connection pat-
terns typically arises when including method roles into patterns. This will be dis-
cussed in more detail in Chapter 6.2.6. 
6.2.3 How to Find Framework Hot Spots 
In order to develop JavaFrames patterns for a framework, we must have enough 
information about the framework’s structure and its intended use. In an ideal 
situation the framework developer herself does the annotation, which makes the 
annotation process smooth and the results accurate. However, if the framework 
developer is not available for making the annotation, we must rely on interview-
ing current framework users, accessing textual and graphical documents of the 
framework, and examining the framework source code and example applications 
derived from the framework. This is all part of the analysis phase shown in 
Figure 6.1 (page 91). 
During analysis we should first gain a basic understanding of the framework’s 
hot spots and of how the framework is to be reused via utilizing them. As noted 
in Chapter 3.3, hot spots are the locations in a framework where the application 
methods are called from within the framework code and the control is thus tem-
porarily handed out to the application side (recall Figure 3.6, page 33). 
According to Pree, template and hook methods (Chapter 2.5) are obvious candi-
dates when trying to locate hot spots [Pree 1995]. Demeyer claims that almost all 
hot spots can be found by analyzing overridden methods, because polymorphism 
needed in hook methods is typically implemented using method overriding [De-
meyer 1998]. To find hook methods, he suggests that we search for methods that 
override another method and then locate template methods by searching for 
methods that call the candidate hooks. The references for the objects that hold 
hook methods might be available via self or super references, fields, method re-
turn values, or parameters. 
There are usually hundreds of overriding relationships between methods in any 
non-trivial OO framework. That’s why Demeyer’s method by itself is not enough 
for finding framework hot spots. We need a more effective way to separate those 
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important hook methods that actually constitute the framework’s specialization 
interface from other overriding methods that are only used internally and are thus 
irrelevant for the framework user. We propose the following simple method for 
narrowing down the search for relevant hot spots. (Another possible improve-
ment over Demeyer’s method is suggested in [Schauer et al. 1999].) The idea is 
to figure out the basic concepts of the framework, i.e. the concepts for which the 
framework offers abstract implementations where some of the behavior is left out 
to be defined by the application developer. The following sequence of guidelines 
describes how to find the basic concepts and hook methods of a framework. 
(1) Locate the interfaces (i.e. the roots of the inheritance chains) in the 
framework implementation. These may also be abstract classes, espe-
cially in languages that do not support interfaces. 
(2) Exclude all interfaces except those that have several concrete implemen-
tations. Having several concrete classes that implement an interface indi-
cates a true need and possibility for varying implementations. This con-
dition rules out most of the framework’s internally used interfaces that 
are irrelevant for the application developer. 
(3) For each interface, go down the inheritance chain until you reach a class 
that implements some of the interface methods. If you do not reach the 
same class from other interfaces, i.e. the class implements only one inter-
face, include the interface for further analysis. However, if the same class 
is reached from some other interfaces as well, include only the interface 
that you think best describes the main purpose of the class. This condi-
tion rules out interfaces defining additional behavior that is supposed to 
be implemented in arbitrary classes and that are thus not considered as 
basic concepts. A listener interface, like FigureChangeListener in JHot-
Draw (recall Figure 3.3, page 29), is a typical example of such an inter-
face. 
(4) The basic concepts of the framework usually map fairly consistently to 
the remaining interfaces. We say that these are the basic interfaces of the 
framework. The methods that are left (optionally) overridable in the ab-
stract implementations of the interfaces constitute the relevant hook 
methods of the hot spots in the framework. 
Clearly, any non-trivial framework can be used in many different ways, and even 
after locating the relevant hot spots there are still numerous options on how to 
annotate a framework with JavaFrames patterns. A framework could incorporate, 
for example, different sets of patterns for user groups with varying skill levels. In 
the end, the framework annotator must, however, decide what kind of assistance 
she wants to give for the framework users. Adding constraints will give the users 
better guidance, but at the same time the users will loose some of their freedom. 
We argue that it is better to first provide patterns for quite a narrow specialization 
interface, and later modify the patterns and add new ones to enable more ad-
vanced ways to use the framework. This means that it is advisable to first make 
patterns for the most relevant hot spots. 
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6.2.4 An Example of Choosing Hot Spots 
In this chapter we select the parts of the JHotDraw framework we are going to 
model with JavaFrames patterns in this thesis. When selecting the parts, we are 
forced to rely on the source code of the framework, because there is no extensive 
documentation attached to JHotDraw. 
The guidelines described for finding framework basic concepts (Chapter 6.2.3) 
suggest locating the roots of the inheritance chains of the framework first. The 
roots of JHotDraw are presented in the first column of Table 6.1. 
Table 6.1: Detecting the basic concepts in JHotDraw 









Basic feature Accepted as 
a basic con-
cept 
BoxHandleKit No – – No 
Command Yes Yes No No 
ConnectionFigure Yes No – No 
Connector Yes Yes Yes Yes 
DrawingChangeEvent No – – No 
DrawingChangeLis-
tener 
No – – No 
DrawingEditor Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Figure Yes Yes Yes Yes 
FigureAttributes No – – No 
FigureChangeEvent No – – No 
FigureChangeListener Yes No – No 
FigureEnumeration Yes Yes No No 
FigureSelection No – – No 
Handle Yes Yes Yes Yes 
JHDError No – – No 
LineDecoration No – – No 
Locator Yes Yes No No 
Painter Yes Yes No No 
PaletteButton No – – No 
PointConstrainer No – – No 
Storable Yes No – No 
TextHolder Yes Yes No No 
Tool Yes Yes Yes Yes 
By default, the heuristics suggest that those roots that do not have multiple vary-
ing implementations should be left out. Thus, at this point we eliminate BoxHan-
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dleKit, DrawingChangeEvent, DrawingChangeListener, FigureAttributes, Fig-
ureChangeEvent, FigureSelection, JHDError, LineDecoration, PaletteButton, 
and PointConstrainer (see the second column in Table 6.1). 
For the leftover roots we should check possible multiple inheritance in order to 
determine the interfaces and classes that best describe their implementations and 
subclasses. The interfaces already eliminated in the previous step we mark with 
symbol “–” (see the third column). The inheritance chains for the remaining in-
terfaces are all trees, except for ConnectionFigure, Figure, FigureChangeLis-
tener, and Storable. Thus, we accept the other interfaces and examine Connec-
tionFigure, Figure, FigureChangeListener, and Storable more closely. By exam-
ining the classes that implement these interfaces we conclude that Figure best 
describes the implementers. ConnectionFigure, FigureChangeListener, and Stor-
able, instead, are considered as interfaces that do not describe the core behavior 
of the implementing classes, so they are left out.  
In principle, we could accept the remaining interfaces as basic concepts. How-
ever, in order to keep things simple we choose to leave out some of the roots that 
are not considered as basic features of the framework (see the fourth column). As 
the result, the following interfaces were accepted as the basic concepts: Connec-
tor, DrawingEditor, Figure, Handle, and Tool (see the fifth column). 
DrawingEditor clearly defines the main class of the application, so an initializa-
tion pattern is made for it. (Recall the different types of patterns introduced in 
Chapter 6.2.2.) For the other basic concepts — Connector, Figure, Handle, and 
Tool — we introduce a basic pattern. In addition, three of the interfaces that were 
not accepted as basic concepts — FigureChangeListener, Storable, and Connec-
tionFigure — are still considered important enough, so that interface patterns are 
made for them. Connection patterns are made for two pairs of basic concepts (see 
Figure 3.3 on page 29): Connector and Figure as well as Handle and Figure. 
Complete representations of the resulting patterns are found in Appendix B. 
In the following we look at pattern construction in more detail. We give some 
general guidelines for developing patterns, and we also show examples of mak-
ing patterns for JHotDraw. In Figure 6.1 (page 91), this pattern construction con-
forms to arrows 2 and 6. In this case, the result is the framework reuse interface 
specification for JHotDraw. 
In general, each pattern is constructed in two phases. Firstly, we make the cores 
for class and method roles based on the framework interfaces and classes that 
were determined to be modeled with the pattern. Secondly, we define method 
body templates, as well as field and text fragment roles.  
6.2.5 Creating a Basic Structure for a Hot Spot Specification 
The first phase of making a framework reuse interface specification typically 
means developing cores for the basic concept patterns. The intent of a basic con-
cept pattern is to provide a way to create new classes that implement an interface 
representing a basic concept of the framework. To make the patterns more flexi-
ble, we want to reflect the layered structure of a framework (recall Chapter 
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3.2.1), so that the application developer may either directly implement the inter-
face or subclass an abstract class that already provides a partial implementation 
for the interface. In this way, it is easy for the framework user to choose the ab-
straction level she wishes to work on. As an example, Figure 6.25 illustrates a set 
of basic concept patterns made for a layered hot spot in the JHotDraw frame-
work. The left-hand side of the figure represents the pattern. The classes involved 
with the framework hot spot are represented on the right.  
 
Figure 6.25: Basic concept patterns for creating new Figure subclasses (on the left) and 
the related framework class hierarchy (on the right) 
The basic concept patterns are packed inside architecture FigureBasics. The pur-
pose of the patterns is to provide a way of creating new Figure subclasses and to 
monitor the validity of the subclasses. For simplicity, we only present the class 
roles of the patterns. The complete patterns are available in Appendix B. 
The patterns in FigureBasics provide support for implementing the top-level in-
terface, Figure, and for subclassing the abstract classes AbstractFigure and At-
tributeFigure. There is a pattern for each of these cases. Pattern Figure is made 
by extending the MethodOverriding pattern from the library of generic patterns. 
The AbstractFigure pattern, in turn, extends Figure, and finally, AttributeFigure 
extends AbstractFigure. The AbstractFigure pattern also extends the Constructor 
and Field patterns to implement some of its contents. As seen before, the Meth-
odOverriding pattern models the relationship between a class and its subclass, as 
well as the relationships between the subclass methods and the super class meth-
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stractFigure, and AttributeFigure is straightforward and the patterns can focus on 
providing context-sensitive content: proper names for the roles and, especially, 
proper default implementations for the methods that will be overridden in the ap-
plication-side subclasses. 
Figure 6.26 shows how we can create the Figure basic concept pattern by extend-
ing the MethodOverriding pattern. As the figure illustrates, pattern specialization 
is done step-by-step in a task-oriented manner. The roles in the extending pat-
terns are created by executing the tasks generated from the extended pattern. 
When we create roles that represent framework-side entities, we execute tasks by 
locating the desired framework entities. As a consequence, bound roles are cre-
ated from those tasks. Roles for the application-side entities, on the other hand, 
are created by postponing tasks. (Recall the discussion on bound and unbound 
roles as well as task postponement in Chapter 5.3.) 
 
Figure 6.26: Making the Figure pattern by extending MethodOverriding 
In the first frame of Figure 6.26 the pattern developer has created an extension 
relationship from pattern Figure to pattern MethodOverriding. As a result, task 
Provide class ‘Base’ is shown to the user. In the second frame of Figure 6.26 the 
developer has executed the first task by locating Java class Figure. Consequently, 
there exists a task for providing a subclass for Figure and another task for pro-
viding a new class for playing role Base. 
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In the third frame, the developer has postponed the task asking for a subclass. 
The resulting new role is called UserFigure. The developer has selected the 
bound Figure role and the method providing task inside it. In the fourth frame, 
the developer has located method draw for the base class method role and now 
examines the task for providing an overriding method for draw. In the fifth 
frame, the developer has postponed the overriding method task. Consequently, 
there is now an unbound role draw for overriding the draw method from the base 
class. Finally, the last frame represents a situation where the pattern developer 
has completed making a core for a whole pattern for creating subclasses for Fig-
ure: there is a role for making the subclasses (UserFigure) and roles for all the 
desired methods that could or should be overridden. Note that the developer has 
also postponed one of the base class method tasks in order to make an unbound 
role for the base class methods. This unbound role is the method role under the 
Figure class role. That role is useful when extending the pattern and providing 
more methods to be overridden. 
The AbstractFigure pattern (recall Figure 6.25) can be developed by extending 
the Figure pattern. Figure 6.27 shows how this is accomplished in a task-oriented 
manner. The situation in the first frame is the following. The pattern developer 
has created an empty pattern called AbstractFigure and then added an extension 
relationship to the Figure pattern. As a result, the bound roles of the Figure pat-
tern have been cloned into the AbstractFigure pattern. These include the Figure 
role and its child roles that model Java methods. After that the developer has re-
bound the Figure role to Java class AbstractFigure; the role name has been 
changed accordingly. Currently, the developer is examining the task for provid-
ing a subclass for AbstractFigure. 
 
Figure 6.27: Making the AbstractFactory pattern by extending Figure 
In the second frame of Figure 6.27 the pattern developer has postponed the task 
for providing a subclass for AbstractFigure. Consequently, the unbound UserAb-
stractFigure role has been created, and the developer is now looking at the task 
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for providing AbstractFigure methods that might be overridden. This task is cre-
ated from role /Figure/method in the Figure pattern (recall Figure 6.26). 
In the third frame of Figure 6.27 the pattern developer has located a number of 
new methods that might be overridden from AbstractFigure; these are methods 
that were not declared in the Figure interface. Consequently, there are mandatory 
tasks under UserAbstractFigure for providing methods that override the methods 
in AbstractFigure. The last frame shows a situation where the developer has 
postponed all the mandatory method providing tasks and thus created proper 
overriding method roles in UserAbstractFigure. Note that several tasks can be 
postponed using a single command in JavaFrames. 
After creating the core for the AbstractFigure pattern, the AttributeFigure pattern 
can be developed similarly by extending AbstractFigure. As we saw from this 
example, making cores for the basic concept patterns is rather straightforward 
when we utilize the Inheritance and MethodOverriding patterns from the pattern 
library. These generic patterns allow us to annotate a framework hot spot in a 
very intuitive manner: The tasks guide the framework annotator to choose the 
framework classes whose subclassing she wants to support. After that, the anno-
tator uses the tasks to choose the methods whose overriding needs to be sup-
ported. Along the way, the roles for representing the application-side entities are 
created. The application roles inherit their constraints and dependencies as well 
as the script default implementations from the extended pattern. The whole proc-
ess of making a core for a basic concept pattern does not last more than ten min-
utes for an experienced user. 
Although making basic concept patterns is easy, it is not entirely mechanical. In-
stead, there are creative choices to be made, especially when we add method 
roles to our patterns. To actually implement an interface we need to implement 
all the methods in it. Nevertheless, when making basic patterns, we must care-
fully consider whether we want to (1) include all the methods of the basic inter-
face in the pattern or to (2) model some of them in another pattern. The decision 
on the distribution of interface methods can be made based on methods’ depend-
encies to other basic interfaces.  
If all the methods in the basic interface are modeled in the basic pattern, the role 
describing the interface will include a method role for each of the interface’s 
methods. Similarly, the corresponding subclass role will have method roles de-
scribing the overriding of the methods in the application specific subclasses. 
These method roles are called overriding method roles. Such a role has a de-
pendency referring to the method role that represents the framework method to 
be overridden and an overriding constraint referring to the dependency. 
Overriding method roles are typically mandatory, because we want the applica-
tion class to be concrete, and thus instantiable. This means that all the methods 
declared in the interface must be implemented. However, the framework core 
implementation layer typically contains abstract classes that already implement 
most of the methods declared in the basic interface. In order to be concrete, a 
class derived from an abstract class only has to implement methods that are left 
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abstract. Consequently, the method roles in the user class describing inheritance 
from an abstract class will typically include mandatory method roles for model-
ing the implementation of abstract methods and, possibly, optional method roles 
that describe the ability to override existing implementations. A complete de-
scription would include optional roles for all overridable methods, but we sug-
gest that the framework annotator carefully considers which of these methods are 
relevant to the application developer and includes only those ones. 
6.2.6 Completing Hot Spot Specifications 
After specifying the cores for the basic concept patterns we typically continue (1) 
by adding support for default method implementations, (2) by modeling data 
fields accessed by the methods, and (3) by specifying constructors required to 
initialize the fields. In this process we can usually utilize patterns ClassInstantia-
tion, MethodCall, and FieldReference, as well as the bean patterns. 
As an example, we look at the creation of the initialization pattern for the JHot-
Draw framework. Figure 6.28 depicts the core of this pattern. The pattern con-
tains three framework roles — DrawingEditor, DrawApplet, and DrawApplica-
tion — as well as three roles for the application-side entities: UserDrawApplet, 
UserDrawApplication, and UserDrawingEditor. All these roles utilize the Meth-
odOverriding pattern in their implementation. The figure does not contain the 
method roles available in the pattern. The cores for the method roles are, how-
ever, made similarly as we did in our example of patterns for the Figure sub-
classes. The full version of the Initialization pattern is available in Appendix B. 
 
Figure 6.28: Class roles for the initialization pattern of JHotDraw 
Figure 6.29 shows a more detailed view on the structure of the DrawApplication 
and UserDrawApplication roles. The figure represents what we consider a typical 
example of how the contents of an overriding method role in a framework hot 
spot are implemented. The example shows how the pattern specifies a policy for 
overriding the framework method createTools in the application-side subclasses. 
Method createTools is declared in the framework class DrawApplication. An im-
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to the tool palette. The framework calls the method upon application initializa-
tion.  
Three patterns are shown in Figure 6.29: MethodOverriding, ClassInstantiation, 
and Initialization. Only those parts of the patterns that are relevant to the create-
Tools application role in the Initialization pattern are shown in the figure. 
 
Figure 6.29: Example of making a method body template for overriding a hot spot hook 
method 
The framework annotator has used the MethodOverriding pattern to create the 
core for the Initialization pattern in the same manner as we saw earlier (recall 
Figure 6.26). During that process she has bound the framework roles DrawAppli-
cation and createTools to the corresponding framework-side program elements; 
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 // Add your tools: 
 /*#addTool*/ 
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respectively. Also, the annotator has created the application roles UserDrawAp-
plication and createTools to represent application-specific entities. These roles 
extend roles Sub and method from the MethodOverriding pattern, respectively. 
After creating the basic structure for Initialization by extending MethodOverrid-
ing, the annotator has focused on implementing the contents of the createTools 
application role. Since the main purpose of a method bound to role createTools is 
to instantiate certain classes, the framework annotator has utilized the ClassIn-
stantiation pattern for the implementation. The Instantiator class role in ClassIn-
stantiation represents a class that instantiates another class. The Class role repre-
sents a class that gets instantiated. Role method models a method that instantiates 
a class and the code fragment role ClassInstantiationCode does the actual instan-
tiation. The pattern also contains a class instantiation constraint ensuring that a 
Java method bound to role method actually instantiates the proper class. The con-
straint is indicated by the «class instantiation» stereotype in the figure. 
In the Initialization pattern, roles Instantiator and method from pattern ClassIn-
stantiation are extended by roles UserDrawApplication and createTools, respec-
tively. Thus, in pattern Initialization, role createTools models a method that in-
stantiates a class. In addition, roles createTool and Tool extend roles ClassInstan-
tiationCode and Class, respectively. The framework annotator has created those 
roles by task postponement. However, the defaultTemplate scripts that were in-
herited from the extended patterns to roles createTools and createTool were not 
sufficient to describe how tools are instantiated. That is why the framework an-
notator has expanded and changed the default scripts. The finished scripts are 
shown inside the parchment symbols in Figure 6.29. 
Figure 6.30 shows how the framework annotator uses JavaFrames to expand a 
script inherited from a generalization role. The top left frame shows the proper-
ties of role createTools before changing the defaultTemplate script. In order to 
indicate that the script is inherited from a generalization role, the script is drawn 
with a light-grey color. In the next frame, the annotator has chosen to edit the 
script. In the edit dialog, the annotator pushes the Super button to view how the 
defaultImplementation script has been declared in the generalization role. The 
upper-half of the Copy Script from a Super Role dialog shows all the generaliza-
tion roles of createTools, recursively. The lower half shows how the defaultTem-
plate script declared in the selected generalization role would look like when it is 
expanded into the context of the createTools role. The expansion changes the 
role references in the script so that they refer to the roles declared in the speciali-
zation role. In the generalization role, reference /DrawApplication/createTools.i. 
overridingSignature is /Base/method.i.overridingSignature, for instance. This is 
because DrawApplication extends Base and createTools extends method. The 
lower-left window shows the final version of the script expanded from the gener-
alization role: the user has kept the formal Java comment and the method signa-
ture as-is, but altered the method body. Especially, the method body now con-
tains a tag #addTool that is used as the insertion point for tool instantiation code 
fragments as they are generated from the createTool role. (Look again at Figure 
6.29.) 
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In Figure 6.29, the framework annotator has overridden the defaultTemplate 
script of the createTool role in a similar manner as she did with the script for the 
createTools role. Note that by using the createTool code fragment role together 
with the createTools method role, we have split the method body template defini-
tion into two parts. The createTools method role contains the first part (see the 
lower parchment in Figure 6.29) where a super class call and a local variable are 
generated together with the #addTool comment tag. The tag is used for locating 
the position for additional code segments generated based on the createTool code 
fragment role. 
The code fragment role createTool specifies the second part of the method body 
template (see the upper parchment in Figure 6.29). This fragment contains code 
that creates a tool, sets it “usable”, creates a tool button, joins the button and the 
tool, and adds the button into the tool palette. In order to implement this default-
Template script, the annotator has created additional roles: Tool, Figure, and 
toolImageDir. 
 
Figure 6.30: Expanding a script in a specialization role 
Role Tool represents the tool classes the application developer wants to instanti-
ate. Figure models the figure classes manipulated with the tools, and toolImage-
Dir describes a field that contains the file path to the directory where the tool 
icon files are stored in. The mandatory class role Tool depends on the create-
Tools method role, so if the application developer chooses to override the 
method, she also has to locate at least one tool for it. The Figure role, on the 
other hand, depends on the Tool role, so for each tool the application developer 
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has to locate a figure, too. Similarly, toolImageDir depends on Figure, meaning 
that the application developer must also specify the location of the icon for the 
tool. For a complete example of a generated createTools method, refer to Appen-
dix D, lines 72 – 89. 
Generally, there can be many code fragment child roles created for one method 
role. These code fragments can represent different implementation variations for 
the method. Examples of how a method should be implemented can typically be 
found from the framework source code and the source codes of the applications 
that specialize the framework. 
General Guidelines for Making Method Body Templates 
The pattern developer must always try to think through the possible sequences in 
which tasks are generated for the application developer. The dependencies must 
be designed so that following the resulting task list feels logical. A good design 
principle is to develop patterns so that each time the user has done all the manda-
tory tasks, she can compile, run and test a working version of her application. 
With optional tasks she can then add new features to the application. The op-
tional tasks may, naturally, cause new mandatory tasks to appear. 
In the previous example we arranged the dependencies so that a single optional 
solution — “I will override the createTools method” — forces the user to follow 
a chain of mandatory tasks in order to complete a clearly separated piece in the 
complete framework specialization process. 
The pattern role dependencies made when building the cores for the basic con-
cept patterns concern only class inheritance and method overriding, so handling 
those dependencies during pattern development is usually quite easy. On the 
other hand, dependencies designed during the modeling of method body contents 
usually get more complicated. Consequently, we suggest utilizing the introduced 
graphical notation for patterns in order to better manage the dependencies. The 
notation helps the designer to form a general understanding of the patterns and 
alleviates the reasoning about the task list that results from the patterns.  
Documenting the Patterns 
Patterns must be documented before they are ready to be used. The documenta-
tion is mainly intended for an application developer. Each pattern has a general 
description that should clearly state the purpose of the pattern and the dependen-
cies to other patterns. This information helps the application developer to deter-
mine whether the pattern at hand provides assistance for accomplishing the de-
sired task. Especially, the initialization pattern should be clearly identified as be-
ing the suggested starting point for application development. 
As noted earlier, each role in a pattern has two document scripts attached to it. 
The taskTitle script is typically a short one-line note, where as the taskDescrip-
tion script can contain more detailed instructions. They both should guide the 
user in binding the role to a Java element. JavaFrames interprets the evaluated 
taskDescription script as HTML, so that script can contain pictures and hyper-
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links to other documents that may, for example, contain information about possi-
ble design patterns and metapatterns in the framework reuse interface. 
Testing and Debugging Patterns 
Because of the highly dynamic nature of the JavaFrames patterns, we can test them 
during development. By creating a test pattern that extends the pattern under 
implementation, we can check how tasks are created from the pattern. This is especially 
useful as we are trying to build a logical path of tasks for the application developer. 
Figure 6.31 shows how the framework annotator is testing the Initialization pat-
tern for the JHotDraw framework. In the figure we can see that the task title for a 
task generated from the createTool code fragment role has an error in it: the in-
terpreter for the taskTitle script is unable to interpret a tag, and an error message 
is displayed instead. The error message indicates that the script refers to an un-
known feature, i.e. a script function or a script role, called /Tooli. In order to fix 
the error, the framework annotator has chosen the action Show Task Originator 
Role that allows her to view the erroneous script. When looking at the script, it is 
obvious that the developer has accidentally misspelled the role name Tool. 
 
Figure 6.31: Testing and debugging patterns 
Easy navigation between roles and tasks helps the framework annotator to de-
velop and test her patterns. For the same reasons, it is very important to be able 
to navigate up and down the pattern hierarchies. As noted earlier, this is possible 
via the Hierarchy tab in the Pattern view. 
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Case Studies 
For this thesis, I have completed a series of case studies in order to test the appli-
cability of JavaFrames (recall Chapter 6.1) and the use of hierarchical patterns 
for reducing the work needed for developing patterns (recall Chapter 6.2). 
As the first case study, I annotated the framework reuse interface of the 5.1 ver-
sion of the JHotDraw framework (recall Chapter 3.2.3). The annotation was done 
by using an older version of JavaFrames (i.e. Fred 1.3). At that time JavaFrames 
did not implement hierarchical patterns. The case study was reported in my licen-
tiate thesis [Viljamaa A. 2001]. The results of the case study were considered 
positive: it was possible to specify the reuse interface of a well-known real-world 
framework with JavaFrames and use JavaFrames for providing significant help in 
making applications from the framework. However, the downside was that speci-
fying the reuse interface required a lot of work and the resulting patterns were 
considerable large. 
After the initial case study it was clear that the focus of improving JavaFrames 
had to be on making the framework reuse interface specification easier and 
faster. Inside the JavaFrames development team two paths were taken to over-
come this problem. Firstly, Jukka Viljamaa started to investigate possibilities to 
create the framework reuse interface specification patterns based on analyzing 
the framework source code and the source code of the existing applications. The 
results of this work are reported in Jukka Viljamaa’s PhD thesis [Viljamaa J. 
2004]. I decided to try an alternative approach and develop the reuse capabilities 
of JavaFrames patterns through pattern inheritance and reusable pattern libraries. 
By using the experiences gained from the earlier case studies I started developing 
a generic library of patterns that would help to reduce the mechanical work in-
volved in making framework reuse interface specifications. I started with the 
core library of reusable patterns and continued gradually towards the lower-level 
patterns by reusing the properties of the higher level patterns. Developing the 
pattern library was an iterative process: the requirements at the lower levels 
propagated changes to the upper levels. In this way the usability of the higher-
level, more general, patterns was constantly tested during the development proc-
ess. 
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The first level of patterns included the patterns in the Generic OO Patterns archi-
tecture. These patterns model the basic OO program elements and their relation-
ships. Recall from Figure 6.17 (page 114) that the patterns in the Generic OO 
Patterns architecture are hierarchically built on each other. 
As the first phase of testing the usability of these generic patterns, I utilized them 
in implementing the JavaFrames patterns for the JavaBeans architecture. From 
there I continued to implementing Pree’s metapatterns. By definition, Pree’s 
metapatterns describe all the possible ways of arranging a hook and a template 
method in an OO program. Being able to model the JavaBean patterns and the 
metapatterns with generic JavaFrames patterns gave confidence of the usability 
and comprehensiveness of the generic patterns. Also, the JavaFrames patterns for 
the metapatterns became nicely hierarchical themselves (recall the high-level 
structure of the patterns in Figure 6.22, page 119.)  
The patterns in the Design Patterns architecture were developed based on the 
previous pattern layers. The intention was not to cover all the possible design 
patterns, but rather to test the upper pattern layers with selected representative 
design patterns that have a clear implementation structure. The design patterns I 
chose to model were AbstractFactory, Composite, Singleton, and Observer (re-
call Figure 6.23, page 120). 
7.1 JavaFrames Patterns for JHotDraw and Struts 
The experiments with metapatterns and design patterns provided a way to try out 
the idea of creating patterns by extending one pattern from another. After that it 
was time to move on to building reuse interface annotations for real frameworks. 
As a combined case study with Jukka Viljamaa, we annotated the reuse interface 
of the Struts servlet framework (recall Chapter 3.2.3) by using the library of hier-
archical patterns. After that, Jukka Viljamaa created another annotation for the 
Struts framework by using his semi-automatic Pattern Extractor. In his PhD the-
sis, Jukka Viljamaa compared the results of the semi-automatically made patterns 
to yet another “flat” annotation of Struts where he had removed the pattern hier-
archies. The hierarchies were removed because Pattern Extractor does not pro-
duce hierarchical patterns. 
I, in turn, chose to re-annotate the JHotDraw framework that I had already used 
in my licentiate thesis. There were two reasons for this. Firstly, I wanted to make 
a case study with a more traditional OO framework; Struts is a bit exceptional, 
since it heavily utilizes XML and JSP instead of subclassing. Also, by re-
annotating a framework that was tested with the earlier (Fred 1.3) version of 
JavaFrames I was able to get more material for comparing “flat” and hierarchical 
framework reuse interface annotations. 
For the JHotDraw framework I picked the latest stable version (5.3) from 
[www.jhotdraw.org]. Similarly, the Struts case study involved the latest version 
(1.1) of the Struts framework available at [struts.apache.org]. Recall the descrip-
tions on the sizes and characteristics of the frameworks in Chapter 3.2.3. 
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In the case studies with the JHotDraw and Struts frameworks I managed to spec-
ify the reuse interfaces of the frameworks nicely by specializing new framework-
dependent patterns from my library of reusable patterns. The following figures 
provide a high-level view to the patterns. The full versions for the patterns are 
available in Appendix B. 
Figure 7.1 shows the top-level of the reuse interface annotation for the JHotDraw 
framework. At the highest level, the JHotDrawFramework architecture contains 
one pattern (Initialization) and nine inner architectures: ConnectionFigure, Con-
nectorBasics, FigureBasics, FigureChangeListener, FigureConnections, Han-
dleBasics, HandlesForFigures, Storable, and ToolBasics. The Initialization pat-
tern is used for specifying the main class for the application and for instantiating 
the central application objects. Note that all the patterns recursively inside the 
JHotDrawFramework architecture extend patterns from the reusable pattern li-
brary; in this top-level figure the extensions are only shown for the Initialization 
pattern. 
 
Figure 7.1: The top level of the of JHotDraw reuse interface specification 
Figure 7.2 shows the ToolBasics pattern. It is used for creating and restricting the 
properties of classes that represent JHotDraw tools. Tools will be visible in the 
program’s tool bar. Tools are employed for creating, selecting, and manipulating 
figures and connectors. The patterns in the ToolBasics architecture are based on 
each other: AbstractTool extends Tool and the other patterns, in turn, extend Ab-
stractTool. 
The HandlesForFigures architecture (Figure 7.3) is used for attaching handles to 
figures. The ConnectorBasics pattern, on the other hand, is used for creating and 
restricting the properties of connectors. They connect figures to each other. 
The patterns in the FigureBasics architecture (Figure 7.4) are used for creating 
and restricting the properties of classes that represent figures drawn in JHotDraw 
applications. The FigureChangeListener pattern is used for adding listener be-
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Figure 7.2: JHotDraw reuse interface specification — ToolBasics 
 
Figure 7.3: JHotDraw reuse interface specification — HandlesForFigures and Connec-
torBasics 
 
Figure 7.4: JHotDraw reuse interface specification — FigureBasics and Figure-
ChangeListener 
The patterns in HandleBasics architecture (Figure 7.5) are used for creating and 
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used for manipulating figures. The Storable pattern is used for making objects 
persistent. 
 
Figure 7.5: JHotDraw reuse interface specification — HandleBasics and Storable 
The patterns in the ConnectionFigure architecture (Figure 7.6) are meant for cre-
ating and restricting the properties of figures that represent connectors. The Fig-
ureConnections pattern can be used for attaching connectors and figures to each 
other. 
 
Figure 7.6: JHotDraw reuse interface specification — ConnectionFigure and Figure-
Connections 
Figure 7.7 represents a top-level view of the reuse interface specification of the 
Struts framework. In this specification I arranged the patterns in a little bit differ-
ent manner compared to the JHotDraw reuse interface annotation. This was due 
to the simpler Java implementation of Struts. Consequently, there is only one ar-
chitecture element in the Struts annotation and the patterns extend the generic 
OO patterns and bean patterns, but not each other. 
At the highest level, the Struts Framework architecture contains nine patterns: 
JavaServerPageFile, TagSupport, DeployServlet, ConfigurationFile, Documen-
tation, Logging, UserDataBean, ActionForm, and Action. All the patterns, be-
sides Documentation, extensively use the patterns from the reusable pattern li-
brary. 
The JavaServerPageFile pattern can be used for creating the JSP files needed in 
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that allow, for example, invoking the specified actions and accessing the User-
DataBeans of the application. The TagSupport pattern allows the application de-
veloper to create new custom JSP tags for JSP files. The DeployServlet pattern 
offers support for creating suitable Ant scripts [ant.apache.org] for compiling and 
packaging the finished application into a WAR file [java.sun.com/j2ee/tuto-
rial/1_3-fcs/doc/WCC3.html] and installing it in a Java servlet container such as 
Apache Tomcat [jakarta.apache.org/tomcat/]. The ConfigurationFile pattern 
helps the application developer in providing the Struts configuration file. The 
configuration file glues together the various parts of a Struts application. The 
Documentation pattern captures general level documentation related to the Struts 
framework and its the reuse interface specification. The Logging pattern provides 
support for implementing a logging facility that monitors executed actions during 
application run-time. UserDataBean offers support for creating JavaBeans that 
contain the application data. The ActionForm and Action patterns are for creating 
and restricting the properties of action form and action classes, respectively. 
 
Figure 7.7: Struts reuse interface specification 
7.2 Statistics on the Case Study Patterns 
In this chapter we show some statistics related to the case studies with the ge-
neric JavaFrames patterns as well as the patterns for the JHotDraw and Struts 
frameworks. The pie charts in Figure 7.8 summarize the development times for 
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The total times needed for developing the annotations were similar: JHotDraw 
required about 39 hours of work and Struts about 45 hours. The total amount of 
time used is split into several categories. Framework configuration includes the 
time spent for installing and learning the framework as well as the tools and li-
braries needed for using the framework. The framework configuration phase with 
JHotDraw was rather short (about 2 hours), since the framework was already fa-
miliar to us. We only needed to download and install the latest version of the 
framework and figure out the major differences between the old version (5.1) and 
the new one (5.3). The differences were explored by converting a JHotDraw 5.1 
application into a JHotDraw 5.3 application. Configuring the Struts framework 
was a much more time-consuming task: the framework was previously unknown 
to us and, besides the framework, we had to install and learn how to use the 
Apache Tomcat servlet container in order to be able to test the applications writ-
ten with Struts. Configuring the Struts framework took about 15 hours. 
 
Figure 7.8: Development times for JHotDraw patterns (left) and Struts patterns (right) 
After configuring a framework it is possible to start developing the JavaFrames 
patterns that constitute the framework’s reuse interface annotation. This activity 
is split into three phases in Figure 7.8: pattern implementation, pattern testing, 
and pattern fixing. Pattern implementation includes the time spent implementing 
patterns and adding new functionality into them. Pattern testing includes trying 
out the patterns by taking them into use. Pattern fixing includes the time spent in 
fixing pattern bugs found during pattern testing. Note that because of the highly 
dynamic nature of JavaFrames, pattern implementation, testing, and fixing can be 
done simultaneously: if a pattern does not work correctly it can be changed on-
the-fly. Major changes may naturally require lots of rebinding of pattern roles 
into Java program elements. 
As Figure 7.8 shows, about the same amount of work was spent on pattern im-
plementation, testing, and fixing with both JHotDraw and Struts. Even though 
the time spent for these phases greatly depends on the detail level of the reuse 
interface annotation, we can say that the actual engineering of a framework reuse 
interface annotation takes about a week, and that half of that time is spent on im-
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plementing and fixing the annotation and the other half on testing the annotation. 
In this estimate we assume that the developer is already familiar with Java-
Frames. 
Table 7.1 shows statistics related to the actual patterns implemented during the 
case studies. The first column in Table 7.1, Architecture/Pattern, states the name 
of the architecture or pattern whose properties are listed. Columns Patterns, 
Roles, Constraints, Dependencies, and Scripts include two numbers. The first 
number in each column shows the number of the particular entities that were not 
inherited from generalizations patterns. The second number (in parentheses) 
shows the total number of the entities. For example, the Patterns column for Ge-
neric OO Patterns tells that only one pattern out of nine does not inherit any 
other patterns. On the other hand, the Dependencies column says that six out of 
the seven dependencies in the patterns inside Generic OO Patterns were not in-
herited. The last two columns, Total Script Length and Avg. Script Length, show 
the total and average lengths (the number of characters) of those scripts that were 
not inherited from generalizations. 















































Generic OO Patterns 1 (9) 7 (27) 5 (6) 6 (7) 124 (275) 7031 56 
  ClassInstantiation - 1 (4) 1 (1) 2 (2) 20 (41) 608 30 
  FieldReference - 1 (5) 1 (1) 1 (1) 21 (48) 999 47 
  Inheritance - 0 (2) 1 (1) 1 (1) 12 (26) 510 42 
  MethodCall - 1 (5) 1 (1) 1 (1) 25 (51) 1239 49 
  MethodOverriding - 0 (4) 1 (2) 1 (2) 15 (51) 946 63 
  Core 1 (4) 4 (7) - - 31 (58) 2729 88 
    Class - 1 (1) - - 9 (9) 765 85 
    Constructor - 1 (2) - - 7 (16) 709 101 
    Field - 1 (2) - - 7 (16) 586 83 
    Method - 1 (2) - - 8 (17) 669 83 
Bean Patterns 0 (6) 3 (73) 2 (21) 13 (77) 119 (743) 9872 82 
  Bean-IndexedArrayProperties - 0 (15) 0 (4) 0 (17) 7 (150) 2105 300 
  Bean-IndexedVectorProperties - 0 (15) 0 (4) 0 (17) 7 (150) 1245 177 
  Bean-Locate - 0 (2) 1 (1) - 12 (25) 845 70 
  Bean-SimpleProperties - 0 (13) 0 (4) 0 (13) 19 (134) 1742 91 
  Skeleton 0 (2) 3 (28) 1 (8) 13 (30) 74 (284) 3935 53 
    Bean-IndexedProperties-Skeleton - 0 (15) 0 (4) 4 (17) 23 (150) 1612 70 
    Bean-Skeleton - 3 (13) 1 (4) 9 (13) 51 (134) 2323 45 
Metapatterns 0 (7) 0 (102) 0 (35) 2 (103) 26 (1101) 1598 61 
  1:1 Connection - 0 (16) 0 (5) 1 (15) 9 (171) 713 79 
  1:1 Recursive Connection - 0 (16) 0 (7) 0 (16) 0 (188) 0 0 
  1:1 Recursive Unification - 0 (14) 0 (5) 0 (14) 0 (153) 0 0 
  1:N Connection - 0 (18) 0 (5) 1 (19) 8 (183) 347 43 
  1:N Recursive Connection - 0 (18) 0 (7) 0 (20) 0 (200) 0 0 
  1:N Recursive Unification - 0 (16) 0 (5) 0 (18) 0 (165) 0 0 
  Unification - 0 (4) 0 (1) 0 (1) 9 (41) 538 59 
Design Patterns 0 (5) 5 (82) 8 (47) 22 (91) 108 (1054) 7930 73 
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  AbstractFactory - 2 (30) 0 (13) 11 (39) 41 (350) 2700 65 
  Composite - 2 (30) 4 (20) 7 (36) 24 (410) 2493 103 
  Observer - 1 (10) 2 (6) 1 (5) 9 (132) 561 62 
  SimpleAbstractFactory - 0 (7) 0 (4) 3 (8) 11 (92) 1309 119 
  Singleton - 0 (5) 2 (4) 0 (3) 23 (70) 867 37 
Text File Patterns 1 (1) 4 (4) - 2 (2) 28 (28) 474 16 
  NamedTextFragmentInFile - 4 (4) - 2 (2) 28 (28) 474 16 
JHD Framework — Total 0 (22) 17 (592) 2 (273) 28 (310) 240 (7067) 17626 73 
JHD Framework — Average  1 (27) 0 (12) 1 (14) 11 (321) 801 3 
  Initialization - 10 (77) 0 (27) 19 (47) 116 (844) 8438 72 
  ToolBasics 0 (7) 1 (141) 0 (63) 3 (72) 32 (1661) 3052 95 
    AbstractTool - 0 (20) 0 (9) 0 (10) 3 (235) 626 208 
    ActionTool - 0 (20) 0 (9) 0 (10) 0 (235) 0 0 
    ConnectionTool - 0 (18) 0 (8) 0 (9) 3 (210) 790 263 
    CreationTool - 0 (18) 0 (8) 0 (9) 5 (210) 298 59 
    DragTracker - 0 (20) 0 (9) 0 (10) 5 (235) 263 52 
    SelectionTool - 1 (26) 0 (11) 2 (14) 13 (301) 613 47 
    Tool - 0 (19) 0 (9) 1 (10) 3 (235) 462 154 
  FigureBasics 0 (3) 3 (154) 1 (74) 4 (81) 41 (1844) 3009 73 
    AbstractFigure - 3 (53) 1 (25) 4 (28) 41 (622) 3009 73 
    AttributeFigure - 0 (53) 0 (25) 0 (29) 0 (621) 0 0 
    Figure - 0 (48) 0 (24) 0 (24) 0 (601) 0 0 
  ConnectorBasics 0 (2) 0 (16) 0 (8) 0 (8) 0 (199) 0 0 
    AbstractConnector - 0 (8) 0 (4) 0 (4) 0 (98) 0 0 
    Connector - 0 (8) 0 (4) 0 (4) 0 (101) 0 0 
  ConnectionFigure 0 (2) 0 (72) 0 (36) 0 (36) 0 (887) 0 0 
    ConnectionFigure - 0 (34) 0 (17) 0 (17) 0 (426) 0 0 
    LineConnection - 0 (38) 0 (19) 0 (19) 0 (461) 0 0 
  HandleBasics 0 (3) 0 (79) 1 (40) 1 (40) 24 (979) 1571 65 
    AbstractHandle - 0 (20) 0 (10) 0 (10) 13 (243) 1085 83 
    ChangeConnectionHandle - 0 (40) 0 (20) 0 (20) 0 (493) 0 0 
    Handle - 0 (19) 1 (10) 1 (10) 11 (243) 486 44 
  FigureConnections 0 (1) 0 (14) 0 (7) 0 (7) 0 (177) 0 0 
    FigureConnections - 0 (14) 0 (7) 0 (7) 0 (177) 0 0 
  HandlesForFigures 0 (1) 1 (7) 0 (3) 1 (4) 11 (84) 610 55 
    HandlesForFigures - 1 (7) 0 (3) 1 (4) 11 (84) 610 55 
  FigureChangeListener 0 (1) 0 (24) 0 (12) 0 (12) 0 (302) 0 0 
    FigureChangeListener - 0 (24) 0 (12) 0 (12) 0 (302) 0 0 
  Storable 0 (1) 2 (8) 0 (3) 0 (3) 16 (90) 946 59 
    Storable - 2 (8) 0 (3) 0 (3) 16 (90) 946 59 
Struts Framework — Total 1 (9) 31 (123) 1 (30) 49 (120) 364 (1172) 29227 80 
Struts Framework  — Average - 3 (14) 0 (3) 5 (13) 40 (130) 3247 9 
  Action - 5 (10) 0 (2) 4 (6) 43 (95) 4000 93 
  ActionForm - 3 (16) 0 (7) 5 (16) 39 (185) 3444 88 
  ConfigurationFile - 7 (17) 0 (2) 14 (20) 76 (139) 6571 86 
  DeployServlet - 2 (4) 1 (1) 2 (2) 27 (34) 1897 70 
  Documentation - 1 (1) - - 5 (5) 170 34 
  JavaServerPageFile - 6 (22) 0 (2) 15 (25) 91 (172) 7946 87 
  Logging - 6 (9) - 1 (1) 48 (66) 2151 44 
  TagSupport - 1 (20) 0 (8) 6 (20) 21 (224) 2040 97 
  UserDataBean - 0 (24) 0 (8) 2 (30) 14 (252) 1008 72 
TOTAL 3 (59) 67 (1003) 18 (412) 122 (710) 1009 (11440) 73758 73 
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Note that the rows in the table that are indented more to the left summarize the 
figures from the rows indented more to the right. For example, the row Generic 
OO Patterns summarizes the figures from ClassInstantiation, FieldReference, 
Inheritance, MethodCall, MethodOverriding, and Core. The Core architecture, in 
turn, summarizes the figures from Class, Constructor, Field, and Method. Note 
also that the last row of the table summarizes all the figures. 
For the framework-specific patterns, i.e. the patterns developed for JHotDraw 
and Struts, there are additional rows for summarizing the average statistics of the 
patterns: JHotDraw Framework — Average and Struts Framework — Average. 
The former row says, for example, that the average number of scripts in a JHot-
Draw pattern is 321 and that the average number of non-inherited hand-written 
scripts in a JHotDraw pattern is 11. 
Table 7.1 also shows information about the sizes of the dependency graphs (re-
call Chapter 5) needed for representing the patterns. As discussed in Chapter 
6.1.2, a JavaFrames pattern can be represented as a dependency graph where the 
roles and the constraints are mapped to vertices, and dependencies, naturally, are 
mapped to dependencies. An average pattern in the reuse interface specification 
of JHotDraw has 27 roles, 12 constraints, and 14 dependencies (look at the row 
JHotDraw Framework — Average). This means that we need a dependency 
graph with 39 vertices and 14 dependencies to represent such a pattern. In the 
Struts framework, there are on average 14 roles, 3 constraints, and 13 dependen-
cies in one pattern (look at the row Struts Framework — Average). Thus an aver-
age dependency graph has 17 vertices and 13 dependencies. This reveals that the 
patterns made for Struts were considerable smaller and contained much less con-
straints. This difference results from the different natures of the frameworks; re-
call Chapter 3.2.3 and Chapter 7.1. 
Table 7.1 shows the obvious fact that the patterns in the Generic OO Patterns 
architecture utilize inheritance less than the other patterns do. However, only one 
of those patterns (Class) does not use inheritance at all. From the total of 27 roles 
in the patterns, little less than 75 percent (20 out of 27) inherit some other role, 
and in those roles over half of the scripts are inherited as-is. The patterns in the 
Bean Patterns architecture are based on the patterns in the Generic OO Patterns 
architecture and, consequently, the reuse ratios are better. The reuse ratios of 
roles, constraints, dependencies, and scripts are 96 %, 90 %, 83 %, and 84 %, 
respectively. The situation with Metapatterns is even better: the reuse ratios are: 
100 %, 100 %, 98 %, and 98 %. These high ratios result from the fact that we are 
able to build Metapatterns almost entirely just by inheriting and combining roles 
from Generic OO Patterns and Bean Patterns. In practice, making Metapatterns 
merely involved providing proper new role names and documentation. Design 
Patterns reuse Generic OO Patterns, Bean Patterns, and Metapatterns. The reuse 
ratios are: roles 94 %, constraints 83 %, dependencies 76 %, and scripts 90 %. 
The reuse ratios in Text File Patterns are low: all the roles are written from 
scratch. This is because we have no meta-level for describing text files. 
The last two sections in Table 7.1 describe the patterns for JHotDraw and Struts 
frameworks. The JHotDraw framework reuse interface specification contains 22 
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patterns. All the patterns extend at least one other pattern. There are 592 roles of 
which only 17 were written from scratch. There are only two constraints that 
were not inherited to the specification. Finally, 28 dependencies and 240 non-
inherited scripts are defined. On the whole, the reuse ratios for JHotDraw pat-
terns are: roles 97 %, constraints 99 %, dependencies 91 %, and scripts 97 %. 
The reuse mechanisms in the Struts framework are somewhat different from the 
ones used in JHotDraw. The basic difference is that when using Struts the appli-
cation developer has to provide a large amount of configuration code that speci-
fies the components of the Struts application under development. Also, providing 
the view component for Struts involves creating JSP code which is a mix of Java 
and HTML. Consequently, it was not possible to utilize the patterns in Generic 
OO Patterns architecture to the same extent as with the JHotDraw framework. 
This affects the reuse ratios of Struts: roles 75 %, constraints 97 %, dependencies 
59 %, and scripts 69 %. The total reuse ratios for all the patterns in the case stud-
ies are: roles 93 %, constraints 96 %, dependencies 82 %, and scripts 91 %. 
Note that the statistics given in Table 7.1 do no take into account the fact that 
some of the pattern scripts are written based on a script in a generalization role, 
although the generalization script is not actually inherited. Recall from Figure 
6.30 how this kind of reuse of script code can be done in JavaFrames. 
In order to further evaluate the effectiveness of utilizing the library of reusable 
patterns, the reuse interface annotations for JHotDraw and Struts were converted 
into “flat” annotations that do not make use of any pattern inheritance. The con-
version was done with JavaFrames’ Flatten scripts function. The function 
searches for inherited scripts and moves them down the inheritance chain into the 
leaf level. After converting the scripts, all extension relationships between pat-
terns were removed. Figure 7.9 shows a comparison between the sizes of the pat-
terns in the “flat” annotation and in the hierarchical annotations. 
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The bar charts in the figure show the relative values of various parameters in the 
flat framework reuse interface annotations when compared to the same parame-
ters in the hierarchical annotations. For example, the chart on the left shows that 
there are over 130 times the number of constraints in the flat annotation of JHot-
Draw when compared to the hierarchical annotation. Likewise, there are about 10 
times the number of dependencies and 30 times the number of scripts. The total 
length of the scripts in the flat annotation is over 30 times the length of the 
scripts in the hierarchical annotation. 
The corresponding numbers for the Struts annotations are: 30 times the number 
of constraints, 2 times the number of dependencies, 3 times the number of 
scripts, and 2 times the total length of the scripts. 
When analyzing the information in Table 7.1 and Figure 7.9, it is quite obvious 
that using the library of reusable patterns clearly relieves the burden of imple-
menting the annotations and also makes the annotations significantly smaller. 
Furthermore, by utilizing the reusable patterns as a base, the structure of the re-
sulting patterns will be more organized. For example, if a pattern extends Meth-
odOverriding, the main purpose of the pattern is evident: providing subclassing 
that hold overriding methods. Due to the clearer structure of patterns, they be-
come easier to understand, maintain, test, and reuse in other projects, too. 
7.3 Comparison to the Pattern Extractor 
Figure 7.10 shows a comparison between the Struts framework reuse interface 
annotation patterns that have resulted from (1) using the hierarchical pattern ap-
proach proposed in this thesis and (2) the automated, reverse-engineering extrac-
tion process carried out by the Pattern Extractor [Viljamaa J. 2003, 2004]. 
Figure 7.10 has three bar charts that compare the ratios of pattern elements that 
had to be written by hand by the pattern developer. The statistics of the Struts 
patterns generated by the Pattern Extractor are taken from Table 5.2 (page 98) in 
J. Viljamaa’s PhD thesis [Viljamaa J. 2004]. The data values taken into this 
comparison are from the “missing” columns in the table. Those columns list the 
roles, constraints, and dependencies that were totally missing from a pattern after 
it had been extracted. Thus, in order to complete the pattern, those elements had 
to be added by hand. Figure 7.10 compares these figures to the number of roles, 
constraints, and dependencies that are not inherited from generalization patterns 
in the hierarchical approach and thus had to be added by hand. The figures con-
cerning the hierarchical approach are taken from Table 7.1 (page 144) in this the-
sis. Note that the table in J. Viljamaa’s PhD thesis also gives figures concerning 
“extra” roles, constraints, and dependencies, as well as “wrong” constraints and 
“misplaced” dependencies. The hierarchical approach to making patterns pro-
posed in this thesis does not produce such elements, so these figures are left out 
from the comparison. J. Viljamaa’s table also lists “flawed” roles whose default 
template, cardinality or default name is not extracted correctly. In the hierarchical 
approach these kinds of roles are counted into the group of hand-written roles. 
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Thus, the statistics in Figure 7.10 favor the pattern extraction approach over the 
hierarchical approach. 
The three bar charts in Figure 7.10 compare the ratio of hand-made roles, con-
straints, and dependencies in the Struts patterns. The ratios of Pattern Extractor 
patterns and Hierarchical approach patterns are denoted with white and dark-
gray bars, respectively. Note that a higher bar indicates a need for more hand-
written pattern elements and thus denotes a worse result. Each pattern is com-
pared individually in each chart. The last pair of bars in each chart shows the av-
erage percentages. 
 
Figure 7.10: Comparison between Struts patterns made with the Pattern Extractor and 
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Note that the bars for the individual patterns should be interpreted with caution, 
because the amount of data from which the percentages have been calculated can 
be really small; for example one or two dependencies. Therefore, Table 7.1 
should also be used as a reference when interpreting the values. 
The average bars in the charts in Figure 7.10 show that the hierarchical approach 
for making JavaFrames patterns is slightly more efficient than the pattern extrac-
tion approach. About 40 % of the desired roles in patterns must be created by 
hand when pattern extraction is used. With the hierarchical approach this figure 
is little over 30 %. Dependencies are handled with the almost the same level of 
efficiency in both approaches. The hierarchical approach, however, proves to be 
a little more efficient: by using pattern extraction, a little over 60 % of the de-
pendencies must be hand-written, whereas the figure is slightly less than 60 % 
when using the hierarchical approach. The difference between the approaches is 
best seen with the pattern constraints: only 10 % of the constraints must be writ-
ten by hand with the hierarchical approach whereas the pattern extraction ap-
proach implies almost 40 % of the constraints being hand-written. 
On the whole, there are aspects related to developing JavaFrames patterns that 
are not visible in the statistics of Figure 7.10. The hierarchical pattern approach 
has two disadvantages when compared to the pattern extraction method: (a) there 
has to be a library of reusable patterns and the pattern developer has to learn to 
use the library and (b) extracting patterns automatically is extremely fast when 
comparing to any hand-written work. There are, however, factors that seems to 
make the hierarchical approach more usable in practice: (a) defining the input set 
for the extraction process is difficult and it typically requires several iterations 
before getting the extraction right, so pattern extraction might not be so fast after 
all, (b) as seen in Figure 7.10, the reuse ratio of the resulting patterns is better 
with the hierarchical approach, (c) automatic extraction results extra (garbage) 
and flawed elements in the patterns, (d) the patterns resulting from pattern extrac-
tion are “flat”, so there is no upper pattern layers that would document the lower 
layers, and (e) because of the flat structure of the resulting patterns, the patterns 
are not as maintainable as the hierarchical patterns. The last factor is highly im-
portant when we make reuse interface annotations for real-world frameworks and 
the size of the patterns is considerably large. 
7.4 Using the Case Study Patterns for Building Applications 
In order to test whether the framework reuse interface annotations for JHotDraw 
and Struts are actually usable, an application was specialized from both of them. 
Music Application (Figure 7.11) was specialized from the JHotDraw framework. 
The application can be used for drawing small music scores. The Struts applica-
tion is a WWW utility called Mini Chat (Figure 7.12). Mini Chat offers basic 
Internet chat functionality. Several clients can connect to the chat servlet and in-
terchange one-line messages. 
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Table 7.2 includes statistics about the case study applications. The Music Appli-
cation consists of 9 classes and 936 lines of code. Mini Chat consists of 4 classes 
and 438 lines of code. The framework codes are not included in these figures. 
 
Figure 7.11: The Music Application specialized with JavaFrames from the JHotDraw 
framework 
 
Figure 7.12: The Mini Chat application specialized with JavaFrames from the Struts 
framework 














































Music Application 9 936 55% 2 ~150 
Mini Chat 4 438 65% 2 ~ 110 
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Making the Music Application with JavaFrames took about 2 hours and involved 
about 150 tasks (see Table 7.2). The Mini Chat application was also implemented 
in 2 hours, and about 110 tasks were executed during its implementation. Tasks 
involved, for example, creating new subclasses, overriding methods, supplying 
fields, and providing method bodies that included class instantiations, method 
calls and arbitrary Java code. Refer to Appendix C for detailed information on 
the executed tasks. 
About 55 % of the source code (measured in lines of code) for the Music Appli-
cation was generated by JavaFrames from the framework reuse interface annota-
tion. The generation ratio with Mini Chat was 65 %. The application source 
codes are available in Appendix D. 
Note that application development times for a JavaFrames user unfamiliar with 
the modeled frameworks would probably be considerably longer. Furthermore, 
being this efficient with JavaFrames requires previous experience with the tool 
itself. In the case studies reported here, the same developer made the framework 
reuse interface annotations and the applications. Also, the case study applications 
were actually used as material for testing the patterns of the framework reuse in-
terface specifications and preliminary versions of the applications were imple-
mented already at that time. For that reason, it seems that realistic application 
development times would be somewhere between the 2 hours used for making 
the final versions of the applications (from scratch, though) and the 15 – 20 hours 
used for testing the framework reuse interface annotations. Note, however, that 
for the subsequent applications made for the same frameworks, such extensive 
annotation testing would not be needed. 
Based on these statistics, we can conclude that, besides guiding the application 
developer in specializing frameworks, JavaFrames can actually generate a large 
portion of the application source code. Most of the generated code typically con-
sists of trivial elements such as subclass and method skeletons, but also more 
demanding code fragments were automatically generated. For example, in the 
JHotDraw case, the initialization clauses for different tools to be used in a draw-
ing application contain several complicated dependencies (recall Figure 6.29, 
page 131). JavaFrames can offer truly valuable support for getting these 
dependencies right in the application code. 
The process of creating the case study applications is documented in detail in 
Appendix C. Appendix D contains the full source codes of the applications. 
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Conclusions 
The introduction to this thesis discussed the problem of the software develop-
ment process being still too expensive and error-prone. Reuse of existing, care-
fully designed and tested software was acknowledged as being an appropriate 
solution in overcoming these problems. Chapter 2 described OO patterns that 
have been widely accepted as a means for capturing and reusing software design 
knowledge. The focus was on design patterns and metapatterns that summarize 
the essence of the mechanisms of most design patterns.  
The problem with patterns is that they do not directly promote concrete software 
reuse. Chapter 3 discussed OO frameworks that offer flexible means for accom-
plishing reuse at the levels of both design and implementation. Patterns are 
closely related to frameworks: most of the original design patterns were discov-
ered after analyzing a number of frameworks. And, more importantly, most of 
the patterns deal with the flexibility aspects of software, which is fundamentally 
important in frameworks. Metapatterns, for example, capture the different flexi-
bility options for implementing framework hot spots.  
Despite their benefits, there are still severe problems in designing, implementing 
and using frameworks. Most of the problems result from the complexity of 
frameworks. In Chapter 4 we looked at possible tool support for frameworks and 
discussed how tool support could resolve many of the problems with frame-
works. First we described techniques for modeling frameworks and for allowing 
the development of tool support. Then we listed concrete framework challenges 
that could be met with proper tool support. In our research projects we have fo-
cused on studying and implementing tools for facilitating the concrete process of 
specializing frameworks. Chapter 4 discussed different design aspects and chal-
lenges we have found critical in such tools. 
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 were devoted to describing the ideas of framework tool 
support that offers task-oriented help in framework specialization. Chapter 5 de-
scribed the fundamentals of our pattern model and task generation. Chapter 6 in-
troduced our pattern-based framework engineering tool, JavaFrames, and showed 
how it can be applied to modeling frameworks in order to allow the generation of 
automatic guidance for framework specialization. We acknowledged that provid-
ing framework reuse interface specifications requires a lot of work. In order to 
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ease this problem we introduced hierarchical mechanisms for reusing the proper-
ties of patterns and described a reusable pattern library that can be utilized for 
creating framework reuse interface annotations for arbitrary frameworks. We also 
showed how the reusable patterns can be applied in practice. 
Chapter 7 contained a description of the case studies carried out with the hierar-
chical reusable patterns and with two real-world frameworks: Struts and JHot-
Draw. We described how the reuse interfaces of those frameworks were specified 
using hierarchical patterns and how example applications, Mini Chat and Music 
Application, were specialized from the frameworks. The specialization process 
was guided by JavaFrames that interprets the reuse interface specifications. 
The case studies are subjective in the sense that they were run by one of the de-
velopers of JavaFrames. In order to have conclusive evidence about the advan-
tages of the hierarchical approach for making patterns and the usability of Java-
Frames in general, the method and the tool would have to be tested by independ-
ent software development teams. One possible setting for evaluating JavaFrames 
would be to measure the effort needed for specializing a framework with and 
without JavaFrames. Similarly, the hierarchical method for making patterns 
should be tested in a setting where some independent pattern developer teams 
would use the hierarchies while some other teams would not use them. In our 
research projects we have not had the resources for these kinds of empirical ar-
rangements. 
Nevertheless, the results from the case studies that we have carried out with 
Struts, JHotDraw, and other frameworks clearly indicate that JavaFrames’ pattern 
concept is sufficiently powerful for defining the reuse interface of real frame-
works and that JavaFrames provides significant help in documenting and manag-
ing framework hot spots and in specializing applications from frameworks. Fur-
thermore, the experiments with hierarchical reusable patterns show that the effort 
needed for pattern development can be manageable. 
In this last chapter we summarize the benefits of using JavaFrames and the hier-
archical method for making patterns (Chapter 8.1) and compare JavaFrames to 
related work (Chapter 8.2). We also discuss the shortcomings of JavaFrames and 
describe the future directions of our research in order to overcome JavaFrames’ 
current weaknesses (Chapter 8.3). Chapter 8.4 concludes the thesis with a sum-
mary of the contributions of this thesis and a vision of possible further research 
that could be carried out based on the ideas of JavaFrames and this thesis. 
8.1 How Does JavaFrames Ease the Problems of Utilizing 
Frameworks? 
As said in [Fayad et al. 1999]: “the current state of art in framework-based appli-
cation development is still in the ad hoc stage, where an exploratory style of de-
velopment is used”. According to our research group’s experiences, this is still 
true for a major share of projects that utilize frameworks. The unsystemized na-
ture of the development process raises costs and, in general, makes the results 
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uncertain. This thesis has shown that by using the JavaFrames tool we can sys-
temize framework-based software development to a large extent. 
From the framework designer’s point of view framework construction becomes 
more systematic and manageable since the designer must explicitly specify the 
specialization interface of the framework as JavaFrames patterns. This further 
validates frameworks’ flexibility and usability in general. A common argument 
against the explicit specification of a framework’s specialization interface is that 
it restricts the use of the framework: a framework can often (supposedly) be used 
in ways that were not anticipated by the framework developer. In this matter we 
agree with [Cline 1996] which states that there is no accidental flexibility in 
frameworks. 
JavaFrames’ main contribution to framework-based software engineering is the 
systemization of the framework specialization process. In this thesis we have 
shown how task-oriented tool support for framework specialization can be im-
plemented on top of a framework reuse interface specification represented as de-
pendency graphs. Tasks generated by the tool can be used for guiding the user in 
creating new program elements or locating existing ones that match the require-
ments of the patterns. The tasks assist the user in specializing the framework ac-
cording to the usage protocols that the framework developers have intended. 
The most common way to specialize a framework is to extend the abstract classes 
defined in the framework hierarchy and to write the application-specific code that 
is called by the framework. However, it is not always easy to identify, especially 
for a non-expert user, what kind of code is needed and where it should be written. 
Generally, framework specialization is far more complex than simply plugging 
components into hot spots: hot spots might have interdependencies, they might 
be optional, frameworks may provide several ways of adding the same function-
ality, and so on. 
By using the JavaFrames tool, the application developers don’t have to get into 
the details of the framework in order to use it. JavaFrames’ adaptive guidance 
offers a context-sensitive view to using the framework: the role bindings that the 
application developer makes during framework specialization affect the task de-
scriptions represented to the user. In this way the abstract concepts of the frame-
work become more comprehensible. Even an inexperienced user can derive new 
applications from the framework in a quick and reliable manner. For an experi-
enced user, on the other hand, the tool automatically produces a lot of mandatory, 
essential, and strictly regulated code that would be laborious and boring to code 
by hand. 
Moreover, the executed tasks can be used afterwards to link the pattern roles with 
the program elements that play those roles. Thus, the patterns and the executed 
tasks remain as documentation of the framework specialization and the program 
elements it involved. This trace can be utilized as an example of how the frame-
work is supposed to be specialized. And, even more importantly, the pattern 
bindings provide a general documentation also for those parts of the application 
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implementation that depend on the framework. This kind of documentation is a 
truly useful aid when maintaining the application. 
It is clear that annotating a framework with JavaFrames patterns raises the devel-
opment costs for frameworks. However, we argue that these costs are relatively 
low when compared to the framework development costs on the whole. Further-
more, the savings JavaFrames users gain in framework training and mentoring 
will be substantial, especially if several different users are going to specialize the 
same framework. Also, using the possibility to create patterns by extending the 
library of reusable patterns greatly facilitates the process of making patterns. The 
hierarchical approach ensures that pattern development is faster and the resulting 
patterns are more compact. Also, when reusing patterns with JavaFrames, the 
pattern developer is guided in the pattern development process and many pattern 
properties — constraints, dependencies, and reusable scripts — are automatically 
inherited from the generalization patterns. Consequently, there are fewer bugs in 
the resulting patterns. And, furthermore, the pattern hierarchies provide a classi-
fication for the specialization patterns and thus document their structure: if a pat-
tern extends MethodOverriding, for instance, the purpose of the extending pat-
tern is obviously to provide subclasses and overriding methods. 
In [Fayad et al. 1999], the authors point out that the amount of resources that 
have to be invested in training and learning frameworks is the main obstacle for 
utilizing them. Learning to use an OO framework effectively can take a long time 
due to the complexity of the framework. Experiences from the use of commercial 
GUI frameworks such as Microsoft Foundation Classes (MFC) and MacApp in-
dicate that it takes 6 to 12 months to be productive with a framework [Fayad-
Schmidt 1997]. Common approaches to framework training in companies are 
mentoring and training courses [Fayad et al. 1999]. The problem with the mentor 
approach is that the highly skilled staff are almost always needed in other pro-
jects of higher priority. We are convinced that JavaFrames can be used as an 
automatic mentor: the person who is an expert with the framework at hand can 
annotate it with JavaFrames patterns and thus pass on her expertise to other em-
ployees without having to personally teach all the staff. 
8.2 JavaFrames and Related Work 
Although heavily influenced by the implementations of design patterns (Chapter 
2.4), JavaFrames patterns should not be confused with them — the very essence 
of design patterns are the informal descriptions, especially the benefits and trade-
offs of using the patterns, whereas JavaFrames patterns focus on modeling con-
crete source code structures in order to provide tool support for creating them and 
monitoring their validity. The implementation of a design pattern can often be 
described as one or more JavaFrames patterns, and the informal description of 
the modeled design pattern can be linked to the JavaFrames pattern, as can any 
other arbitrary hypertext document. However, JavaFrames patterns are not re-
stricted to describing design pattern implementations. They can also be used for 
implementing metapatterns, idioms, as well as general naming conventions, for 
example. 
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The idea of JavaFrames patterns is close to that of contracts (Chapter 4.1.5). 
Contracts aim at specifying reusable program fragments and restricting their be-
havior by declaring constraints that are monitored during program execution. 
JavaFrames patterns, however, mainly aim at supporting the framework speciali-
zation process, and thus the constraint monitoring happens at development time 
while typing in source code. Therefore the constraints proposed in this thesis are 
more focused on static, structural specifications. Overall, due to the simplicity of 
our patterns, they are not too formal and too inflexible to use. Furthermore, the 
semi-graphical notation and direct tool support facilitate the development of 
JavaFrames patterns. In [Holland 1992], for instance, a conventional textual rep-
resentation is used for specifying contracts. 
Several design pattern tools (see, for instance, [Budinsky et al. 1996; Eden et al. 
1997, Florijn et al. 1997, Meijler et al. 1997]) have been proposed to ease the 
definition of design patterns, to allow the incorporation of patterns into specific 
projects, to instantiate design descriptions, and to generate code. The JavaFrames 
tool is different from these because of its interactive nature and strong coupling 
of patterns and source code: constraints are checked constantly as the user types 
in source code. Also the task-oriented support for instantiating patterns is differ-
ent from the previous approaches. Furthermore, we believe that JavaFrames’ 
strong pragmatic approach is something not very often seen in academic tool pro-
totypes. We have worked hard to develop a Java development environment 
where JavaFrames’ applicability can be evaluated in practice with industry-sized 
frameworks. 
The JavaFrames tool can be seen as an extension of the notion of framework 
cookbooks (Chapter 4.1.3). Whereas cookbooks allow static and linear step-by-
step task lists for framework specialization, the JavaFrames tool introduces a dy-
namic approach where the choices made by the user affect the subsequent guid-
ance offered by the tool.  
Pattern languages (Chapter 4.1.4) have been frequently proposed for document-
ing frameworks and guiding their specialization. We believe that JavaFrames 
could be used to further facilitate the use of pattern languages. As an added value 
for the plain of use pattern languages, JavaFrames offers constraints for validat-
ing application code, code generation, dynamic documentation, and bindings be-
tween the patterns and the source code. 
In [Kirk et al. 2002], the authors identify a central problem with the pattern lan-
guage for HotDraw discussed in [Johnson 1992]: Johnson’s patterns describe 
specific details about the framework, instead of focusing on general qualities that 
are true for a range of frameworks. Recall from Chapter 2.1 that the latter was in 
fact the original intention in Alexander’s patterns; he, however, described the 
properties of buildings instead of software artifacts. We acknowledge the fact 
that in order to be able to provide concrete support for specializing frameworks, 
the patterns for the framework documentation must tackle the concrete features 
of the framework. Unfortunately, this implies a lot of work, if the patterns are to 
be written from scratch, because there are no high-level patterns to be reused. 
This thesis has shown that it is possible to develop extendable generic patterns 
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that can be reused for implementing framework-specific patterns. This makes 
pattern writing significantly easier and more controlled. 
Active cookbooks (Chapter 4.2.3) seem to offer more dynamic guidance for 
framework specialization than mere cookbooks. However, we consider active 
cookbooks as just a proposal for the general principles of such tools, since they 
leave many key points rather vague, especially the way a task list becomes auto-
matically updated as the framework code changes. In [Pree et al. 1995], it says: 
“The knowledge base is typically influenced by the evolving framework. Changes 
in relationships between framework components might imply additional struc-
tural or informal relations that modify recipes or add new ones to the knowledge 
base.” However, this is not explained further. So, the level of activeness of active 
cookbooks is unclear. In the active cookbook approach the emphasis appears to 
be on providing higher-level tools for accomplishing particular types of tasks. In 
JavaFrames, we currently only have two kinds of tools (i.e. wizards) for accom-
plishing tasks: others are used for locating existing program elements and others 
are used for generating code. However, we emphasize the dynamic nature of the 
tasks list, and propose a clear model of how it is dynamically generated based on 
the JavaFrames patterns and the role bindings the user makes. 
The SmartBooks method (Chapter 4.2.3) reminds the model described in this the-
sis. However, we feel that JavaFrames is more pragmatic. The main idea of 
SmartBooks is that the user is able to precisely specify what kind of application 
she wants, and then a dynamic list of tasks is generated to obtain the goal. In the 
approach proposed in this thesis, all the “top level” tasks related to different parts 
of the framework are available right from the start, and the user can browse the 
tasks in order to decide what to do next. In other words, the user can view all the 
different starting possibilities. With SmartBooks, the actual possibilities remain a 
bit vague for the user. In SmartBooks, the task list generation is based on func-
tional rules that are represented in predicate logic. However, the process of de-
termining what kinds of rules are needed for different functionalities looks unsys-
temized. Also, no list of the available basic predicates is given in [Ortigosa et al. 
2000]. Thus, it remains unclear, whether there is a fixed set of predicates, or is 
the user allowed to create new ones. And, if so, how are they defined? Also, it 
seems that SmartBooks is not actively checking the validity of the framework 
specialization: constraints (the availability of a certain class, for example), are 
apparently checked only when applying a task list in order to provide new func-
tionality. However, the effect of changes to code that is generated based on pre-
vious tasks remains unclear and we assume that there is no effect whatsoever. 
Finally, we argue that the methodology described in this thesis has the following 
two important advantages over the predicate logics of SmartBooks: (1) Java-
Frames patterns are more practical to use for an average software developer and 
(2) in the JavaFrames approach the role bindings of patterns act as a documenta-
tion for the framework and for the application derived from the framework. 
SmartBooks does not seem to leave any traces of the work done except the pro-
duced source code.  
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Framework design tools (Chapter 4.2.2) naturally emphasize hot spot design over 
framework specialization. In [Fontoura et al. 2000], for example, framework spe-
cialization is considered a straightforward process if only the hot spots are clearly 
designed. The authors propose a wizard-like framework specialization tool that 
executes UML-F descriptions organized in a cookbook. The idea of using a wiz-
ard tool for guiding the instantiation is close to this thesis’ vision of what is 
needed for framework specialization. However, we argue that framework spe-
cialization is a more complicated process than stated in [Fontoura et al. 2000]. 
This is because a tool used for guiding framework specialization must be aware 
of the dependencies between hot spots, for example. We believe also that the 
task-list-based approach is more comprehensive and dynamic than what is pro-
posed in [Fontoura et al. 2000]: in JavaFrames changes to source code are di-
rectly reflected in the task list. 
The approach for framework specialization introduced in [Oliveira et al. 2004] 
(Chapter 4.1.6 and Chapter 4.2.3) resembles the ideas implemented in the Java-
Frames tool. In [Oliveira et al. 2004], framework specialization tasks are repre-
sented explicitly by using a scripting language that allows subclassing and 
method overriding, for instance. However, JavaFrames offers a wider set of con-
straints applicable for the application elements. There are, apparently, very lim-
ited possibilities for describing the method body contents in [Oliveira et al. 
2004]. JavaFrames offers means for controlling method calls, field references, 
and class instantiation, for example. On the whole, the JavaFrames language al-
lows more flexible and dynamic ways to guide the framework specialization 
process. For example, in JavaFrames the documentation related to specialization 
tasks can be made adaptive. Moreover, there appears to be no methods for reus-
ing the framework annotations in [Oliveira et al. 2004]. Thus, we assume that 
making the UML-FI descriptions and framework specialization scripts can be 
rather laborious. 
8.3 Shortcomings of JavaFrames 
There are some shortcomings in JavaFrames that we have discovered during the 
case studies. In this chapter we discuss those weaknesses and also future work to 
be done with JavaFrames. 
When frameworks are specialized using JavaFrames, the guidance is restricted to 
those specialization aspects that have been described in the framework reuse in-
terface annotation. JavaFrames cannot produce miracles on its own; it has to be 
programmed for offering guidance. Consequently, it is not possible to offer com-
prehensive support for specializing all the aspects of a framework. Then again, 
this is true for any kind of documentation attached to frameworks: you simply 
cannot document everything. Note, however, that JavaFrames does not prevent 
the application developer from doing things that are outside the scope of the 
framework reuse interface specification. 
Anyone who has ever developed a tool environment knows that there are always 
dozens of features that could be implemented and that would provide nice extra 
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functionality and value for the tool. In the following, we list some of the most 
important features on the work list. 
In order for the hierarchical approach for making patterns to be efficient, the tool 
for implementing the patterns must support the managing of pattern hierarchies. 
At the moment, JavaFrames supports, for example, browsing the hierarchy, find-
ing the roles from tasks, and moving role scripts down the hierarchy chain. Java-
Frames could support pattern making even better if it provided a decent copy-
paste for patterns and roles, as well as support for generalizing patterns by join-
ing pattern properties; this means moving role properties up the pattern hierarchy 
chain. 
At the moment JavaFrames offers only limited support for validating the seman-
tics of a JavaFrames pattern: most semantic errors in patterns are not discovered 
until patterns are actually used. Note, however, that it is not possible to make 
syntax errors in JavaFrames patterns (except in the contents of the role scripts), 
since the patterns are written with a visual tool that restricts editing. Also, since 
JavaFrames patterns can be developed and tested at the same time (as described 
in Chapter 6.2.6), fixing pattern bugs is a manageable task. 
Sometimes patterns depend on each other. Our current model of patterns does not 
take into account dependencies between patterns. In principle, this problem can 
always be solved by fusing the patterns that depend on each other into a single 
pattern. Unfortunately, this leads to large, unstructured patterns that are difficult 
to understand. Another approach is to duplicate roles in different patterns, as is 
done in this thesis. Via duplicating roles we prevent too strong a coupling be-
tween patterns, which, in turn, implies easier maintenance. This subject is closely 
related to composing larger JavaFrames patterns from smaller ones. This area is 
covered in [Hammouda et al. 2005]. 
As described in Chapter 6.2.2, it is useful to classify pattern roles in order to 
document their purpose. At the moment, however, JavaFrames does not directly 
support this kind of classification. In the future we are going to allow the frame-
work annotator to define arbitrary classifications for pattern roles. The roles will 
have dedicated icons that are represented in the task view.  
A possibility to further automate trivial role bindings would greatly ease pattern 
initialization (recall Chapter 5.1.1). When binding an existing source entity to a 
pattern role, JavaFrames could use some heuristics to semi-automatically search 
for suitable candidates for roles and then suggest them to the user. During Java-
Frames’ development we have constructed a prototype for such an automatic role 
binding mechanism, but it is not included in the current JavaFrames distribution. 
Another implementation of automatic pattern role binding with JavaFrames is 
reported in [Wenzel 2005]. Pattern matching could also be based on the con-
straints defined in the patterns: JavaFrames could bind a role automatically, if all 
the constraints in the role matched a source code entity. Or, JavaFrames could 
produce a list of the role actor candidates and sort the list based on the number of 
matching constraints. 
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From the application developer’s point of view the possibility to see the general 
outline of the framework specialization process and the consequences of individ-
ual role bindings beforehand would be of great help. In order to provide that kind 
of assistance to the users, one could have a graphical representation of the roles 
and their dependencies. 
8.4 Contribution Summary and Directions for Further 
Research 
The introduction part of this thesis raised the following research questions: How 
could we ease the problems of using OO frameworks? What kind of tool support 
there should be for framework specialization? What kind of a method should we 
use for specifying framework reuse interfaces? How can we ease the burden of 
writing patterns for framework reuse interface specifications? 
As solutions for these questions, the following contributions were provided: (1) 
an analysis of the challenges of framework specialization tools, (2) a definition of 
role-based patterns and their Java-specific extensions that can be used for de-
scribing the reuse interfaces of Java frameworks, (3) a formal description of how 
tasks can be generated from role-based patterns in order to facilitate framework 
specialization, (4) a description of how patterns can be developed in a hierarchi-
cal manner based on other more generic patterns, and (5) a specification of a 
method for using a library of generic JavaFrames for developing patterns for any 
framework reuse interface specification. 
The most important contributions of this thesis are (1) the formal representation 
of our role-based patterns and (2) the representation of generic framework spe-
cialization patterns in a library-format. The first contribution (a) shows that our 
pattern concept is generally applicable and not tied to the JavaFrames environ-
ment, (b) allows us to examine the patterns more precisely, for example, to give a 
detailed specification for task generation, and (c) allows further evaluation of the 
patterns and comparison to other concepts. The second contribution demonstrates 
that it is possible to represent a considerable portion of the reuse mechanism of 
OO frameworks as a reusable collection of “framework specialization patterns”. 
This kind of a library provides significant aid for developing framework-
dependent instructions for framework specialization. The library allows a kind of 
meta-reuse: instead of reusing software, we reuse the rules for reusing software. 
The theoretical contributions of this thesis were validated by implementing the 
JavaFrames environment that provides pattern-based task-oriented support for 
framework specialization. Also, JavaFrames was tested in case studies that em-
ployed the library of generic patterns and the hierarchical method for specifying 
framework reuse interfaces. 
The case studies showed that we have provided usable answers to the original 
research questions. Nevertheless, there is always room for new ideas. At the 
moment, interesting JavaFrames-related research is being conducted at the Tam-
pere University of Technology: the researchers are trying to apply the idea of a 
task automaton and role bindings into solving the problem of managing the 
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“horizontal dependencies”, or slices in software systems. The problem stems 
from the fact that every software system must be divided into modules or devel-
opment units based on some division criterion. Unfortunately, no matter how the 
division is done, there will always be dependencies, or aspects, that are spread 
across several modules. A tool developed based on JavaFrames could be imple-
mented to manage these kinds of dependencies in software systems. 
Our research interests at the University of Helsinki concern developing Java-
Frames’ capabilities for handling also framework construction. At the moment 
many of JavaFrames’ features can be utilized for supporting any kind of software 
development where programming needs to be constrained against a predefined 
model. However, we acknowledge that in order to provide extensive support for 
framework construction, too, JavaFrames’ features should be further extended. 
For example, during framework development, key-activities include changing the 
framework structure to allow new kinds of variations in the applications devel-
oped from the framework (recall the discussion on framework evolution in Chap-
ter 3.2.2). JavaFrames could be improved to enable quick and systemized change 
of framework hot spot implementations through, for example, changing the pat-
tern instances or their implementation variations in the hot spots. With this kind 
of tool support for developing and using OO frameworks, software professionals 
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The JavaFrames Language 
This is a compact reference on the specialization pattern formalism used in the 
JavaFrames environment. The following aspects of patterns are covered: roles, 
cardinalities, dependencies, constraints, scripts and functions, and built-In scripts. 
Roles 
A role in a specialization pattern describes a set of target domain entities, such as 
Java classes or methods. Role kind determines the kind of program element that 
can be playing the role. A role has a set of scripts and constraints as its proper-
ties. Scripts are used for generating code and providing dynamic user guidance 
based on the role. Roles are declared inside each other, which also causes an im-
plicit dependency from the child role to the parent role to be declared. 
The available role kinds, their semantics, and their possible child roles are listed 
below in Table A.1. The icons denote the visual appearance of the roles in the 
user interface of JavaFrames. 
Table A.1: Role kinds, semantics, and possible child role kinds 
Role kind Semantics Possible child role kinds 
Pattern root The root node for a specialization 
pattern. 
       
File Role representing any file.    
Text file Role representing a text file.     
Java file Role representing a Java file.       
Informal task Role that is used for generating an 
informal task for the user. 
   
Notification Role for creating an informal notifi-
cation for the user. 
   
Name Role for an arbitrary name in the 
project’s name pool. 
    
Class Role for representing Java classes or        
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interfaces.  
Constructor Role for representing Java construc-
tors. 
    
Method Role for representing Java methods.     
Field Role for representing Java fields.     
Code frag-
ment 
Role that represents a piece of arbi-
trary Java code. 
     
Text frag-
ment 
Role that represents a piece of text.      
Cardinalities 
Role cardinality determines the number of program elements that can be playing 
the role. Cardinality is relative to the cardinalities of the roles that the particular 
role depends on. (See also section A.3: Dependencies.) Consider, for example, 
role R that has cardinality exactly one (“ “) and dependencies to roles S and T 
(which themselves do not have any dependencies). If there are 3 and 4 program 
elements playing roles S and T, respectively, then there must be exactly 3*4 ele-
ments playing role R (i.e. exactly one element for each combination of the pro-
gram elements playing roles S and T). Table A.2 lists the available cardinality 
symbols and their meanings. 
Table A.2: Cardinality symbols and their semantics 
Cardinality symbol Alternative symbol(s) Semantics 
“?” “0..1” Zero or one 
“ “ “1..1” or “1” Exactly one 
“*” “0..n” Zero or more 
“+” “1..n” At least one 
In order to maintain a proper number of program elements playing each role, 
JavaFrames generates tasks that guide the user in associating program elements 
with roles. (Association is done either by generating code or by binding existing 
elements to roles.) If the number of program elements is less than what is re-
quired, JavaFrames generates a mandatory task. If there already exists a required 
amount of elements, but there also could be more, then an optional task gets gen-
erated.  
Dependencies 
Dependencies between roles denote existence relationships between the program 
elements that are playing the roles. Consider, for example, roles R and T. A de-
pendency from R to T denotes that for each program element playing the role T 
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there must (possibly optionally) be a (certain number of) program element(s) 
playing the role R. If a script in role R refers to another role T or some script of 
role T, there must also be a dependency from R to T. 
Constraints 
A role may have a number of constraints associated with it. Specific kinds of 
constraints are available for specific kinds of roles. Just like roles, also con-
straints contain scripts. The most important built-in script in all constraints is 
called value. That script typically describes a “preferred property” for the pro-
gram element that the constraint describes. For example, the value script of an 
inheritance constraint could refer to a Java class bound to a role modeling a su-
per class, indicating that a Java class that plays the role that has the constraint 
must inherit the other class. (See section A.5: Scripts and Functions for reference 
on other scripts in various kinds of constraints.) Note that a role may have several 
constraints of the same kind. Note also that constraints may typically refer to 
Java elements directly (for example: “java.lang.String”) or via a role (for exam-
ple: “/MyClass/field.i”). The latter refers to the Java element that is playing the 
role “/MyClass/field”, i.e. is an instance of that role.  
Table A.3 below lists the available constraint kinds, their general meanings, and 
the role kinds for which the constraint is available. The last column determines if 
a violation of the constraint is automatically fixable via code generation (or code 
modification) from the task list. The last three constraints are not exact, i.e. they 
cannot be fully checked at compile-time. More detailed information about the 
scripts (e.g. about the interpretation of the value scripts) is available in section 
A.6: Built-In Scripts. 
Table A.3: Constraint kinds, their semantics, and availability 
Constraint Semantics  Available for Auto-
fix 
Exception The operation playing the role must 






A Java class or interface playing 
the role must inherit the specified 
class or interface. 
Class role Yes 
Modifier The modifier of the Java element 
playing the role must conform to 
the modifier specification. 
Class role, Construc-





The Java method playing the role 
must override the specified Java 
method. 
Method role Yes 
Parameter The Java operation playing the role 
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Field type The Java field playing the role must 
have the specified type. 
Field role Yes 
Return 
type 
The Java method playing the role 
must have the specified return type. 
Method role Yes 
Name The name of the element playing 
the role must conform to the name 
specification. 
File role, Text file 
role, Java file role, 
Class role, Construc-





The fragment playing the role must 
contain the specified string. 
Text fragment role No 
Method 
call 
The operation must call the speci-













The operation must instantiate the 




Scripts and Functions 
Roles and constraints may have a number of scripts and functions. A script is a 
piece of text, which is evaluated when needed with the interpreter associated 
with it. A script may be referred to by another script. 
A function is a predefined operation that can be called from a script. There are 
two kinds of functions: some are defined for roles and others for the target do-
main entities bound to roles. In the following we first list the functions defined 
for different kinds of roles. After that we summarize the built-in scripts available 
for roles and constraints. Table A.4 lists the functions available for different roles 
and constraints. 
Table A.4: Functions, their availability, semantics, and return types 




parent [All roles and 
constraints]  
Returns the parent role. Role 
i [All roles] Returns the target domain element 
bound to the role. 
Object 
toString [All roles and 
constraints]  
Equivalent to function “name”. String 
name [All roles and 
constraints]  
Returns the name of the element bound 
to the role or, if the role is not yet 
bound, the name of the role.  
String 
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roleName [All roles and 
constraints]  
Returns the name of the role. String 
longRoleName [All roles and 
constraints]  
Returns the long name of the role (in-
cluding pattern name and the enclosing 
roles). 
String 
taskNumber [All roles and 
constraints]  
Returns the number of tasks generated 
from the role. 
String 
patternName [All roles and 
constraints]  
Returns the name of the pattern in 
which the role is declared. 
String 
Built-In Scripts 
Roles and constraints have a set of built-in scripts associated with them. These 
built-in scripts are evaluated by JavaFrames when needed. (The user can modify 
the contents of the scripts and, for example, call other scripts from them, depend-
ing on the capabilities of the associated script interpreter.) Table A.5 lists the 
built-in scripts for each role kind. 
Table A.5: Built-in scripts of roles 








thus fixed) script 
that refers to the 
parent role. 







cerning the role. 









The task title text 
that is shown for 
the user when a 
task is generated 
based on the role. 




tion text that is 
shown for the 
user when a task 
is generated 
based on the role. 
Note: The re-
turned String is 
String Task creation 
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interpreted as 
HTML by the 
viewing compo-
nent.  
fileName  Name for a file 
playing the role. 
String File generation 
directoryName  The directory 
name for a file 
playing the role. 
Directory name 
can either be ab-
solute or relative 
to the Eclipse 
project directory. 
String File generation 
insertLocationTag 
 
Tag string that 
marks the loca-
tion to which 
code is generated 
from this role. If 
the specified tag 
is not found, the 
element will be 
generated at the 
end of the enclos-
ing element. 





String Code generation 
defaultKey  Used internally 
for implementing 
the name pool. 
String Used internally 





defaultPackage  Default package 
name for a class 
(or an interface) 
generated from 
the role. 
String Code generation 
defaultSpecializationName [All 
roles] 
The default name 
for a role that is 
extended from 
the target role. 
String Task postpone-
ment 
Also constraints contain scripts. The most important script in all the constraints is 
the value script: it is used to specify a desired value for the corresponding prop-
erty of the program element playing the role that holds the constraint. The inter-
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pretation of the value script varies in different constraints. Table A.6 summarizes 
the general meanings and expected return types of value scripts in different con-
straints. 
Table A.6: Constraints and their value scripts 
Constraint Meaning of the value script Expected return 
type of value 
Exception Specifies JavaClass object that should be included 
in the throws clause of the Java operation playing 
the role that holds the constraint. 
JavaClass 
Inheritance Specifies Java type that the Java type playing the 
role that holds constraint should inherit either di-
rectly or indirectly. 
JavaClass 
Modifier Specifies a regular expression that should match 
the modifiers of the Java element playing the role 
that holds the constraint. 
String 
Overriding Specifies a Java method that the Java method 
playing the role that holds the constraint should 
override. 
JavaMethod 
Parameter Specifies a parameter type that should be included 
in the parameter list of the Java operation playing 
the role that holds the constraint. (See the other 




Field type Specifies a type for the Java field playing the role 






Specifies a return type for the Java method playing 




Name Specifies a regular expression that should match 





Specifies an operation that must be called by the 





Specifies a field that must be referred to by the 





Specifies a Java class that must be instantiated by 





Specifies a string that the fragment playing the 
role must contain. 
String 
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In addition to the value script, the parameter constraint also contains two other 
scripts that may be used to further specify the meaning of the constraint. The 
script parameterIndex can be used to specify the location of the parameter in the 
parameter list. The first index is “0”. Value “-1” for index means that the location 
of the parameter is not constrained. The script parameterName can be used to 
constraint the name of the parameter. Empty value for the script means that the 
name of the parameter is not constrained. The expected return value for the both 
scripts is String. 
In addition, all the constraints contain scripts description, taskTitle, and taskDe-
scription (recall Table A.5) In addition, all the constraints have scripts default-
TaskTitle and defaultTaskDescription. The contents of the latter two scripts are 
dynamically changed by JavaFrames. If the constraint is violated defaultTaskTi-
tle will contain a suitable task title message for the violation and defaultTaskDe-
scription will contain a more detailed description about the violation. These dy-
namically changed scripts may be referred to by the taskTitle and taskDescription 
scripts (as is done by default). 
Script Interpreters in JavaFrames 
Each script has an interpreter associated with it. That interpreter is used to 
evaluate the script as needed. There are currently five script interpreters imple-
mented in JavaFrames: SimpleExpressionInterpreter (SXI), SimpleTemplate-
Interpreter (STI), JavaInterpreter (JI), Null Interpreter (-), and XSL Interpreter 
(XSL).  
Simple Expression Interpreter (SXI) 
SXI is used by default in most of the value scripts of constraints, for example. An 
SXI script evaluation returns an object of class java.lang.Object. (The actual dy-
namic type of the object is typically a subclass of java.lang.Object.) The EBNF-
syntax for an SXI expression is: 
SXI-Expression → Super -Script-Ref | 
Role-Ref (Script-Ref Function-Ref)?
Super-Script-Ref → “^” Extension-Name? 
Role-Ref → (“/” Role-Name)* 
Script-Ref → “.” Script-Name 
Function-Ref → (“.” Function-Name)* 
Extension-Name → Name 
Role-Name → Name 
Script-Name → Name 
Function-Name → Name 
Name → Java name 
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The following semantic checks are made when SXI scripts are evaluated. Super 
script reference can be used to defer the script evaluation to a super role. Exten-
sion name must refer to a name that has been given when another pattern has 
been extended. If extension name is not specified, an arbitrary super pattern is 
used. Role name must refer to a role that exists in the same pattern. Script name 
must refer to a script that exists in the target role. Function reference must refer 
to a function that is defined for the returned type of the result of the evaluation 
made so far (see section B.7: Type System and Functions). 
An example: “/MyClass/field.i.shortName”. This SXI script refers to a role 
/MyClass/field. Consequently, the role that holds the script must have a depend-
ency to that role. During the evaluation of the script the role reference evaluates 
to the particular instance of the role that denotes a binding to a concrete Java 
field. The function i that is predefined (and not visible in the JavaFrames UI) for 
all roles returns the particular Java field bound to the role. For JavaField objects 
there is a function called shortName that returns the name of the Java element 
without the package prefix. 
Java Interpreter (JI) 
JI interprets the given string as a Java name and tries to locate the corresponding 
Java element. A JI script evaluation returns an object of class JavaEntity, i.e. a 
Java program element. JI interpreter is typically used in the value scripts of con-
straints in order to specify a direct Java element reference.  
An example: “java.lang.String”. The result of evaluating the script is a JavaClass 
object representing the String class.  
Null Interpreter (-) 
Null Interpreter returns the given script string as is. A Null Interpreter script 
evaluation returns an object of class java.lang.String.  
An example: “java.lang.String”. Returns the string “java.lang.String”.  
Simple Template Interpreter (STI) 
STI is used by default in most code generation and user documentation scripts, 
for example. An STI script evaluation returns an object of class java.lang.String. 
STI scripts are interpreted as plain text, except for the text embedded inside spe-
cial tags. The EBNF-syntax for an STI expression is: 
 
STI-Expression → (Text | STI-Tag)* 
Text → Arbitrary text 
STI-Tag → “<#” Interpreter-Code “:” Script “>“ 
Interpreter-Code → “ ” | “SXI” | “STI” | “JI” | “-” | “XSL”
Script → Script text 
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The special STI-Tag is interpreted with the interpreter specified with interpreter 
code. The default interpreter is “SXI”, i.e. if interpreter code is left empty the 
script is interpreted with SXI. Note that the return value of the embedded script is 
converted to java.lang.String by calling toString() method for the returned object.  
An example: “Provide a subclass for <#SXI:/MyClass.i.shortName>“. The result 
of evaluating the script might be, for example: “Provide a subclass for Creation-
Tool”, depending on the name of the class that is bound to role MyClass during 
the script evaluation. (See the SXI example above for more details.) 
XSL Interpreter (XSL) 
Please, refer to: The Extensible Stylesheet Language (XSL) at http://www.w3.org/ 
Style/ XSL or XSL Home at http://www.w3schools.com/xsl. 
Type System and Functions 
The properties of the target domain entities that are playing specialization pattern 
roles can be accessed with predefined functions. Table A.7 below lists the func-
tions available for different types of elements. The table also shows the type hier-
archy of the elements. A function defined for an element of a certain type is 
available to all its subtypes. Type or return type X* (e.g. JavaClass*) means a 
vector of X (e.g. a vector of JavaClasses). 
Note that an element playing a role (e.g. some JavaEntity) is accessed with the 
role function i. Thus, the function i called for a method role, for example, returns 
an object of type JavaMethod. Note also that types Object, Vector, String, 
NamePoolEntry, JavaEntity, JavaOperation, JavaParameter, and all vector types 
(X*) do not have corresponding role kinds. They only appear as super types 
and/or return values of functions. 
Table A.7: Functions available for different types of elements in JavaFrames 
Type Super 
types 
Function Semantics Return 
type 
Object - toString Returns a string version of the 
object. 
String 
first Returns the first element of the 
Vector. 
Object 






Converts the Vector into a 
String vector by calling the 
given function for each Object 
in the Vector. 
String* 
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Converts the Vector into a 
String by (1) converting the 
elements of the Vector into 
Strings by calling the given 
function for each element, (2) 
adding the given prefixes and 
postfixes for the resulting 
Strings, and (3) combining the 
Strings using the given delim-











Changes the first letter of the 
String into lower case. 
String 
lowFirst Changes the first letter of the 
String into lower case. 
String 
javaTypeName Capitalizes the first letter of 
the String. 
String 
singular Uses a simple heuristics to 
change the String (name) to a 
singular form, for example: 
“cats” → “cat”. 
String 
String Object 
plural Uses a simple heuristics to 
change the String (name) to a 





Adds the given String as a pre-




Adds the given String as a 






Adds the given Strings as the 
pre- and postfixes for each 







Combines the Strings into a 
single String by using the 
given delimiters. 
String 
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value Returns the value (= ‘name’) 
associated with the entry in the 





key Returns the key for the associ-
ated name in the project’s 
name pool. (Used typically for 
internal purposes only.) 
String 
longName Returns the fully qualified 
name of the entity (not includ-
ing parameters in case the en-
tity is a JavaOperation). 
String 
shortName Returns the unqualified name 
of the entity. 
String 
longPathName Same as “longName” but “.” 
symbols are replaced with the 
path character “/”. 
String 
reference Returns the reference name of 
the Java entity. 
String 
name Returns the (short) name of the 
Java entity. 
String 
package Returns the package name of 
the entity. 
String 
modifiers Returns the modifiers of the 
Java entity. 
String 






source Returns a String containing the 
source for the Java entity. 
String 
array Returns an array of the base 
type. To get a two-dimensional 
array, for example, call array 
for a one-dimensional array. 
Type 
propertyName Returns a suitable bean prop-




Returns a suitable bean prop-






Returns “is” for Boolean type 








Returns “implements” for in-
terfaces and “extends” for 
classes. 
String 
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members Returns the members (inner 
classes, constructors, methods, 
and fields) of the Java class. 
Java-
Entity* 




















JavaEntity type Returns the type of the field. Type 
signature Returns the signature of the 
operation with long parameter 
type names and parameter 
names. 
String 
fullSignature Same as “signature” but in-
cludes also modifiers and 
(possible) return type. 
String 
callTo Return a string that represents 
a call to this method with 
proper (generic) parameters. 
String 
pN Returns the Nth parameter of 
the Java operation, or null if 
one does not exist. Note: you 
have to replace “N” with the 
proper parameter index, for 









exceptions Returns the exception classes 







superCall Returns a proper ‘super’ call 
with the parameters of this 
operation. 
String 
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Returns a proper signature for 







propertyName Returns a Java bean property 



















This appendix includes the specifications for the JavaFrames patterns developed 
in the case studies related to this thesis. Note that the patterns are typically devel-
oped in a semi-graphical manner by using the JavaFrames tool, not as text. This 
textual version of the patterns has been exported from the JavaFrames tool with 
the Export to XML function. Note, however, that the text fragments marked with 
CDATA-tags have been changed to italics text in order to make the code more 
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Making the Case Study Applications 
This appendix describes how JavaFrames was used to create the Music Applica-
tion from the JHotDraw framework and the Mini Chat Servlet from the Struts 
framework. Especially, we show the order in which patterns and tasks were util-
ized and list the pattern role bindings made during application development. In 
this appendix we use the following simple notation for describing the task execu-
tions. (Note that this is not a genuine development diary, since the JavaFrames 
patterns for JHotDraw and Struts were developed partly using the Music Appli-
cation and the Mini Chat Servlet as reference examples of possible applications.) 
Symbol “?” starts a new task list execution log. It states the name of the pattern 
and role under which the tasks appear in the JavaFrames Pattern View. For ex-
ample, statement “? MusicPattern / NoteFigure” denotes that the following tasks 
appear in MusicPattern under role NoteFigure. Symbol “?“ denotes pattern ex-
tension. For example, statement “MusicPattern ? CreationTool” means that Mu-
sicPattern is set to extend CreationTool (and thus some new tasks created based 
on the roles in CreationTool may appear in MusicPattern). 
The rows after the “?“-statement represent task executions. For every execution, 
the task title is first written in italics. Mandatory tasks are written in bold. After 
the task title follows either symbol “?“ or symbol “?“. Symbol “?“ denotes the 
acknowledgement of an informal task, whereas symbol “?“ denotes the execu-
tion of any other type of task. If the task execution resulted in a new binding be-
tween a pattern role and a Java source element, the binding is recorded after 
symbol “?“. For example, the expression “UserDrawApplication ? MusicApp” 
means that the role UserDrawApplication was bound to Java element mu-
sic.MusicApp. The types of roles and Java elements are not mentioned (they are 
assumed to be obvious). Symbol “??“ denotes that the pattern is created right 
before executing the task list. 
Note that the actual task descriptions (that are visible to the user when she clicks 
the tasks title in JavaFrames’ user interface) are not shown in this appendix. 
Also, we don’t describe the tasks that are generated as a result of executing a task 
(not to mention all the other available tasks in each step). This is because al-
250 APPENDIX C: MAKING THE CASE STUDY APPLICATIONS 
though the information would be interesting it would also make this appendix 
extremely large. 
C.1 Making the Music Application 
The case application represented in this appendix is a simple music notation edi-
tor (from now on referred to as Music Application). We set the following initial 
requirements for Music Application. 
• We should be able to write down notes, change their duration and pitch, 
and drag notes to different locations.  
• The program should show the pitch of a selected note.  
• We should also be able to add text labels to our scores.  
• The program should automatically arrange the notes visually in an appeal-
ing manner after we add new notes or modify the existing ones.  
• The bar lines should be automatically inserted to the correct locations cal-
culated based on the note durations. If the total length of the notes in any 
bar exceeds the proper value, the user should be notified with a high-
lighted bar line.  
• The program should also play the song somehow.  
• In order to keep the implementation effort reasonable, we must accept the 
following restrictions. 
• Single staff scores are enough. 
• The program doesn’t have to change the time signature (4/4), the key (C 
major/ A minor) or the tempo (120 bpm).  
• We are not able to use sharp, flat or dotted notes or notes connected via 
arcs.  
Before the end-user starts building an application from a framework modeled 
with JavaFrames, she should read the frameworks’ basic description (written by 
the framework developer or framework annotator). The description should give 
the end-user a basic understanding of the framework concepts and its possibili-
ties. Such a description about JHotDraw was given in Chapter 3.2.3. After the 
end-user has briefly familiarized her with the framework, she should preferably 
sketch a concept diagram about the application to be developed. Such a concept 
diagram of Music Application is shown in Figure C.1. 
Music Application consists of a single Staff Figure containing several Note Fig-
ures. Each Note Figure contains a Note Handle that can be used to change the 
note duration. Note Creator is used for creating new Note Figures and Note 
Mover is used for moving them (i.e. changing their pitch and position). 
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Figure C.1: The concepts of Music Application as a UML class diagram 
Program Core — the Main Class 
We start off by creating out Music Application by deriving a minimal runnable 
main class from the JHotDraw framework. For this purpose, we first create a pat-
tern for our application (MusicPattern) and set that pattern to extend the Initiali-
zation pattern. 
?? MusicPattern (? Initialization) / <root> (? <root>) 
S u g g e s t e d – Provide a subclass for DrawApplication… ? UserDrawApplication ? MusicApp 
Provide main class ? 
After that we execute the mandatory tasks in order to implement a minimal set of 
methods, as follows.  
? MusicPattern / MusicApp (?UserDrawApplication) 
Provide a constr… ‘MusicApp’ ? UserDrawApplication ? MusicApp.MusicApp(...) 
Provide method ‘initialization()’ ? initalization ? MusicApp.initalization()  
Provide method ‘main()’ ? main ? MusicApp.main(...) 
Provide constant … app image directory ? appImageDir ? MusicApp.APP_IMG_DIR 
Provide constant … fw image directory ? fwImageDir ? MusicApp.FW_IMG_DIR 
Provide method ‘registerAppImages()’ ? registerAppFigures ? MusicApp.registerAppFigures(..) 
? MusicPattern / MusicApp.initialization (?UserDrawApplication/initialization) 
Provide a method call to ‘registerApplicationImages(…)’ ? code ? (text fragment) 
As the comment in the generated registerApplicationImages() method suggests, 
we copy the ImageStorage class into our project. After that, we have no more 
mandatory tasks left, so we can compile and run the application (see Figure C.2). 
Class Cores and Mandatory Properties for Basic Concepts 
In this chapter we create classes for the basic concepts of our Music Application: 
staff figure, note figure, note handle, and note creation tool (recall Figure C.1). 
? MusicPattern (? AbstractFigure) / <root> (? <root>) 
Provide a subclass for ‘AbstractFigure’ ? UserAbstractFigure ? NoteFigure 
Provide a subclass for ‘AbstractFigure’ (2) ? UserAbstractFigure ? StaffFigure 
? MusicPattern (? AbstractHandle) / <root> (? <root>) 
Handles: Locate the figure class (‘OwnerFigure’) that… ? OwnerFigure ? NoteFigure (bind to role) 
Provide a subclass for ‘AbstractHandle’ … ? UserAbstractHandle ? NoteFigureHandle 
? MusicPattern (? CreationTool) / <root> (? <root>) 
Create tool: Locate the figure … handled with your tool ? ToolTargetFigure ? NoteFigure (bind to role) 
Subclass ‘CreationTool’ (…for ‘NoteFigure’) ? UserCreationTool ? NoteFigureCreationTool 
After having the class cores for the basic concepts, we continue by adding man-
datory properties in the classes. We do this by executing the mandatory tasks for 
the classes, as follows. (Note that the “generate all” functionality can be used in 
for executing the following tasks.) 
*
Staff Figure Note Figure Note Handle *
*
Note Creator  Note Mover
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Figure C.2: The first version of the Music Application 
? MusicPattern / NoteFigure (?UserAbstractFigure) 
Provide a constructor for ‘NoteFigure’ ? UserAbstractFigure ? NoteFigure.NoteFigure() 
Provide field ‘_displayBox’ ? _displayBox ? NoteFigure._displayBox 
Override ‘basicDisplayBox(…)’ ? basicDisplayBox ? NoteFigure.basicDisplayBox(…) 
Override ‘displayBox()’ ? displayBox ? NoteFigure.displayBox() 
Override ‘basicMoveBy(…)’ ? basicMoveBy ? NoteFigure.basicMoveBy(…) 
Override ‘draw(…)’ ? draw ? NoteFigure.draw(…) 
Override ‘handles(…)’ ? handles ? NoteFigure.handles(…) 
? MusicPattern / StaffFigure (?UserAbstractFigure) 
Provide a constructor for ‘StaffFigure’ ? UserAbstractFigure ? StaffFigure.StaffFigure() 
Provide field ‘_displayBox’ ? _displayBox ? StaffFigure._displayBox 
Override ‘basicDisplayBox(…)’ ? basicDisplayBox ? StaffFigure.basicDisplayBox(…) 
Override ‘displayBox()’ ? displayBox ? StaffFigure.displayBox() 
Override ‘basicMoveBy(…)’ ? basicMoveBy ? StaffFigure.basicMoveBy(…) 
Override ‘draw(…)’ ? draw ? StaffFigure.draw(…) 
Override ‘handles(…)’ ? handles ? StaffFigure.handles(…) 
? MusicPattern / NoteFigureHandle (?UserAbstractHandle) 
Provide … constructor … ‘NoteFigureHandle’ ? UserAbstractHandle ? NoteFigureHandle.NoteFigureHandle() 
Override ‘locate()’ ? locate ? NoteFigureHandle.locate() 
? MusicPattern / NoteFigureCreationTool (? UserCreationTool) 
Provide a constructor for ‘NoteFigureCreationTool’ ? UserCreationTool ? NoteFigureCreationTool. NoteFigureCreationTool (…) 
Program Initialization — Instantiating Tools 
At this point our basic concepts do not appear in any way if we execute our ap-
plication. This is because we do not yet instantiate our custom classes. In order to 
do that, we start by instantiating our note creation tool. 
? MusicPattern / MusicApp (? UserDrawApplication) 
S u g g e s t e d – Override ‘createTools(…)’ ? createTools ? MusicApp.createTools(…) 
? MusicPattern / <root> (? <root>) 
Locate a Tool for the tool palette ? Tool ? NoteFigureCreationTool (bind to role) 
Locate the figure … handled with ‘NoteFigureCreationTool’ ? Figure ? NoteFigure (bind to role) 
? MusicPattern / MusicApp (? UserDrawApplication) 
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Locate the constant field … for … ‘NoteFigureCreationTool’ ? toolImageDir ? MusicApp.APP_IMG_DIR (bind to role) 
? MusicPattern / MusicApp.createTools (?UserDrawApplication/createTools) 
Provide code that creates ‘NoteFigureCreationTool’ ? code ? (text fragment) 
Provide tool images for ‘NoteFigureCreationTool’ ?  
 
At this point we are ready to check how the changes appear when running the 
application. We have now one custom tool available in Music Application and it 
can be used to draw notes (see Figure C.3). However, the appearance of notes is 
not yet specified. We shall do that in the next chapter. 
 
Figure C.3: The first custom tool in the Music Application 
Drawing NoteFigures 
We want to use bitmap icons for representing our note figures. We have four dif-
ferent icons for representing notes of different lengths: whole.gif, half.gif, 
eight.gif, and fourth.gif. In order to register our icon files for the framework, we 
execute the following tasks. 
? MusicPattern / MusicApp (? UserDrawApplication) 
I m p o r t a n t - Provide image file: Specify the name of your image file (e.g. ‘myIcon.gif’) ? appImageName ? “whole.gif” 
I m p o r t a n t - Provide image file: Specify the name of your image file (e.g. ‘myIcon.gif’) (2) ? appImageName ? “half.gif” 
I m p o r t a n t - Provide image file: Specify the name of your image file (e.g. ‘myIcon.gif’) (3) ? appImageName ? “fourth.gif” 
I m p o r t a n t - Provide image file: Specify the name of your image file (e.g. ‘myIcon.gif’) (4) ? appImageName ? “eight.gif” 
Provide a constant … for string ‘whole.gif’ ? imageFileConstrant ? MusicApp.WHOLE 
Provide a constant … for string ‘half.gif’ ? imageFileConstrant ? MusicApp.HALF 
Provide a constant … for string ‘fourth.gif’ ? imageFileConstrant ? MusicApp.FOURTH 
Provide a constant … for string ‘eight.gif’ ? imageFileConstrant ? MusicApp.EIGHT 
? MusicPattern / MusicApp.registerApplicationImages (? UserDrawApplication / registerApplicationImages) 
Image files: Provide code that registers image ‘whole.gif’ ? registerImage ? (text fragment) 
Image files: Provide code that registers image ‘half.gif’ ? registerImage ? (text fragment) 
Image files: Provide code that registers image ‘fourth.gif’ ? registerImage ? (text fragment) 
Image files: Provide code that registers image ‘eight.gif’ ? registerImage ? (text fragment) 
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In order to use the icon files when drawing note figures we modify the draw 
method of NoteFigure. We use the following tasks to generate code for a “bitmap 
style” figure drawing. 
? MusicPattern / NoteFigure.draw (? UserAbstractFigure/draw) 
Bitmap image: Locate the name of your image ? imageName ? “whole.gif” (bind to role) 
Provide code that draws the bitmap image ‘whole.gif’ ? DrawBitmap ? (text fragment) 
The generated default implementation uses ‘whole.gif’ as the icon for any note 
figure. However, we should use the icon file that corresponds to the actual length 
of the note. Thus, the draw method requires some changes. First we create the 
NoteDuration class that represents the possible lengths of a note. We use Bean-
SimpleProperties pattern to add four properties (imageName, highlightedIma-
geName, length, and nextDuration) with setters and getters in the class, as fol-
lows. 
? MusicPattern (?Bean-SimpleProperties) / <root> (?<root>) 
Provide a bean class that holds bean properties ? Bean ? NoteDuration 
Create simple bean property: specify a name ? propertyName ? “imageName” 
Provide a property type for simple property ‘imageName’ ? PropertyType ? String 
? MusicPattern / musicApp.NoteDuration (?BeanSimpleProperties/Bean) 
Property ‘imageName’: provide a field for storing the property ? propertyField ? NoteDuration._imageName 
Property ‘imageName’: provide a getter ? propertyGetter ? NoteDuration.getImageName() 
Property ‘imageName’: provide a setter ? propertySetter ? NoteDuration.setImageName(…) 
? MusicPattern / musicApp.NoteDuration.getImageName 
Provide a return clause for the property getter ? Bean / propertyGetter / ReturnProperty ? (text fragment) 
? MusicPattern / musicApp.NoteDuration.setImageName 
Provide an assignment clause for the setter ? Bean / propertySetter / SetProperty ? (text fragment) 
? MusicPattern / <root> 
Create simple bean property: specify a name (2) ? propertyName ? “highlightedImageName” 
Provide a property type for simple property ‘highlightedImageName’ ? PropertyType ? String (bind to role) 
 ? MusicPattern / musicApp.NoteDuration 
Property ‘highlightedImageName’: provide a field for storing the property ? Bean / propertyField ? NoteDura-
tion._highlightedImageName 
Property ‘highlightedImageName’: provide a getter ? Bean / propertyGetter ? NoteDuration.getHighlightedImageName() 
Property ‘highlightedImageName’: provide a setter ? attribute ? NoteDuration.setHighlightedImageName(…) 
? MusicPattern / musicApp.NoteDuration.getHighlightedImageName 
Provide a return clause for the property getter ? Bean / propertyGetter / ReturnProperty ? (text fragment) 
? MusicPattern / musicApp.NoteDuration.setHighlightedImageName 
Provide an assignment clause for the setter ? Bean / propertySetter / SetProperty ? (text fragment) 
? MusicPattern / <root> 
Create simple bean property: specify a name (3) ? propertyName ? “length” 
Provide a property type for simple property ‘length’ ? PropertyType ? float 
? MusicPattern / musicApp.NoteDuration 
Property ‘length’: provide a field for storing the property ? Bean / propertyField ? NoteDuration._length 
Property ‘length’: provide a getter ? Bean / propertyGetter ? NoteDuration.getLength() 
Property ‘length’: provide a setter ? attribute ? NoteDuration.setLength(…) 
? MusicPattern / musicApp.NoteDuration.getLength 
Provide a return clause for the property getter ? Bean / propertyGetter / ReturnProperty ? (text fragment) 
? MusicPattern / musicApp.NoteDuration.setLength 
Provide an assignment clause for the setter ? Bean / propertySetter / SetProperty ? (text fragment) 
? MusicPattern / <root> 
Create simple bean property: specify a name (4) ? propertyName ? “nextDuration” 
Provide a property type for simple property ‘nextDuration’ ? PropertyType ? musicApp.NoteDuration (bind to role) 
? MusicPattern / musicApp.NoteDuration 
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Property ‘nextDuration’: provide a field for storing the property ? Bean / propertyField ? NoteDuration._nextDuration 
Property ‘nextDuration’: provide a getter ? Bean / propertyGetter ? NoteDuration.getLength() 
Property ‘nextDuration’: provide a setter ? attribute ? NoteDuration.setLength(…) 
? MusicPattern / musicApp.NoteDuration.getNextDuration 
Provide a return clause for the property getter ? Bean / propertyGetter / ReturnProperty ? (text fragment) 
? MusicPattern / musicApp.NoteDuration.setNextDuration 
Provide an assignment clause for the setter ? Bean / propertySetter / SetProperty ? (text fragment) 
After creating the NoteDuration class, we use Bean-SimpleProperties pattern to 
add a property of type NoteDuration to class NoteFigure. 
? MusicPattern ? Simple-BeanProperty / <root> 
Provide a bean class that holds bean properties ? Bean ? NoteFigure (bind to role) 
Create simple bean property: specify a name ? propertyName ? “noteDuration” 
Provide a property type for simple property ‘noteDuration’ ? PropertyType ? NoteDuration 
? MusicPattern / musicApp.NoteFigure 
Property ‘noteDuration’: provide a field for storing the property ? Bean / propertyField ? NoteFigure._noteDuration 
Property ‘noteDuration’: provide a getter ? Bean / propertyGetter ? NoteFigure.getNoteDuration() 
Property ‘noteDuration’: provide a setter ? attribute ? NoteFigure.setNoteDuration(…) 
? MusicPattern / musicApp.NoteFigure.getNoteDuration 
Provide a return clause for the property getter ? Bean / propertyGetter / ReturnProperty ? (text fragment) 
? MusicPattern / musicApp.NoteFigure.setNoteDuration 
Provide an assignment clause for the setter ? Bean / propertySetter / SetProperty ? (text fragment) 
After creating the property, we add the instantiation of NoteDuration objects, as 
well as the initial value for the attribute _noteDuration. To complete the draw 
method in NoteFigure, we add constants that specify the width and height of the 
figure’s display box, change the method basicDisplayBox(…) to use these con-
stants, and modify the method draw so that it uses the NoteDuration class2. 
At this point we are again ready for compilation. We can now draw notes in our 
application (see Figure C.4). 
Adding Note Handles 
In order for our note handles to appear in our application, we must connect the 
NoteFigureHandle and NoteFigure classes. We do that by using the Handles-
ForFigures connection pattern. 
 
? MusicPattern ? HandlesForFigures / <root> 
Handles: Locate the Figure class (…) to add handles to ? UserFigure ? NoteFigure (bind to role) 
Handles: Locate your Handle class (…) ? UserHandle ? NoteFigureHandle (bind to role) 
? MusicPattern / NoteFigure 
Locate handles() ? UserFigure / handles ? NoteFigure.handles() (bind to role) 
? MusicPattern / NoteFigure.handles() 
Provide ‘addHandle’ ? code ? (text fragment) 
? MusicPattern / NoteFigureHandle 
Override invokeStart(…) ? UserAbstractHandle / invokeStart ? NoteFigureHandle.invokeStart(…) 
In the last task above we override the invokeStart method in NoteFigureHandle 
and call the nextNote method from it in order to change the note length, which 
                                                 
2 At this point we don’t yet have the suffix variable. 
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actually is the whole purpose of the handle. At this point we can again compile 
and run our application to see how the handles work (see Figure C.5). 
 
 
Figure C.4: Drawing notes in the Music Application 
 
Figure C.5: Music Application now has handles for changing note length 
Drawing StaffFigure 
In this chapter we specify the appearance of the staff. Firstly, we need to change 
the StaffFigure class into a singleton. To do so, we start using the Singleton pat-
tern in our MusicPattern. 
? MusicPattern ? Singleton / <root> 
Provide class ‘Singleton’ ? SingletonClass ? StaffFigure (bind to role) 
? MusicPattern / StaffFigure 
Provide a constructor for ‘StaffFigure’ ? Constructor ? StaffFigure.StaffFigure(…) (bind to role) 
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Provide field ‘instance’ ? instance ? StaffFigure._instance 
Provide method ‘getInstance()’ ? getInstance ? StaffFigure.getInstance() 
At this time there exists a constraint violation task indicating that the modifiers of 
the constructor do not match the requirements stated in the Singleton pattern. 
This is because we had previously created a “public” constructor and now as-
signed the same constructor for the role Constructor of the Singleton pattern. 
Singleton however requires that the constructor is “private” (see Figure C.6). We 
fix the violation simply by changing the modifier of the constructor. 
 
Figure C.6: A constraint violation 
After fixing the constraint violation, we create constants for staff figure’s dimen-
sions and use them when initializing the display box. We also change the draw 
method so that the staff is drawn properly and add more constants used in draw-
ing the staff. When the staff is drawn, two more constants are also needed in 
NoteFigure. Also in order to staff to appear, we must add it to the canvas. The 
staff contains bar lines. In order to draw them correctly, we need to access the 
note figures. The notes are fetched from MusicApp with the method getAllNote-
Figures that gets the currently drawn notes ordered from left to right. In order to 
access MusicApp, we change it into a singleton by using the Singleton pattern, as 
follows. We also change the main method in MusicApp so that it calls getIn-
stance() instead of the constructor. 
? MusicPattern / <root> 
Provide class ‘Singleton’ ? SingletonClass ? MusicApp 
? MusicPattern / MusicApp 
Provide a constructor for ‘MusicApp’ ? Constructor ? MusicApp.MusicApp(…) (bind to role) 
Provide field ‘instance’ ? instance ? MusicApp._instance 
Provide method ‘getInstance()’ ? getInstance ? MusicApp.getInstance() 
The following task list is used to define a default size for the application frame. 
? MusicPattern / MusicApp 
Override defaultSize() ? UserDrawApplication / defaultSize ? MusicApp.defaultSize() 
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At this point our application is almost complete: we can now draw notes into a 
staff and we can changes the pitches, lengths, and positions of the notes3 (Figure 
C.7). However, notes are not yet well organized in the staff. For that purpose, we 
introduce a grid in the next chapter. 
 
Figure C.7: Music Application is almost complete 
Arranging Notes and Forcing a Grid for Them 
In order to force a grid for the notes, we add to StaffFigure a method called ad-
justNotePositions. The method changes the locations of the given notes so that 
they conform to a grid. In order to force the grid we must call adjustNotePosi-
tions in two places: after creating a new note and after dragging a note (and thus 
changing its location). For the former case, we override the mouseUp method in 
NoteFigureCreationTool, and for the latter case, we need to define our own se-
lection tool in order to control note dragging. 
 
? MusicPattern / NoteFigureCreationTool 
Override mouseUp(…) ? UserCreationTool / mouseUp ? NoteFigureCreationTool.mouseUp(…) 
 
In the overriding method mouseUp, we add the call for adjustNotePositions (as 
well as some other checks). After that, we create the selection tool and a drag 
tracker needed to actually control the dragging. 
 
? MusicPattern ? SelectionTool / <root> 
Create a tool: Locate the figure class … handled with your tool ? ToolTargetFigure ? NoteFigure (bind to role) 
Provide a subclass for ‘SelectionTool’ (to make a tool for ‘NoteFigure’) ? UserSelectionTool ? MusicAppSelectionTool 
? MusicPattern / MusicAppSelectionTool 
Provide a constructor for ‘MusicAppSelectionTool’ ? UserSelectionTool / UserSelectionTool ? MusicAppSelectionTool 
.MusicAppSelectionTool() 
Override createDragTracker(…) ? MusicApplication / createDragTracker ? MusicAppSelectionTool.createDragTracker(…) 
? MusicPattern ? DragTracker / <root> 
Create a tool: Locate the figure class … handled with your tool ? ToolTargetFigure ? NoteFigure (bind to role) 
Subclass ‘DragTracker’ (to make drag tracker tool for ‘NoteFigure’) ? UserDragTracker ? NoteDragTracker 
? MusicPattern / NoteFigureDragTracker 
Provide a constructor for ‘NoteFigureDragTracker ? UserSelectionTool / UserSelectionTool ? MusicAppSelectionTool 
.MusicAppSelectionTool() 
Override mouseUp(…)? mouseUp ? NoteFigureDragTracker.mouseUp(…) 
                                                 
3 Note that the code is not ready for compilation at this stage, because we have not yet implemented the 
drawBars method that is called from NoteFigure.draw. 
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? Tool basics / <root> 
Locate your DragTracker class ? UserDragTracker ? NoteFigureDragTracker (bind to role) 
? Tool basics / musicApp.MusicAppSelectionTool.createDragTracker 
Provide ‘createDragTracker’ ? code ? (text fragment) 
 
In the drag tracker, we add the code that forced the grid in the overriding 
mouseUp method. Finally, before the changes will be visible in the application, 
we must instantiate our own selection tool. 
 
? MusicPattern / MusicApp 
S u g g e s t e d – Override createSelectionTool(…) ? UserDrawApplication / createSelectionTool ? MusicApp.createSelectionTool (…) 
? MusicPattern / <root> 
Locate your selection tool class ? SelectionTool ? MusicAppSelectionTool 
? MusicPattern / MusicApp.createSelectionTool 
Provide code that instantiated and returns ‘MusicAppSelectionTool’ ? code ? (text fragment) 
 
It is again time to compile and test the application. We can see that the grid func-
tionality now keeps the note figures nicely organized (see Figure C.8). 
 
Figure C.8: Music Application with grid functionality 
Playing the Song — Adding Menu Functionality 
In this chapter we add a method that “plays” the notes drawn in Music Applica-
tion by highlighting them one by one. We also add a menu from which playing 
can be invoked. We start off by defining the play method in NoteFigure. The 
play method assumes a Boolean property called highlighted in NoteFigure, so we 
create the property by using the Bean-SimpleProperties pattern already extended 
to our MusicPattern. 
? MusicPattern ? Simple-BeanProperty / <root> 
Create simple bean property: specify a name (2) ? propertyName ? “highlighted” 
Provide a property type for simple property ‘highlighted’ ? PropertyType ? boolean 
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? MusicPattern / musicApp.NoteFigure 
Property ‘highlighted’: provide a field for storing the property ? Bean / propertyField ? NoteFigure._highlighted 
Property ‘‘highlighted ‘: provide a getter ? Bean / propertyGetter ? NoteFigure.isHighlighted() 
Property ‘‘highlighted’: provide a setter ? attribute ? NoteFigure.setHighlighted(…) 
? MusicPattern / musicApp.NoteFigure.getHighlighted 
Provide a return clause for the property getter ? Bean / propertyGetter / ReturnProperty ? (text fragment) 
? MusicPattern / musicApp.NoteFigure.setHighlighted 
Provide an assignment clause for the setter ? Bean / propertySetter / SetProperty ? (text fragment) 
 
We also add initialization for the property. After that we modify NoteFig-
ure.draw() so that it draws different image depending on whether the figure is 
highlighted or not. Also we need to register new images to represent the high-
lighted versions of note figures, as follows. 
 
? MusicPattern / MusicApp 
I m p o r t a n t - Provide image file: Specify the name … (e.g. ‘myIcon.gif’) (5) ? UserDrawApplication / appImageName ? 
“whole_h.gif” 
I m p o r t a n t - Provide image file: Specify the name … (e.g. ‘myIcon.gif’) (6) ? UserDrawApplication / appImageName ? 
“half_h.gif” 
I m p o r t a n t - Provide image file: Specify the name … (e.g. ‘myIcon.gif’) (7) ? UserDrawApplication / appImageName ? 
“fourth_h.gif” 
I m p o r t a n t - Provide image file: Specify the name … (e.g. ‘myIcon.gif’) (8) ? UserDrawApplication / appImageName ? 
“eight_h.gif” 
Provide a constant … ‘whole_h.gif’ ? UserDrawApplication / imageFileConstrant ? MusicApp.WHOLE_H 
Provide a constant … ‘half_h.gif’ ? UserDrawApplication / imageFileConstrant ? MusicApp.HALF_H 
Provide a constant … ‘fourth_h.gif’ ? UserDrawApplication / imageFileConstrant ? MusicApp.FOURTH_H 
Provide a constant … ‘eight_h.gif’ ? UserDrawApplication / imageFileConstrant ? MusicApp.EIGHT_H 
? MusicPattern / MusicApp.registerApplicationImages 
Image files: Provide code that registeres image ‘whole.gif’ ? UserDrawApplication / registerApplicationImages / registerImage ? (text 
fragment) 
Image files: Provide code that registeres image ‘half.gif’ ? UserDrawApplication / registerApplicationImages / registerImage ? (text 
fragment) 
Image files: Provide code that registeres image ‘fourth.gif’ ? UserDrawApplication / registerApplicationImages / registerImage ? (text 
fragment) 
Image files: Provide code that registeres image ‘eight.gif’ ? UserDrawApplication / registerApplicationImages / registerImage ? (text 
fragment) 
 
Next we create a menu for the song playing, as follows. 
 
 
? MusicPattern / MusicApp 
S u g g e s t e d – Override createMenus(…) ? UserDrawApplication.createMenus ? MusicApp.createMenus(…) 
Create menu: Specify menu name ? UserDrawApplication / menuName ? “Play” 
Provide a method that creates menu ‘Play’ ? UserDrawApplication / createMyMenu ? MusicApp.createPlayMenu 
Create menu item: Specify menu item name ? UserDrawApplication / menuItemName ? “Play the song” 
Create menu item: Provide a method that is called when menu item ‘Play the song’ is invoked ? UserDrawApplica-
tion.executeMyMenuItem ? MusicApp.executePlayTheSong () 
Create menu item: Provide a method that creates menu item ‘Play the song’ and links it to ‘executePlayTheSong’ ? User-
DrawApplication / createMyMenuItem ? MusicApp.createPlayTheSongMenuItem() 
? MusicPattern / MusicApp.createPlayMenu 
Create menu: Provide code that adds menu item ‘Play the song’ to menu ‘Play’ ? UserDrawApplication / createMenus / addMenu ? 
(text fragment) 
 
Next we update MusicApp.playTheSong method, so that the play method gets 
called for each NoteFigure. After that we can compile and run (see Figure C.9). 
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Figure C.9: Menu for playing the song edited in Music Application 
Fine Tuning 
In this chapter we make some fine tunings for our Music Application. First we 
override the draw method in NoteFigureHandle, as follows. 
? Handle basics / NoteFigureHandle 
Override draw(…) ? UserAbstractHandle.draw ? NoteFigureHandle.draw(…) 
After that we add few more default tools (text tool and a line tool) for our appli-
cation, as follows. 
? MusicPattern / <root> 
Locate a Tool for tool palette (2) ? Tool ? CH.ifa.standard.CreationTool (bind to role) 
Locate the figure … handled with ‘CreationTool ? Figure ? jhd.figures.LineFigure (bind to role) 
? MusicPattern / MusicApp 
Locate a constant field that specifies the location of the image for tool ‘CreationTool’ ? UserDrawApplication / toolImageDir ? Mu-
sicApp.FW_IMG_DIR 
? MusicPattern / MusicApp.createTools 
Provide code that creates ‘CreationTool’ ? code ? (text fragment) 
Provide tool images for ‘CreationTool’ ? 
? MusicPattern / <root> 
Locate a Tool for tool palette (2) ? Tool ? CH.ifa.standard.TextTool (bind to role) 
Locate the figure … handled with ‘TextTool ? Figure ? jhd.figures.TextFigure (bind to role) 
? MusicPattern / MusicApp 
Locate a constant field that specifies the location of the image for tool ‘TextTool’ ? UserDrawApplication / toolImageDir ? Musi-
cApp.FW_IMG_DIR 
? MusicPattern / MusicApp.createTools 
Provide code that creates ‘TextTool’ ? code ? (text fragment) 
Provide tool images for ‘TextTool’ ? 
At this point our Music Application is completed. We can now draw notes, texts, and 
lines. We can also drag the figures around and play the song formed by the note figures 
(see Figure C.10). 
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Figure C.10: The final version of Music Application 
C.2 Making the Mini Chat Servlet Application 
Here we show how the Struts framework and JavaFrames were used to create a 
chat application called MiniChat. MiniChat is a servlet that consists of a web 
page that displays a list of short messages. The users can go to the page, read the 
messages sent by other users, and send their own messages, too. 
Reading the Documentation 
First, we create a pattern called UserServlet for our application. Then we set an 
extension relationship between UserServlet and Documentation pattern. After 
that we go through the documentation found via the documentation task. 
?? UserServlet (? Documentation) / <root> 
Learn how to start using Struts ? 
Based on the documentation, we choose first develop the servlet deployment 
scripts needed for exporting a servlet into a servlet container, such as Apache 
Tomcat. 
Creating Servlet Deployment Scripts 
The deployment scripts are specified in an Ant build.xml file. To create the 
scripts we extend pattern DeployServlet and then execute the following tasks. 
? UserServlet (? DeployServlet) / <root> 
Provide build file for deploying your servlet ? DeployServlet / BuildFile ? build.xml 
? UserServlet / build.xml 
Specify a name for your project ? DeployServlet / BuildFile / projectName ? “MiniChat” 
Generate a skeleton for the build file ? DeployServlet / BuildFile / BuildFileSkeleton ? (text fragment) 
The next task would be to actually deploy the servlet (see the task ‘UserServlet / 
build.xml: “When the servlet is ready...”‘). We leave that task for later because 
we do not have the servlet application ready yet.  
Configuration file 
Every Struts application must have a configuration file. To generate one we exe-
cute the following tasks. 
? UserServlet (? ContigurationFile) / <root> 
Generate the Struts configuration file... ? ConfigurationFile / ConfigurationFile ? struts-config.xml 
? UserServlet / struts-config.xml 
Generate ... file skeleton ? DeployServlet / ConfigurationFile / ConfigurationFileSkeleton ? (text fragment) 
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JSP file and property file 
Most Struts applications use JSP files to implement the user interface. The user 
interface of our Mini Chat Application consists of only one page. To generate the 
corresponding JSP file we must execute the following tasks. 
? UserServlet (? JavaServerPageFile) / <root> 
Provide a JSP file ? JavaServerPageFile / JSPFile ? index.jsp 
? UserServlet / index.jsp 
Generate ... file skeleton ? JavaServerPageFile / JSPFile / JSPFileSkeleton ? (text fragment) 
Most Struts applications use a property file that includes text strings that are dis-
played in the user interface. This makes it easy, e.g., to change the application’s 
language. To generate a property file we execute the following tasks:  
? UserServlet / <root> 
Provide a property file ? JavaServerPageFile / PropertyFile ? ApplicationResources.properties 
? UserServlet / ApplicationResources.properties 
Provide default properties ? JavaServerPageFile / PropertyFile / DefaultProperties ? (text fragment) 
Testing the Application for the First Time 
At this point we have created the smallest possible Struts application. It is only 
an empty web page. However, to check that we have done everything correctly, 
we should now deploy our servlet and run it on Apache Tomcat. In order to do 
that, we follow the instructions given in the following task.  
? UserServlet / build.xml 
When the servlet is ready for testing, run your deployment scripts ? 
Figure C.11 shows how the first version of the servlet looks like.  
 
Figure C.11: The first version of the Mini Chat servlet 
Providing the Model by using the UserDataBean Pattern 
In order to have some data content in our application we must define JavaBean 
objects that represent the data (i.e. the model part of our MVC style application). 
We start by extending the ‘UserDataBean’ pattern from the ‘Struts Framework’ 
architecture. After that we execute the following tasks to create a ‘Message’ bean 
with String properties ‘sender’, ‘time’, and ‘text’.  
? UserServlet (? UserDataBean) / <root> 
Model: Provide a bean class... ? UserDataBean / Bean ? app.Message  
Create … property in … ‘Message’: specify a name ? UserDataBean / propertyName ? “sender” 
Create … property in … ‘Message’: specify a name (2) ? UserDataBean / propertyName ? “time” 
Create … property in … ‘Message’: specify a name (3) ? UserDataBean / propertyName ? “text” 
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Model: Provide … type for property ‘sender’ in bean ‘Message’ ? UserDataBean / propertyType ? String 
Model: Provide … type for property ‘time’ in bean ‘Message’ ? UserDataBean / propertyType ? String (bind to role) 
Model: Provide … type for property ‘text’ in bean ‘Message’ ? UserDataBean / propertyType ? String (bind to role) 
? UserServlet / Message 
Property ‘sender’: Provide a setter ? UserDataBean / Bean / propertySetter ? app.Message.setSender(…) 
Property ‘sender’: Provide a field … ? UserDataBean / Bean / propertyField ? app.Message._sender 
Property ‘sender’: Provide a getter ? UserDataBean / Bean / propertyGetter ? app.Message.getSender 
? UserServlet / getSender 
Provide a return clause for the property getter ? UserDataBean / Bean / propertyGetter / ReturnProperty ? (text fragment) 
? UserServlet / setSender 
Provide an assignment clause for the setter ? UserDataBean / Bean / propertySetter / SetProperty ? (text fragment) 
? UserServlet / Message 
Property ‘text’: Provide a setter ? UserDataBean / Bean / propertySetter ? app.Message.setText(…) 
Property ‘text’: Provide a field … ? UserDataBean / Bean / propertyField ? app.Message._text 
Property ‘text’: Provide a getter ? UserDataBean / Bean / propertyGetter ? app.Message.getText 
? UserServlet / getText 
Provide a return clause for the property getter ? UserDataBean / Bean / propertyGetter / ReturnProperty ? (text fragment) 
? UserServlet / setText 
Provide an assignment clause for the setter ? UserDataBean / Bean / propertySetter / SetProperty ? (text fragment) 
? UserServlet / Message 
Property ‘time’: Provide a setter ? UserDataBean / Bean / propertySetter ? app.Message.setTime(…) 
Property ‘time’: Provide a field … ? UserDataBean / Bean / propertyField ? app.Message._time 
Property ‘time’: Provide a getter ? UserDataBean / Bean / propertyGetter ? app.Message.getTime 
? UserServlet / getTime 
Provide a return clause for the property getter ? UserDataBean / Bean / propertyGetter / ReturnProperty ? (text fragment) 
? UserServlet / setTime 
Provide an assignment clause for the setter ? UserDataBean / Bean / propertySetter / SetProperty ? (text fragment) 
After that we need to manually add a constructor that sets all the properties to the 
given values.  
By now, we have only defined the bean that describes one chat message. Next, 
we need another bean that represents the list of messages to be shown in the user 
interface. Again, we execute the following tasks to create a bean ‘MessageList’ 
that holds a simple property ‘messages’ whose type is ‘Message[]’.  
? UserServlet / <root> 
Model: Provide a bean class...(2) ? UserDataBean / Bean ? app.MessageList 
Create … property in … ‘MessageList’: specify a name ? UserDataBean / propertyName ? “messages”  
Model: Provide … type for property ‘messages’ in bean ‘MessageList’ ? UserDataBean / propertyType ? app.Message[] 
? UserServlet / Message 
Property ‘messages’: Provide a setter ? UserDataBean / Bean / propertySetter ? app.Message.setMessages(…) 
Property ‘messages’: Provide a field … ? UserDataBean / Bean / propertyField ? app.Message._messages 
Property ‘messages’: Provide a getter ? UserDataBean / Bean / propertyGetter ? app.Message.getMessages 
 
? UserServlet / getMessages 
Provide a return clause for the property getter ? UserDataBean / Bean / propertyGetter / ReturnProperty ? (text fragment) 
? UserServlet / setMessages 
Provide an assignment clause for the setter ? UserDataBean / Bean / propertySetter / SetProperty ? (text fragment) 
After creating the properties we need to manually add a constructor and a method 
that adds a message to the message list.  
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Adding the Message List to the User Interface 
In order to show the message list in the user interface we must insert appropriate 
tags to our JSP file. To generate an appropriate ‘useBean’ tag to access the ‘Mes-
sageList’ bean we execute the following tasks related to file ‘index.jsp’. 
? UserServlet / index.jsp 
Tags: You must locate a bean type to access its properties in your JSP file ?  
? UserServlet / <root> 
Tags: Locate a bean type … to access in your JSP file ? JavaServerPageFile/BeanType ? app.MessageList (bind to role)  
Use-bean tag: To create a ‘useBean’ tag, define … access name ... for ‘MessageList’ ? JavaServerPageFile/JSPFile/beanName ? “mes-
sageList” 
? UserServlet / index.jsp  
Use-bean tag: Generate a ‘useBean’ tag for bean ‘messageList’ ? JavaServerPageFile/JSPFile/BeanUsage ? (text fragment) 
We also have to change the scope specified in the tag from ‘session’ to ‘applica-
tion’ since the same message list bean should be shared among all clients.  
To access the properties of individual messages (i.e. instances of the ‘Message’ 
bean) in the ‘iterate’ tag we execute the following tasks:  
? UserServlet / index.jsp  
Tags: You must locate a bean type to access its properties in your JSP file (2) ?  
? UserServlet / <root> 
Tags: Locate a bean type whose properties you want to access in your JSP file ? JavaServerPageFile/BeanType ? app.Message 
(bind to role)  
? UserServlet / index.jsp 
Tags: Locate a property getter of bean ‘Message’ to generate JSP tags that use the corresponding property ?  
Tags: Locate a property getter of bean ‘Message’ to generate JSP tags that use the corresponding property (2) ?  
Tags: Locate a property getter of bean ‘Message’ to generate JSP tags that use the corresponding property (3) ?  
? UserServlet / Message  
Locate a property getter in order to access the property in JSP file ‘index.jsp’ ? JavaServerPageFile/BeanType/propertyGetter ? 
app.Message.getSender() (bind to role)  
Locate a property getter in order to access the property in JSP file ‘index.jsp’ ? JavaServerPageFile/BeanType/propertyGetter ? 
app.Message.getTime() (bind to role)  
Locate a property getter in order to access the property in JSP file ‘index.jsp’ ? JavaServerPageFile/BeanType/propertyGetter ? 
app.Message.getText() (bind to role)  
 
? UserServlet / index.jsp 
Tags: Locate a property getter of bean ‘MessageList’ to generate JSP tags that use the corresponding property ?  
? UserServlet / MessageList  
Locate a property getter in order to access the property in JSP file ‘index.jsp’ ? JavaServerPageFile/BeanType/propertyGetter ? 
app.MessageList.getMessages() (bind to role)  
? UserServlet / index.jsp  
Iterate tag: To create ‘iterate’ tag, define iterator name for... ‘MessageList.messages’ ? JavaServerPageFile/JSPFile/iteratorName 
? “messagesIterator” 
Iterate tag: Generate ‘iterate’ tag for iterator ‘messagesIterator’ ? JavaServerPageFile/JSPFile/LogicIterate ? (text fragment; generate 
to clipboard)  
The last task in the previous task list generates a table that contains the ‘iterate’ 
tag. We generate the fragment to the clipboard and paste it from the clipboard to 
the appropriate location in ‘index.jsp’ (e.g. as the last tag before the body ends).  
To write the properties of a message to the appropriate table row we generate a 
‘write’ tag by executing the following tasks:  
? UserServlet / index.jsp  
Write tag: To create a ‘write’ tag for property ‘Message.sender’, locate a name to access the bean ? JavaServerPage-
File/JSPFile/writeName ? “messagesIterator” (bind to role)  
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Write tag: To create a ‘write’ tag for property ‘Message.time’, locate a name to access the bean ? JavaServerPage-
File/JSPFile/writeName ? “messagesIterator” (bind to role)  
Write tag: To create a ‘write’ tag for property ‘Message.text’, locate a name to access the bean ? JavaServerPage-
File/JSPFile/writeName ? “messagesIterator” (bind to role)  
Write tag: Generate a ‘write’ tag for property ‘Message.sender’ using name ‘messagesIterator’ ? JavaServerPage-
File/JSPFile/BeanWrite ? (text fragment; generate to clipboard)  
 Write tag: Generate a ‘write’ tag for property ‘Message.time’ using name ‘messagesIterator’ ? JavaServerPage-
File/JSPFile/BeanWrite ? (text fragment; generate to clipboard) 
Write tag: Generate a ‘write’ tag for property ‘Message.text’ using name ‘messagesIterator’ ? JavaServerPage-
File/JSPFile/BeanWrite ? (text fragment; generate to clipboard) 
The last three tasks in the previous task list are generated to clipboard and pasted 
each into its own table column (i.e. within TD tags).  
To finish our table we also need to define proper headings for each column. At 
the same time we also add a heading for the whole page. This is done by adding 
appropriate string literals into the property file and by accessing those strings 
with ‘message’ tags in ‘index.jsp’. The following tasks are executed to do that:  
? UserServlet / ApplicationResources.properties  
Define a new property name ? JavaServerPageFile/PropertyFile/propertyName ? “index.heading” 
Define a new property name (2) ? JavaServerPageFile/PropertyFile/propertyName ? “message.sender” 
Define a new property name (3) ? JavaServerPageFile/PropertyFile/propertyName ? “ message.time” 
Define a new property name (4) ? JavaServerPageFile/PropertyFile/propertyName ? “ message.text” 
Define the value of property ‘index.heading’ ? JavaServerPageFile/PropertyFile/PropertyDefinition ? (text fragment)  
Define the value of property ‘message.sender ? JavaServerPageFile/PropertyFile/PropertyDefinition ? (text fragment) 
Define the value of property ‘message.time’ ? JavaServerPageFile/PropertyFile/PropertyDefinition ? (text fragment) 
Define the value of property ‘message.text’ ? JavaServerPageFile/PropertyFile/PropertyDefinition ? (text fragment)  
? UserServlet / index.jsp  
Message tag: Generate ‘message’ tag using ‘index.heading’... ? JavaServerPageFile/JSPFile/BeanMessageUsage ? (text fragment; 
generate to clipboared)  
Message tag: Generate ‘message’ tag using ‘message.sender’... ? JavaServerPageFile/JSPFile/BeanMessageUsage ? (text frag-
ment; generate to clipboared)  
Message tag: Generate ‘message’ tag using ‘message.time’... ? JavaServerPageFile/JSPFile/BeanMessageUsage ? (text fragment; 
generate to clipboared)  
Message tag: Generate ‘message’ tag using ‘message.text’... ? JavaServerPageFile/JSPFile/BeanMessageUsage ? (text fragment; 
generate to clipboared)  
The property values are generated to the property file. You should enter descrip-
tive strings as property values. The last four tasks in the previous task list are 
generated to clipboard and pasted each into appropriate location in ‘index.jsp’ 
(i.e. the column headings within TH tags in the table and the page heading into 
H3 and TITLE tags).  
Testing the application for the second time 
At this point we have created the outline of our Mini Chat application. It is a web 
page that shows a table of fake messages. To check that everything is ok, you 
should now deploy the servlet and run it on Apache Tomcat as described above. 
Figure C.12 represents a snapshot of the running the servlet.  
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Figure C.12: The Mini Chat user interface with dummy messages 
Subclassing the ActionForm and Action classes for letting the user to add 
messages 
To allow the user to add messages to the chat page, we must define an action that 
accesses our data model and a form that validates the user’s input. We start with 
the latter by first extending the ‘ActionForm’ pattern and then by executing the 
following tasks:  
? UserServlet (? ActionForm) / <root> 
Define a new action form by subclassing ‘ActionForm’ ? ActionForm/UserActionForm ? app.SendMessageForm  
? UserServlet / SendMessageForm 
Override ‘reset(…)’ ? ActionForm/UserActionForm/reset ? app.SendMessageForm.reset(…) 
Override ‘validate(…)’ ? ActionForm/UserActionForm/reset ? app.SendMessageForm.validate(…) 
? UserServlet / <root> 
Create simple bean property: specify a name ? ActionForm/propertyName ? “text” (bind to role) 
Provide a property type for simple property ‘text’ ? ActionForm/PropertyType ? String (bind to role)  
? UserServlet / SendMessageForm 
Property ‘text’: Provide a field for storing the property ? ActionForm/UserActionForm/propertyField ? app.SendMessageForm._text 
Property ‘text’: Provide a getter ? ActionForm/UserActionForm/propertyGetter ? app.SendMessageForm.getText() 
Property ‘text’: Provide a setter ? ActionForm/UserActionForm/propertySetter ? app.SendMessageForm.setText(…) 
? UserServlet / SendMessageForm/getText 
Provide a return clause for the property getter ? ActionForm/UserActionForm/propertyGetter/ReturnProperty ? (text fragment) 
? UserServlet / SendMessageForm/setText 
Provide an assignment clause for the property setter ? ActionForm/UserActionForm/propertyGetter/SetProperty ? (text fragment) 
? UserServlet / SendMessageForm/reset 
Provide initialization for ‘text’ ? ActionForm/UserActionForm/reset/InitProperty ? (text fragment) 
 
After creating the properties in SendMessageForm, we add the action that inserts 
a new message to the message list. We extend the ‘Action’ pattern and execute 
the following tasks:  
? UserServlet (? Action) / <root> 
Define a new action by subclassing ‘Action’ ? Action/UserAction ? app.SendMessageAction 
? UserServlet / SendMessageAction  
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Override ‘public void execute(...)’ ? Acrtion/UserAction/execute ? app.SendMessageAction.execute(…) 
? UserServlet / SendMessageAction / execute  
Bean access: To access..., locate a bean name given in ...’useBean’ tag ? Action/UserAction/execute/beanName ? (bind to role)  
Bean access: To access bean ‘messageList’, give its scope... ? Action/UserAction/execute/beanScope ? “application” 
? UserServlet / <root> 
Bean access: Locate the class for bean ‘messageList’ ? Action/Bean ? app.MessageList (bind to role)  
? UserServlet / SendMessageAction / execute  
Bean access: Generate code to get bean ‘messageList’ from ‘application’ scope ? Action/UserAction/execute/beanAccess ? (text 
fragment)  
After generating the code fragment that fetches the message list bean, we have to 
manually add the statements that actually create a new message and put it to the 
list. Note that we use the host name of the client who initiated this action request 
as the sender, current time as the time, and the text from our form as the message 
text. This is the application-specific core of our action. 
Note that there still is a mandatory task left for ‘UserServlet / SendMessageAc-
tion / execute’. However, at this point we do not a have any action names in our 
configuration, so we cannot forward the control anywhere. That is why we have 
to continue by adding more information to ‘struts-config.xml’ and leave this task 
for later.  
Adding action, action form, and action forward to the configuration file 
To let the framework know about the actions and other components we have de-
fined, we have to add them to our Struts configuration. To do that we execute the 
following tasks:  
? UserServlet / <root> 
Form-bean tag: To create a ‘form-bean’ tag, locate a form bean class ? ConfigurationFile/FormBeanType ? app.SendMessageForm 
(bind to role)  
? UserServlet / struts-config.xml  
Form-bean tag: Define a name for form bean ‘SendMessageForm’ ? ConfigurationFile/ConfigurationFile/formBeanName ? “send-
MessageForm” 
Form-bean tag: Complete the form bean definition for ‘sendMessageForm’ ? ConfigurationFile/ConfigurationFile/FormBeanDefinition 
? (text fragment)  
? UserServlet / <root> 
Action tag: To create an ‘action’ tag, locate an action class corresponding to form bean ‘SendMessageForm’ ? Configuration-
File/ActionType ? app.SendMessageAction (bind to role)  
? UserServlet / struts-config.xml  
Action tag: Define a name for an action mapping between ... ‘SendMessageAction’ and ... ‘SendMessageForm’ ? Configuration-
File/ConfigurationFile/actionName ? “sendMessageAction” 
Action tag: Generate ‘action’ tag that defines a mapping between ... ‘SendMessageAction’ and ... ‘sendMessageForm’ ? Con-
figurationFile/ConfigurationFile/ActionDefinition ? (text fragment)  
? UserServlet / struts-config.xml / ActionDefinition  
Forward tag: To add a ‘forward’ definition, specify a forward name ? ConfigurationFile/ConfigurationFile/ActionDefinition/forwardName 
? “forward-to-success” 
Forward tag: Acknowledge this task to forward to a JSP file ?  
? UserServlet / <root> 
Forward tag: Locate the JSP file to forward to ? ConfigurationFile/JSPFile ? index.jsp (bind to role)  
? UserServlet / struts-config.xml / ActionDefinition  
Forward tag: Generate the forward to JSP file definition ? ConfigurationFile/ConfigurationFile/ActionDefinition/ForwardToJSPFile ? 
(text fragment)  
Now we are ready to complete our action in ‘SendMessageAction.execute’ by 
adding a return clause that forwards the control to our JSP file. To do that we 
execute the following tasks:  
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? UserServlet / SendMessageAction / execute  
Action forward: Locate a forward name ... that specifies the next page or action ? Action/UserAction/execute/forwardName ? “for-
ward-to-success” (bind to role)  
Action forward: Generate the return clause to forward the control to ‘forward-to-success’ page or action ? Ac-
tion/UserAction/execute/actionForward ? (text fragment) 
Adding the Missing Components to the User Interface 
Now we have an action that updates our data model. The final thing to do is to 
add the user interface components that allow users to actually enter message texts 
and to send them to the chat servlet. To add those components (a button and a 
text field) we execute the following tasks:  
? UserServlet / index.jsp  
Form tag: To generate a form tag for an action, locate the action name defined in ‘struts-config.xml’ ? JavaServerPage-
File/JSPFile/actionName ? “sendMessageAction” (bind to role)  
Form tag: Generate a ‘form’ tag that creates an action button for action ‘sendMessageAction’ ? code ? (text fragment; generate to 
clipboard)  
After editing the button label as ‘Send’, we add the text field with the following 
tasks:  
? UserServlet / <root> 
Form tag: To generate a form field, locate the action form bean type corresponding to bean ‘sendMessageAction’ ? 
JavaServerPageFile/ActionFormBean ? app.SendMessageForm (bind to role)  
? UserServlet / SendMessageForm  
Form tag: Locate a bean property getter to include a corresponding text field to the form tag ? JavaServerPage-
File/ActionFormBean/propertyGetter ? (bind to role)  
? UserServlet / index.jsp / Form  
Text tag: Generate a form text field corresponding to property ‘SendMessageForm.text’ ? JavaServerPage-
File/JSPFile/Form/TextField ? (text fragment)  
Testing the Finished Application 
Now we should have everything we need in our Mini Chat application. This 
means that we can deploy the servlet again and test the final version of the appli-
cation. The deployment is done in the same way as before (see above). Figure 
C.13 shows a snapshot of the final version of the Mini Chat servlet. 
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Case Study Application Source Codes 
In this appendix we represent the Java source codes for the Music Application 
and the Mini Chat Servlet application. The source codes of the frameworks 
(JHotDraw and Struts) are not included. For the Mini Chat servlet, we also list 
the JSP and configuration files. 
Note that the application dependent names that occur in the generated code sec-
tions have been suggested by JavaFrames based on the pattern definitions and the 
role bindings made by the application developer. For example, after the applica-
tion developer assigned string “noteDuration” for role propertyName in pattern 
Bean-SimpleProperties, JavaFrames was able to use that name when generating 
methods setNoteDuration(…) and getNoteDuration() in the class holding the 
property. Or, after the application developer assigned class NoteFigure for play-
ing role ToolTargetFigure in pattern SelectionTool, JavaFrames was able to sug-
gest a suitable default name, NoteFigureSelectionTool, for the application devel-
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